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Abstract 
The research is centred upon the nature and extent of 
pastoral care provision in five Western Australian 
Government secondary schools. The project took the form of 
five case-studies, set in schools which each had well-
established pastoral strategies in place. The schools' 
plans and policies were influenced by contexts of State and 
Federal education programmes, by the community setting of 
each school, by community concerns, and by other priorities 
within the school itself. In the study, information was 
collected through interviews and written responses from 
school staff, through documentary evidence of plans and 
policies for pastoral care, and through the observation of 
meetings which related to pastoral concerns. 
The study found that each school had complex 
structures in place which were resource intensive and which 
were designed to deliver pastoral care. The basis of those 
structures rested upon the presumption that pastoral care 
delivery took place at classroom level, particularly in 
Form classes. Findings suggested that such delivery was 
adversely affected by time constraints, and by deficiencies 
in pre-service and in-service training for teachers in the 
area of pastoral care. The services of specialists in the 
schools had decreased due to expenditure restraints, at a 
time of increased pastoral demands. Little evaluation of 
the outcomes of plans, policies, and delivery structures 
for pastoral care was found. 
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Chapte~ One contains a b~ie~ outline o~ the backg~ound 
to the study and the subjects o~ the ~esea~ch. The natu~e 
o~ the p~oblems which the ~esea~ch add~essed and the 
questions which we~e posed in the study a~e listed. The 
pu~pose o~ the study is examined, as a~e the ~easons ~o~ 
the choice o~ the ~esea~ch pa~adigm and mode. The chapte~ 
gives initial in~o~mation on the methodology adopted in the 
study. The signi~icance o~ the study is discussed as a~e 
the delimitations which we~e applied to the ~esea~ch. 
1 • 1 The Research Problem 
This ~esea~ch ~ocuses upon the p~ovision o~ pasto~al 
ca~e ~o~ students in ~ive Weste~n Aust~alian Gove~nment 
seconda~y schools. Available ~esea~ch evidence in this 
~ega~d is spa~se, while cu~~ently community and Gove~nment 
conce~ns about youth ~elated p~oblems a~e emphasizing the 
impo~tant ~oles that schools must play in add~essing these 
p~oblems. 
What is known about pasto~al ca~e in the Weste~n 
Aust~alian context suggests that most schools would 
subsc~ibe to the concept, make p~ovisions that tend to be 
~esou~ce intensive, have ill-de~ined policies, but have in 
place elabo~ate delive~y st~uctu~es. Schools appea~ to be 
unawa~e o~ the deg~ee to which thei~ e~~o~ts to p~ovide 
pasto~al ca~e a~e eithe~ e~~ective o~ e~~icient. 
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Recent research <Hyde, 1990; Watson, 1990) indicated 
that the demands upon Western Australian schools Tor 
pastoral care services are increasing and outstripping 
available resources as a result OT Tactors related to the 
current recession. All OT these Teatures are present at a 
time when community and Government pressures require 
schools to "do more with Tewer resources" in terms both OT 
curriculum reTorms and student welTare. 
These pressures, oTten conTlicting, are operating in a 
situation where little is known as a result OT well-
structured research about what schools actually do in the 
name OT pastoral care. The present study is designed to 
remedy this deTicit in terms OT describing the nature and 
extent OT pastoral care provided by Tive Western Australian 
secondary schools. 
1.2 The Research Foci 
The present study was directed towards an examination 
OT Tormal pastoral care structures in Tive Western 
Australian Government secondary schools. The research was 
directed towards an identiTication OT Tormal policies and 
plans Tor pastoral care in each school, outcomes expected 
OT pastoral care delivery, and methods used Tor the 
evaluation OT pastoral care in each school. 
1. 3 Background to the Study 
Currently in Western Australia, community and 
Government concerns are directed towards problems 
l.,_ 
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relating to young people seen to be "at risk" due to -family 
di-f-ficulties, social problems, and educational 
deprivation. Empirical evidence -from police and community 
sources, and the media have indicated a rising rate o-f 
juvenile crime, and this phenomenon has been associated 
with student alienation -from schools, and subsequent 
truancy. The concerns -for young people "at risk" o-f 
alienation resulted in a Government Select Committee on 
Youth A-f-fairs, (Watkins, 1992), being established -following 
Parliamentary debate in the West Australian State 
Legislative Assembly in October 1990. 
The expectation has been raised by the -findings o-f 
this Committee, and by a previous Report, " 'At risk' o-f 
Alienation -from School" <Bonjolo, 1991), that the Ministry 
o-f Education and schools will produce strategies and 
programmes which will address the problems o-f students 
considered to be "at risk" -from -factors related to social 
and educational inequities. Pastoral care provision would 
be expected to -form part o-f such strategies. 
Local studies such as Crane (1991); Hyde (1990); 
Watson (1990) have suggested that the concept o-f pastoral 
care in schools has been part o-f the educational traditions 
adopted in Western Australia -for almost a quarter o-f a 
century -from educational systems in the United Kingdom. 
Initially the concept was associated with the moral 
guidance o-f students <Dettman, 1969), and major Reports 
<Dettman, 1972; Louden, 1985) have tended to deal with 
pastoral care in association with disciplinary concerns. 
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In a s i gni-Fi cant departure -From this, the Cammi t tee on "The 
Provision o-F Caring Environments in Secondary Schools" 
< Pougher, 1982) brought -Forward a de-Finition o-F "the 
caring school" and a second Committee <Pearson, 1982) laid 
down "guiding principles". In 1985, the concept o-F a 
"whole school approach" to pastoral care provision was 
proposed (Louden, 1985). Research studies by Crane (1991), 
Dynan (1980), and Watson (1990) indicated that current 
pastoral care provisions in schools were not succeeding in 
reaching students in need o-F help. 
At national level, the Federal Government has 
policies which link education with training in "Young 
people's participation in post-compulsory education and 
training" <Finn, 1991) and "The Key Competencies Report" 
(Mayer, 1992>, and has set priorities -For student 
competency under the slogan "The clever country". The 
Schools Council paper "Australia's teachers: An agenda -For 
the next decade" (1990), -Firmly emphasised the cognitive 
area o-F school work. These policies and priorities, 
coupled with new directions in educational provision now 
being discussed by the present Government in Western 
Australia, seem set to compete -For resources with areas o-F 
education which target the wel-Fare and well-being o-F 
students such as pastoral care provision. 
A dichotomy in demands upon the educational system in 
Western Australia there-Fore exists, at a time when 
resources -For education are decreasing. Schools are 
being asked to enhance academic per-Formance and to accept 
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+u~the~ cu~~iculum changes at the same time as they a~e 
being expected to di~ect ~esou~ces towa~d students "at 
~isk" within the system. 
Hyde's (1990) pilot study o+ +o~ty-one Weste~n 
Aust~alian Gove~nment and non-Gove~nment schools has shown 
that, although pasto~al ca~e st~uctu~es existed, having 
such a~~angements in place did not gua~antee that the needs 
o+ students we~e being met. This ~esea~che~ pointed out 
that little o~ nothing was known about what st~uctu~al 
+o~mats we~e in place in the wide~ context, how these 
ope~ated, what outcomes we~e expected and how those 
outcomes we~e measu~ed. Logically this in+o~mation may be 
conside~ed impo~tant in the contexts o+ cu~~ent educational 
and othe~ ~e+o~ms in Weste~n Aust~alia. 
1.4 The Research Questions 
The majo~, o~ gene~ic, ~esea~ch question which 
di~ected this study was gene~ated +~om conside~ation o+ the 
~esea~ch p~oblem and, in pa~ticula~, the contextual 
+eatu~es that we~e seen to bea~ upon the p~oblem. The 
majo~ ~esea~ch question was +o~mulated as +allows. 
What is the nature and extent of pastoral care 
provision in five Western Australian Government 
secondary schools? 
In addition, eleven subsidia~y ~esea~ch questions we~e 
developed in o~de~ to p~ovide speci+ic +oci +o~ the 
collection and analysis o+ data. These questions we~e 
gene~ated +~om the conceptual +~amewo~k desc~ibed in 
Chapte~ Fou~. The subsidia~y ~esea~ch questions we~e: 
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a. What external contextual Tactors inTluence policies 
and plans Tor pastoral care provision in the Tive 
schools? 
b. What pastoral care concepts are taken into account 
when policies and plans are TOrmulated in each 
school? 
c. What does each school propose, in terms OT TOrmal 
administrative policies and plans, Tor their 
provisions Tor the pastoral care OT students? 
d. What Tactors inTluence the policies and plans TOr 
pastoral provision in each school? 
e. What boundaries does each school set Tor its 
provision and delivery OT pastoral care? 
T, What organizational structures are used in each 
school to Tacilitate the delivery OT pastoral 
care? 
g. How are resources allocated Tor the delivery OT 
pastoral care in each school deployed? 
h. 1. What are the roles OT 1. key personnel; 
2. other school staTT; in the delivery OT pastoral 
care? 
i. In what ways do schools monitor and evaluate their 
provisions Tor pastoral care? 
j, What Tactors inTluence the delivery OT pastoral 
care? 
k, What actually constitutes the delivery OT pastoral 
care? 
1.5 The Purposes OT the Research 
The study was intended to provide data on the nature 
and extent OT TOrmal pastoral care provisions in the Tive 
participant schools which could provide a basis Tor Turther 
investigations. Since at present little, iT any, concrete 
evidence is available on the Torm such provisions may take 
in West Australian Government secondary schools there is a 
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dearth OT material on which TUture plans and policies might 
be based. In his introduction to Pastoral Care: A New 
Focus (Ministry OT Education, Singapore, 1990) Lang stated 
that "there is a need to TOCus more on what pastoral care 
does, not what it means." The researcher subscribes to 
this view. Along with a more analytical approach to an 
actual deTinition OT the concept as proposed by Ribbins and 
Best (1985), a Tocus on what actually takes place within 
the schools under the heading OT pastoral care will Torm a 
Tirst step in Tilling a research gap which up to now has 
existed in Western Australia. 
1.6 The Research Paradigm 
The phenomena which the research examined occurred 
within the contexts OT the Tive participant schools and 
their contextual Tramework. The researcher had no control 
over the essential elements which constituted these 
phenomena, nor could those elements be manipulated TOr the 
purposes OT the study. In terms OT axiomatic Tit, (Guba 
and Lincoln, 1982), the naturalistic paradigm seemed most 
likely to allow the researcher to obtain the depth OT 
understanding required to provide detailed inTormation on 
pastoral care provision in the Tive schools. The selection 
OT the research paradigm is discussed in TUrther detail in 
Chapter Five along with other elements OT the research 
design. 
1. 7 The Research Mode 
The mode chosen TOr the research was that OT Tive 
bounded case-studies. Each school was considered as the 
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basis ~o~ one case-study set within its own ~~ames o~ 
~e~e~ence. 
pe~meable. 
The bounda~y o~ each case-study was taken to be 
This allowed eme~gent data which met the 
c~ite~ia ~o~ the inclusion o~ data to cont~ibute to the 
~esea~ch ~indings. 
1.8 The Resea~ch Methodology 
The study was designed in th~ee phases, a p~epa~ato~y 
phase, an explo~ato~y phase, and an investigative phase. 
Data we~e collected ~~om the ~ive schools th~ough p~ima~y 
and seconda~y sou~ces. P~ima~y sou~ces o~ data we~e key 
pe~sonnel in the p~ovision o~ pasto~al ca~e in the ~ive 
schools. A snowball sample o~ school sta~~ was a~~ived at 
in consultation with key pe~sonnel, and th~ee exte~nal data 
sou~ces we~e consulted. Seconda~y data sou~ces we~e 
documents ~~om the educational system and the ~ive schools, 
and the obse~vation o~ meetings which ~elated to pasto~al 
ca~e p~ovision in the ~ive schools. Data we~e analysed ~o~ 
each individual school and ac~oss the ~ive schools to 
identi~y eme~gent themes and patte~ns. 
1.9 The SigniTicance OT the Study 
Cu~~ent emphases at Gove~nment and community levels 
a~e di~ected towa~ds the needs o~ students de~ined as "at 
~isk" within the Weste~n Aust~alian education system. 
Along with expectations that schools will p~oduce 
st~ategies to meet such needs, comes a ~equi~ement in the 
Bette~ Schools p~og~amme (1987) to evaluate p~io~ities, in 
place in the School Development Plan, o~ which the 
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provision o+ pastoral care might be one. At National and 
at State level, curriculum changes and emphasis on academic 
aims may have the e++ect o+ designating more students as 
+ailures in a system where youth unemployment is at record 
levels. Resources +or education are decreasing while 
pastoral care demands on schools appear to be increasing. 
Under current educational re+orms, which include 
devolution o+ responsibility and local accountability, 
school principals and sta++ are required to manage and 
are accountable +or the school's resources. Part o+ this 
accountability rests in the +ormation o+ clear policies and 
School Development Plans. These plans must contain details 
o+ decisions on the allocation and deployment o+ resources, 
as well as the outcomes o+ programmes and activities. 
There have been +ew research projects in Western 
Australia which have examined issues relating to pastoral 
care (Crane, 1991; Dynan, 1980; Hyde, 1990; and Watson, 
1990) . The present study sets out to provide detailed 
in+ormation on the +ormal structures, plans and provisions 
+or pastoral care in +ive Government secondary schools, an 
area which has not been studied in Western Australia. 
1. 10 Delimitations of the Study 
The delimitations o+ the study are discussed +ully in 
Chapter Four. The scope o+ the study was governed by the 
case-study boundaries and by the criteria set +or the 
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inclusion of data. The nature of the study and the setting 
of the study had implications for generalizability. Issues 
of confidentiality where ethical considerations were 
involved, for example in case-work with individual 
students, set limits on the types of observational data 
which could be included in the study. 
1. 11 Definition of Terms 
In this study pastoral care is defined as: 
.... something which happens/should happen between 
teachers and students interacting in the context of 
an institution called a "school" or "college" which 
has four interrelated dimensions (disciplinary/ 
order, welfare/pastoral, academic/curricular, 
administrative/organizational) and which is itself 
located in a wider social, historical, and cultural 
milieu. <Ribbins and Best, 1985> 
The notion of "Intervention" <Hal 1, Z igarmi, and 
Hord, 1979) is defined in this study as: 
1. 12 
Any administrative or managerial action or event, 
or sets of these, either proposed or occurring 
over time and intended to contribute to the 
pastoral care of students. 
Format, Style, and Spellings 
The format and style adopted for the presentation of 
this thesis were based upon the rules for the preparation 
of manuscripts contained in the Publication Manual of the 
American Psychological Association (1993). Spelling of 
terms was consistent with those in the Australian Oxford 
Paperback Dictionary (1989). 
1. 13 The Structure of the Report 
Chapter Two contains a review of literature which 
related to pastoral care provision in the United Kingdom, 
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in Western Australia, and in recent developments in 
Singapore. In Chapter Three the contextual setting o~ the 
research is ~ocused upon. Chapter Four sets out the basis 
~or the initial conceptual ~ramework which shaped the 
research. The methods used in the study are discussed in 
Chapter Five. Chapter Six contains the report o~ the 
~indings o~ the study and those ~indings are discussed in 
Chapter Seven. A revised conceptual ~ramework is arrived 
at. Chapter Eight contains the conclusions drawn from the 
study. 
In Appendix A, ~or the ~urther in~ormation o~ the 
reader, case studies o~ the ~ive schools are presented. 
Appendix Bis comprised o~ examples o~ the ~ormat o~ 
written questions addressed to participants in the 
research. 
Summary 
In Chapter One the guidelines which directed the 
study were set out. Chapter Two examines literature 
relating to pastoral care in the United Kingdom, the United 
States o~ America, Singapore, and in Western Australia. 
OveY-view 
ChapteY- 2 
REVIEW OF LITERATURE 
The liteY-atuY-e Y-eviewed ~oy- this study was 
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gy-ouped undeY- seven main headings. The ~iY-st section 
contains a qualitative meta-analysis (Hyde, 1985, p.303) 
intended to oy-ientate the Y-eadey- to the moY-e descY-iptive-
discuy-sive y-eview in subsequent sections. The second 
conceY-ns the pY-oblems encounteY-ed in aY-Y-iving at an 
accepted de~inition o~ the teY-m pastoY-al caY-e. The thiY-d 
section examines system plans and policies ~oy- pastoY-al 
caY-e. The ~ouY-th identi~ies community ~actoY-s which have 
in~luenced pastoY-al caY-e in the United Kingdom and in 
WesteY-n AustY-alia. The ~i~th paY-t deals with 
administY-ative and OY-ganizational conceY-ns in the schools 
o~ these countY-ies. The sixth section discusses ~actoY-s 
a~~ecting delivey-y o~ pastoY-al cay-e in the United Kingdom 
and in WesteY-n AustY-alia. The ~inal section deals with 
issues ay-ising ~Y-om y-ecent Y-esearch into pastoY-al caY-e in 
WesteY-n AustY-alia. 
2. 1 A Qualitative Meta-Analysis 
LiteY-atuY-e ~Y-om the United Kingdom, the United States 
o~ AmeY-ica, SingapoY-e, and WesteY-n AustY-alia which Y-elated 
to pastoY-al cay-e pY-ovision was Y-eviewed in the couy-se o~ 
this study. Table 1 lists and categoY-ises the liteY-atuY-e 
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Table 1 
Literature Sources: Year OT Publication and Country OT 
Origin 
Veal" United Kingdom Austl"alia U.S.A. Singapol"e 
1969 
1972 
1974 
1975 
1976 
1977 
1978 
1979 
1980 
1982 
Mayland 
Best, Jayvfs, 
Rf bbf ns 
David, Cowley 
Hughes 
Williamson 
McGuinness 
1983 Lang 
Mi 1 ner 
1984 Preedy 
1985 Lang, 
Marland 
Ri bbf ns, 
Best 
Watkins 
1986 
1987 Fincham 
H.M. 
Inspectoyate 
Lang 
1988 Best 
Marland 
Sallis 
1989 H.M. 
Inspectol"ate 
· 1990 Best 
1991 Lang 
1992 H.M. 
199:S 
Govel"nment 
Whita Paper 
Lang 
Dettman 
-Dettman 
Pusey 
Dooley 
Dweck, 
Bush · 
Seygiovanni 
Dweck 
Goetz 
Nott 
Tl"fmby 
Dy nan 
Pettit 
Batchler 
Lovegyove, 
Wf l son, 
Teasdale, 
Jackson 
Pougher 
Pearson 
Deschamp, 
Hal"rfs, 
Robson 
Beazley 
Hyde 
Louden 
Burke 
Lang, Hyde 
Ministry OT 
Education W.A. 
Foster 
Joyce,Showers 
Mal"sh 
Ministry OT 
Education W.A. 
Hyde 
Axwol"thy,Dlney, 
Hamilton 
Szaday 
Whittaker 
Hyde 
Muyphy 
Schools 
Counci 1 
Watson 
CYana 
Finn 
Bonjolo 
Mayer 
Watkins 
Vickel"y 
Kaplan 
Mini&tl"y OT 
Educat:t"on 
Ministry OT 
Education 
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accoYding to the YeaY o+ Publication and Countyy o+ 0Yigin. 
While these lists show the inclusion o+ a compaYable numbeY 
o+ woYks +Yam the United Kingdom and +Yam WesteYn 
AustYalia, the content o+ liteYatuYe in those aYeas 
di++eYed. In the United Kingdom a pYogyession was shown 
+Yom studies which pYescYibed pastoYal caYe methods 
<MaYland, 1974), thYough cYitical appYaisal o+ these 
methods (MilneY, 1983; Williamson, 1980), to discussion on 
the couYse o+ +utuYe educational developments <Sallis, 
1988; Choice and DiveYsity, 1992). 
In Westeyn AustYalia, while the liteYatuye ~eviewed 
Yelated to pastoYal caYe, Ye+eYences, +oY the most paYt, 
we~e subsidia~y to the main theme o+ educational RepoYts, 
+oY example Dettman (1972), Louden (1985). TheYe was no 
evidence o+ a body o+ liteYatuye in that State which dealt 
speci+ically with pastoYal caYe conceYns, apaYt +Yam two 
committee RepoYts <Pea~son, 1982; Poughe~, 1982), which 
weYe subsumed into the +indings o+ the moye compYehensive 
Committee o+ EnquiYy into Education in WesteYn AustYalia 
<Beaz 1 ey, 1984) • Not until 1980, was theye evidence o+ any 
YeseaYch-based investigation into aspects o+ pasto~al ca~e 
pyovision <Dynan, 1980). Like eaYlieY RepoYts, <Deschamp, 
HaYYis, and Robson, 1983; Nott, 1979) this woYk Yeceived 
minimal attention at system level. A decade lateY, thYee 
~eseaYch p~ojects conceYning aspects o+ pastoYal caYe 
ppyovision have been caYYied out (Cyane, 1991; Hyde, 1990; 
Watson, 1990). Emphasis at pYesent at system level, 
howevey, is concent~ated upon aspects o+ students "at Yisk" 
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o~ social, emotional, and educational deprivation <Watkins, 
1992), and upon Turther changes to educational provision 
(Vickeryt 1993). 
In Table 2 the literature is examined under speciTic 
headings. These topics are listed giving the names OT 
authors who reTerred to the subject, or whose work 
related to the subject, the year OT publication and the 
country OT the author. 
Table 2 
Topics Discussed in the Literature 
Topic 
Def"initions 
of" pastor-al 
car-e 
Or-1 gins of" 
pastor-al car-e 
Recommendations 
-for- pastor-al 
car-e in schools 
Author-
Mar-land 
David, 
Cowley 
Pougher-
Ribbins, 
Best 
Ministr-y 
of" Education 
Dettman 
Dettman 
Lang 
Lang, 
Mar-land 
Best, 
Jar-vis, 
Ribbins 
Hyde 
Lang 
Mad and 
Dettman 
Nott 
McGuinness 
Lovegr-ove, 
Wilson, 
Teasdale, 
Jackson 
Mi 1 ner-
Deschamp, 
Har-r-is, 
Robson 
Lang 
Hyde 
Beazley 
Louden 
Watkins 
H.M. 
I nt:,pector-ate 
Year-
1974 
1980 
1982 
1985 
1990 
1969 
1972 
1984 
1985 
1985 
1990 
1991 
1970 
1972 
1979 
1982 
1982 
1983 
1983 
1984 
1984 
1984 
1985 
1985 
1987 
Ministr-y 1990 
Countr-y 
U.K. 
U.K. 
W.A. 
U.K. 
Singapor-e 
W.A. 
W.A. 
U,K. 
U.K. 
U.K. 
W.A. 
U.K. 
U.K. 
W.A. 
W.A. 
U.K. 
W.A. 
u. K-. 
W.A. 
U.K. 
W.A. 
W.A. 
W.A. 
U.K. 
U.K. 
Singapor-e. 
of" Education 
Specialists 
in Schools 
Lang 1991 
Best, Jar-vis, 
Ribb ins 
1980 U,K. 
Milner- 1983 U.K. 
Hyde 1990 W.A. 
Watson 1990 w, A. ; 
Lang 1991 u. K,· • Table conti'nues 
~----~~--:~~~~~~~~~~~~~_;_..!::.!.~~ 
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Table 2 (continued) 
Topic Author Year Country 
Pusey 
.1975 U.K. 
Dooley 1978 U.K. 
Dys-functfons Milner 1983 U.K. 
in pastoral Preedy 1984 U.K. 
care Holmes 1987 U.K. 
Marland 1988 U.K. 
Sallis 1988 U.K. 
Hyde 1990 ~.A. 
Watson 1990 W.A. 
Lang 1991 U.K. 
Crane 1991 W.A. 
Sonjolo 1992 W.A. 
Watkins 1992 W.A. 
Dettman 1969 
Dettman 1972 W.A. 
Beazley 1984 W.A. 
Burke 1986 W.A. 
Ministry o-f 1987 W.A. 
Education 
Policies Ministry o-f 1988 ',,{.-A. 
which Education 
a-f-fected Szaday 1989 Australia 
pastoral Finn 1991 Australia 
care in H.M. 1992 U.K. 
schools Government 
Mayer 1992 Australia 
Sonjolo 1992 W.A. 
Watkins 1992 W.A. 
Dettman 1972 W.A. 
Relationship Dooley 1978 U.K. 
between Louden 1985 W.A. 
discipline Best 1988 U.K. 
and pastoral Szaday 1989 W.A. 
care Watkins 1992 W.A. 
Dweck,Sush 1976 U.S.A. 
Sergiovanni 1977 U.S.A. 
Dweck,Goetz 1978 U.S.A. 
Issues which Trimby 1979 Australia 
related to Schools 1980 Australia 
pastoral Counci 1 
care Pettit 1980 Australia 
Stern 1983 Australia 
Kaplan 1984 U.S.A. 
Fincham 1987 U.K. 
Foster 1988 Australia 
Joyce, 1988 Australia 
Showers 
Satchel er 1990 Austral i.a 
Murphy 1990 W.A. 
Teacher Marland 1988 U.K. 
training Hyde 1990 W.A. 
-for pastoral Lang 1991 U.K. 
care Crane 1991 W.A. 
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The Table particularly shows the amount of 
prescriptive advice on pastoral care provision which was 
found in literature, as well as the warnings on 
dysfunctions. The latter are shown to have been first 
articulated in the United Kingdom, but to have been echoed 
more recently in literature in Western Australia. 
2.2 Problems in the Definition of Pastoral Care 
Definitions, encompassing almost two decades in which 
interest in pastoral care increased dramatically, 
illustrate changing perspectives in England, the atypical 
stance adopted in Western Australia, and the view taken of 
pastoral care in Singapore. 
Lang and Hyde <1987) used the following examples when 
discussing definitions of pastoral care in England. 
One can say that the phrase (pastoral care) 
covers all aspects of work with pupils in a school 
other than pure teaching ... in this book, pastoral 
care means looking after the total welfare of the 
pupil. (Marland, 1974) 
Pastoral care is an expression of the 
school's continuing concern for the 
individual's integrity and welfare, its 
involvement in the development of his 
personality and talents, and its readiness 
to support him at all times and especially 
when his work is adversely affected by 
personal and domestic circumstances. 
<David and Cowley, 1980) 
Pastoral care is something which happens/ 
should happen between teachers and students 
interacting in the context of an 
institution cal led a "school" or "college" 
which has four interrelated dimensions 
(disciplinary/order, welfare/pastoral, 
academic/curricular, administrative/ 
organizational) and which is itself 
located in a wider social, historical, 
and cultural milieu. <Ribbins and Best, 1985, 
p.3) 
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Marland's concern was with the welfare of students. 
David and Cowley believed that pastoral care was to do with 
affirming positive aspects of the student's development. 
A more analytical approach was taken in the 
definition proposed by Ribbins and Best. A formal analysis 
of pastoral provisions and practice could demonstrate that 
the concept was based upon defined methodologies. 
The definition which has been adopted in Western 
Australia (Pougher, 1982) focused upon the caring role of 
the school--a role further defined in "A Caring School 
Environment" (Pearson, 1982): 
The provision of an environment in which it 
is possible for each person associated with 
the school (student, parent, teacher) to 
fulfil their basic personal needs and 
expectations of self-worth, adequacy, 
security and warmth of relationships, 
that result in internalization of 
behaviours necessary for personal and 
social competency. (Pougher, 1982, p.1 
Lang and Hyde (1987) noted that, in the Western 
Australian context, "a 'caring school environment' was 
conceptualised as being founded upon the mutual interaction 
of groups and individuals, with the onus of responsibility 
upon each for the well being of others. 11 (p.3). The use of 
the "caring school" concept (Pougher, 1982) marked the 
first acceptance of a formal definition of pastoral care 
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within the Western Australian education system. 
A +urther de+inition was +ormulated by the Ministry o+ 
Education in Singapore in 1990 to support their investment 
o+ considerable resources in a system-wide programme o+ 
pastoral care in secondary schools. 
Pastoral care is the working product o+ a 
social system which is structured to make 
+ull use o+ human potential, by providing 
the time and opportunity +or tutors to build 
up trusting relationships with children, 
through a progressive programme, designed to 
+acilitate growing sel+-awareness and to 
promote con+idence in each child, together 
with a conscious recognition and acceptance 
o+ social responsibility, so that he may 
leave school equipped with the necessary 
skills and supported by the right attitude to 
enable him to derive the maximum bene+its 
+ram li+e and to put back all he can, to 
bene+it society. 
(p.11) 
A single narrow de+inition o+ pastoral care may not 
satis+y all contingencies in all societies. Never the 
less, a core understanding o+ the concept seems necessary, 
i+ analysis and discussion are to be advanced. A variety 
o+ approaches to this common goal might contribute to the 
strength o+ the concept, providing there is consensus on 
the +undamental meaning o+ the term. 
Some literature sources, +or example: Dooley, 1978; 
Milner, 1983; Williamson, 1980, show that dys+unctions in 
the provision o+ pastoral care have been identi+ied. The 
danger appears to be that organizational or societal 
priorities will over-ride the needs o+ students, to the 
extent that these needs may never be ascertained through 
discussion with the student body, but rather are presumed 
to be known by administrators and organizers. 
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According to Lang and Hyde (1987, p.2) the absence 
of a shared definition of pastoral care must be recognized 
as a significant problem that confronts theorists and 
practitioners alike. In England the term "personal and 
social education" has been used as a substitute for 
pastoral care provision. The adoption of the term "caring 
school environment" by the Western Australian Education 
Department <Beazley, 1984; Pougher, 1982) represents a 
similar strategy. Changes which only address the form of 
wording could be cosmetic rather than contributing to a 
deeper understanding of the concept. 
2.3 The Development of System Policies and Plans for 
Pastoral Care 
The scope of this study precluded any detailed 
investigation into the origins of the development of 
pastoral care in areas other than in the United Kingdom 
and in Western Australia. Furthermore the lack of 
documented evidence regarding the provision of pastoral 
care prior to 1960 would, as Lang and Marland (1985) have 
reported, limit the scope of any review. 
The United Kingdom 
In the United Kingdom, most literature which dealt 
with pastoral care referred to the situation in the English 
educational system. The educational systems of Wales, and 
to a greater extent Scotland appear to have developed along 
similar but separate lines. However, they have received 
little attention in the literature on pastoral care. 
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System Plans and Policies +or Pastoral Care in 
England. Historically, education in England owes much to 
Church +oundations and to the provisions made by the 
Merchant Guilds +or education. English Public Schools, 
such as Rugby, introduced House organizational structures 
which were replicated in newly developing State 
comprehensive schools in the 1950s <Ribbins and Best, 
1985 > • The other strand drew upon educational ideology in 
the late nineteenth century, with a paternalistic approach 
to the "care" and "control" o+ working class children. 
Ribbins and Best <1985) considered that a dichotomy 
existed at system level between the perceived +uture roles 
o+ the children, with those in the State sector seen as 
"+ollowers" to the "leaders" educated in Public Schools. 
This role type-casting may still +arm a part o+ British 
thinking at some levels and might account +or the dual 
aspects o+ "care" and "control" which are present in 
pastoral care practices <Best, 1988). Un disc i p 1 i ne d 
excesses on the part o+ "+ollowers" might threaten societal 
norms, hence the emphasis in the State system upon aspects 
o+ control. 
Lang and Hyde (1987) described a model o+ the 
evolutionary process in pastoral care in England. This 
model, shown in Table 3, takes as its starting point 
the development o+ comprehensive schools. The Eng 1 ish 
State educational system had developed through two streams 
o+ secondary schooling. Grammar schools were intended +or 
selected academically gi+ted children. Secondary Modern 
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Table 3 
An Evolutionary Model of Pastoral Care in England (Lang 
and Hyde, 1987, p.6) 
.. 
PHASE COmEXT ·coNCEANS·RESPONSES 
1 Development of The management and 
1950- large compre- control of students of 
Late· hensive schools. primary interest to 
1960 schools. Emphasis in 
schools was placed on 
administrative and 
. . 
.. organizational structures 
that were supported by 
the introduction of 
specialist counsellor · 
.. 
roles. 
2 Increasing concern Increasing awareness that 
Late at political levels a significant number of 
1960's· and in the commun- students faced severe· 
Late ity about the lack learning and personal 
1970's of choice available problems. Increased · 
lo students in support was provided in 
secondary schools. schools for personal, i 
vocational and educational 
counselling. Emphases 
were placed upon the 
development of inter· 
personal relationships 
and co-ordination of 
welfare provisions for 
students, with the school 
al the centre of the network. 
3 Economic Emergence of 'pastoral 
Late recession led lo curricular', that focused 
1970's· declining resources on personal, social and 
Early for education. moral development and 
1980's Concern al political the acquisition of personal 
and societal levels and interpersonal skills. 
over the 'quality of Emphases in schools 
.. education' and shifted from individual 
educational lo group work in the 
standards. area of pastoral care. 
4 As for Phase 3, Changes'in cunicuium 
• Mid· plus increasing and pedagogy together 
1980's pressures for with emphases on school· 
cuniculum reform level change and 
and demonstration collective decision· 
of school making. 
. effectiveness. 
schools were intended to cater for those children believed 
to be less academically orientated (as selected by a 
system-wide testing process at the age of eleven). These 
schools lacked the traditional background of Grammar 
schools and the prestige which accompanied this. 
The amalgamation of the dual streams of educational 
provision into State comprehensive schools in 1963, to 
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eliminate selection and to create equitable provision ~or 
all students, created a ~resh set o~ problems throughout 
the remainder o~ the 1960s and ~allowing decades. The 
large, newly created comprehensive schools, while 
concentrating resources in a cost-e~fective manner, gave 
rise to ~resh problems in school management (Best et 
al.,1980; Lang and Hyde, 1987). Mixed-ability groups, 
doubts about the control o~ increased student numbers, 
concerns about student needs in complex organizations, and 
the loss o~ individual identity were all ~actors which 
caused difficulties. 
Towards the end of the 1970s, the system emphasis in 
England moved from individual counselling of students to 
pastoral group activities, to meet concerns over the lack 
o~ study skills, poor inter-personal relationships and a 
lack o~ self-understanding. The use o~ group activities 
was seen by Lang and Hyde (1987) as supportive in all these 
areas. By this time, the school leaving age in the United 
Kingdom had been raised to sixteen with the attendant 
curricula~ upheaval which accompanied this change. Best et 
al. (1980) cited the raising of the school leaving age as 
one reason ~or a proli~eration of appointments with 
pastoral care responsibilities as schools struggled with 
the containment o~ low-achieving students trapped ~or 
~urther months in compulsory education. According to 
Best et al. (1980), jealousies and disagreements at teacher 
level about pastoral care organization, duties, and 
purposes occurred ~allowing restructuring as sta~~ came to 
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te1rms wit!, new appointments and new ,-esponsibi.lities,. 
The disagreements, which arose over facets of pastoral 
care, were fuelled by the presence in schools of specialist 
professionals in the fields of health, social work and 
psychology, who were appointed by education authoY1t1es. 
Refen·ing to this problem, Best et al. (1980) proposed a 
"Typology of Pastrnral Care" which postulated special 1st and 
non-specialist (teacher) roles. Differing professional 
standpoints and perceptions of loss of status on the part 
of teachers, as non-specialists, could contribute to a 
pastoral/academic split in schools. This outcome could be 
unhelpful i-f, as Lang has stated in_"Pastoral Care: A New 
Focus" (Ministry of Education, Singapor-e, 1990, p.1 >, 
pastoYal care involves all those connected with the school, 
including parents and the community. 
In the 1980s a more systematic analysis was undertaken 
in which the facets of pastoral care were examined and 
refined. Ribcins and Best (1985) noted the incYease in 
literature in the 1980s which dealt with the topic, in 
contrast to the earlier paucity of literature sources. 
In 1983 "Pastoral Care in Education", tl1e joLurnal of 
the National Association for Pastoral Care in Education, 
was launched and provided a forum for research aYticles 111 
the United Kingdom. An increase in debate on pastoral care 
provision, which was encouraged by the journal articles, 
led to discussion surrounding the place of pastoral care as 
an integral part of the curr·1culum, reinforcing academic 
and personal development (Lang and Hyde, 1987). 
Government policy in the United kingoom since the mid 
1980s has led to changes in educational emphasis. Schools 
have felt the effects of economic recession in diminishing 
resources and in societal problems stemming from 
unemployment and poverty in many areas. In Eng land, by ti,e 
beginning of the 1990s the term "personal and social 
education" (Lang, 1991, p.29) was in use. Watkins (19851 
argued that to equate pastoral care with personal and 
social education was to ignore the area of pastorai case-
work. Three facets within pastoral care should be 
recognised according to Watkins (1985, p.179): \a) 
pastoral case-work: (bJ pastoral curriculum; and (c) 
past.at-al manaqemer,t. In tn1s argument personal and social 
education and pastoral care were separate, but over-laoping 
areas within educational provision. 
Lang (1991) noted that the National Curriculum Council 
in England in 1990 included the concept of personal ano 
social education as part of its directives. Her- MaJesty' s 
Inspectorate in 1989 considered that "the mo,-e schools at,-e 
able to promote pastoral care through the curriculum, the 
more efficient and effective they are likely to be.'' <Lang, 
l 99 1 , p. 36 > • This official recognition of the concept, 
however, in the view of Lang (1991) did not mean tnat 
training of teachers to carry out the tasks associated with 
pastoral care had matched the expressed intentions 
articulated at official level. 
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At the same time, schools were being asked to make 
changes to promote collective decision making, to be 
accountable to their community and to proviae results 
for their programmes which would permit parents to make 
informed choices between schools (Choice and Diversity, 
1992; Lang and Hyde, 1987; Sa 11 is, 1988; Woo as, 1 984 i • 
Pastoral care 1n such a setting could be crucial if scnools 
were to meet conflicting and pressing imperatives. 
System Plans and Policies for Pastoral Care in 
Scotland. There are few references to the pastoral care 
system 1n Scotland in literature on the topic published in 
the United kingdom. This is surprising since the Scottish 
Education Department has in place a promotion structure, 
the Guidance System, in secondary schools, based upon the 
provision of pastoral care and careers advice. This 
structure, while related to the pastoral well-being of 
students, also met demands for an alternative promotion 
path for teachers in the secondary education system. At 
the time of the introduction of the provision a shor·tage of 
graduates interested in entering the profession was being 
felt system-wide and the availability of more opoortun1ties 
for promotion was seen as a means of combating this 
shortage. 
In 1971, the Scottish Education Department required 
that all schools devise pastoral care programmes 
(Milner, 1983), wtthin the Guidance structure which was 
introouced into Secondary schools, to define pastoral care 
responsibilities and to place them in the hands of trained 
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teaching sta-ff. 
The organization o-f one such department was described 
in a Report in 1988 by Her MaJesty's Inspectors on a large 
secondary school in the Central Region of Scotland. The 
details of the school's Guidance department recorded that 
tne school had a House system, salaried promoted staff to 
run this, a place at senior staff meetings with other Heads 
of Department, and an Assistant Rector in charge of the 
department. In this school in the Scottish educational 
system, there was little structural dif-ference in the 
approach to pastoral care -from that which might be -found in 
England, apart from terminology and salary structures. The 
absence o-f a body of research on the topic in Scotland 
leaves the question of any effect of the salaried 
promotional structures in Guidance upon the outcomes of 
pastoral care delivery to students in that country 
unanswered. 
Future In-fluences on Policies and Plans for 
Pastoral Care in the United Kingdom. Closer ties which are 
developing within the European Community might influence 
educational thinking in the United Kingdom and in other 
European countries, as Government systems develop linkages 
which could affect education and training and the mobility 
of labour in the region. The recognition of a common 
component in education was discussed by Lang (1991), using 
the term "a-ffective education" as a substitute for pastoral 
care. Lang expressed the view that the concept of 
"affective education" definea as '' all wat--k that is 
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concerned with the student's feeiings, emotions and 
personal and social development, the positive encouragement 
offered by schools and the support when difficulties are 
encounter·ed in these areas." (Lang, 1991, p.28 would 
be recognized and accepted by several countries, including 
some in Europe, but that this acceptance in principle mignt 
mask considerable differences in educational approach. 
Lang (1991) suggested a continuum of pastoral models. 
On this continuum, pastoral systems which concentrated upon 
the work of a number of specialist professionals, as in the 
United States of America, were set at one extreme. Systems 
in which the provision of "affective education" was held to 
be more or less the equal responsibility of every teacher 
in the school were set at the opposite extreme. Lang 
(1991) believed that the implications for the system in 
place in the U.S.A. had not been fully thought througn, 
while in tt1e Ur,it.,·cl t<1r1qun1,1 U18 txc-11.t11nrJ t··equ1t'ed for· tt1e 
provision of pastoral care was not in place. 
System Policies and Plans for Pastoral Care in Western 
This section of the Review of Literature 
examines the general area of system plans and policies for 
pastoral care provision in Western Australia, an area whicn 
relates to all sectors of education. In Chapter Three of 
the study, factors which affect the contexts of schools 
within the Government sector of education, as they might 
influence pastoral care provisions, are examined in detail. 
The increase in research activity in pastoral care 
which took place in England in the 1980s is not reflected 
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in literature from Western Australia. Despite a history of 
pastoral care initiatives in schools since tne late 1950s, 
which followed those in the United Kingdom. research ano 
literature sources are far fewer and were limited in their 
;:;< ·t 1PF' c1 nrl -fnc i . 
A maJor turning point for pastoral care in Western 
Australia came in 1969 when the first formal mention of the 
term was contained in a Report by the Committee on 
Secondary Education <Dettman, 1969), as part of two 
recommendations dealing with student development and moral 
values. The subsequent Report of the Committee on 
Discipline in Secondary Schools in Western Australia 
(Dettman, 1972) also marked a turning point, in that. 
although the Report's title deals with disciplinary 
concerns, reference was made to issues of pastoral concern. 
The Report (Dettman, 1972, p. 186) discussed aspects of 
system and school organization required to integrate 
pastoral care, in the context of House, Year. and Tutorial 
Systems, following the example of the United Kingdom. Year 
Master functions as envisaged by Dettman (1972) relateo to 
discipline administration, and counselling. A tutoi··'s 
duties would be in the field of "pastoral care and 
motivation, and r-out1ne adminisb-ative matter·s." (Dettman, 
1972, p. 189) . The House system sub-divided the monolith 
of the large school into smaller units, to be involved in 
pastoral care responsibilities and 1n competitive 
activities, such as sprn-ts (Dettman, 1972, p.191). In 
Western Australia, the need to provide pastoral care and 
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guidance has resulted in the development, at system level, 
of guidance and special education facilities, and at 
school level in a variety of administrative organizations 
designed to provide closer contact between teacher and 
pup i 1 ( Dettman, 1 972, p . 186) . 
The short-lived Human Relations programme of lessons, 
which arose from the Report of the Committee on Discipline 
(Dettman, 1972), provided a tenuous linkage between 
pastoral and academic curricula. One reason given for the 
collapse of this initiative was the lack of training for 
staff to teach the material. This lack of pre-service and 
in-service training in pastoral topics echoes the comments 
of Lang (1991) in relation to the United Kingdom, and was 
also noted as recently as 1991, in Western Australia, by 
Crane in his research into the needs of teachers as 
providers of pastoral care. 
While the pastoral care system adopted in Western 
Australian schools had a close resemblance to that of the 
United Kingdom there was, in the early 1970s, an 
introduction of a psychometric model with emphasis on 
psychological methodology, counselling and crisis 
intervention derived from practices in the United States of 
America. This, along with the appointment of social 
workers to certain schools, reinforced the emphasis on 
"counselling" within the Western Australian pastoral care 
system (Hyde, 1990). Watson (1990) considered that the 
entry of specialist professionals into schools led to 
resentment. Responsibilities for overseeing the care of 
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students were taken over by non-teaching pro-fessional sta-f-f 
at the expense o-f training opportunities -for teachers 
creating a pastoral/academic split in the school 
curriculum. This type o-f reaction was not limited to 
Western Australia, however, having been noted in the United 
Kingdom i-f the "tenets o-f counselling and traditional 
social work methods" were accepted uncritically <Milner, 
1983, p. 39 > • 
The issue o-f resource usage in terms o-f outcomes was 
pursued in 1982 in the setting up o-f two committees by the 
then Director-General o-f Education. The -first Committee, 
The Provision o-f Caring Environments in Secondary Schools 
<Pougher, 1982), investigated assumptions made about 
pastoral care in schools and the second, "The Caring School 
Environment" <Pearson, 1982>, decided upon the operational 
structures and principles -for the provision o-f pastoral 
care in schools. The initial committee -formulated, -for the 
-first time in the Western Australian context, a de-finition 
which related to pastoral care. This de-finition was based 
upon the notion o-f the "caring school" <Pougher, 1982>. 
The second Committee <Pearson, 1982) adopted this 
de-finition and used it as a basis -for consideration o-f the 
principles o-f the operation o-f pastoral care in schools. 
The guiding principles arrived at by the committee were: 
1. The limits between the school's 
responsibilities -for caring and those o-f 
parents are clearly de-fined. 
2. To maximise caring, strong links are 
established with appropriate agencies and 
individuals in the community. 
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3. All school staTT are involved in caring Tor 
students. 
4. School organization and administration is 
conducive to caring. 
5. There is a social distance between teachers 
and students. 
6. Teaching, caring and disciplinary roles are 
compatible. 
7. A caring school environment includes an 
educational component. (Pougher, 1982 > 
Both committees were disbanded upon the commissioning 
OT the Review OT Education in Western Austalia (Beazley, 
1984), set up by the State Government to enquire into all 
aspects OT Western Australian education. This enquiry, 
(Beazley, 1984), accepted many OT the earlier committees' 
Tindings and eleven, out OT two hundred and seventy two 
recommendations, dealt with pastoral care: 
1. All schools should be able to describe 
clearly their pastoral care structures. 
2. Provisions be made in the timetable TOr 
pastoral care groups to meet. 
3. Pastoral care groups be small enough to allow 
the individual students to be known to the 
member OT staTT responsible. 
4. A senior member OT staTT should coordinate 
pastoral care. 
5. Key personnel should have reduced teaching 
loads. 
6. Key personnel should have access to an 
interview room in order to permit students' 
conTidentiality. 
7. Pre-service courses in pastoral care be 
provided. 
8. In-service courses in pastoral care be 
provided. 
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9. Teachers with special pastoral care duties be 
provided appropriate pro~essional development 
activities. 
10.Schools should provide a range o~ activities 
to permit individual students to succeed and 
so gain in sel~-worth and con~idence. 
11.In cases where there is a conviction o~ need, 
Government schools should appoint Chaplains. 
Only the ~irst recommendation has become mandatory 
in Western Australian Government schools. The publication 
o~ the Report o~ the Committee o~ Enquiry <Beazely, 1984>, 
however, had ~ar-reaching e~~ects. A ~urther dimension o~ 
external specialist support ~or pastoral care was added 
with the appointment o~ Chaplains to twenty six Government 
schools. Chaplains are appointed through the Churches 
Commission on Education which is an inter-denominational 
organization. 
The Executive O~~icer o~ the Commission has been 
reported as saying that schools were enthusiastic about 
Chaplaincy because the provision o~~ered a quality pastoral 
role <Chaplaincy: A new direction in schools, 1991). The 
Executive O~~icer pointed to the diminution o~ system 
resources, which led to ~ewer support services, ~or example 
the provision o~ school psychologists. School principals 
were searching ~or other ~arms o~ support. Religious 
studies had all but disappeared ~ram the curriculum in the 
Government sector o~ education, so that Chaplaincy" has 
been an alternative ~or the Churches to o~~er pastoral 
care" <Chaplaincy: a new direction in schools, 1991) 
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Following the Repo~t OT the Committee OT Enqui~y 
(Beazley, 1984), anothe~ committee was TO~med to ~epo~t 
upon "Dis~uptive Behaviou~ in Schools" <Louden, 1985). 
This Repo~t contained two ~eTe~ences to pasto~al ca~e, 
which embodied the notion OT a "school-wide app~oach to 
ca~e and discipline" <Recommendation 3, p.22) and a 
"school-wide system OT ca~ing" <Recommendation 4, p.24). 
A suppo~ti ng document, "Gui de 1 i nes TO~ Schoo 1 Disc i p 1 i ne" 
<Minist~y OT Education, 1988> ~equi~ed that details OT the 
school's app~oach to pasto~al ca~e policy and to positive 
class~oom management should be p~ovided. 
These ~eTo~ms we~e based upon concepts OT: the 
gove~nment as the p~incipal client; devolution OT decision 
making; local Tlexibility and accountability; planning, 
optimal use OT ~esou~ces and monito~ing and evaluation OT 
outcomes <Whittake~, 1989). These ~equi~ements we~e to 
have di~ect implications TO~ the ope~ation OT pasto~al ca~e 
in Gove~nment schools. The implications, coupled with 
changes stemming T~om the Gove~nment White Pape~, "Managing 
Change in the Public Secto~" <Bu~ke, 1986), which led to 
~eTo~ms in administ~ative and o~ganizational p~actice at 
school and system level, we~e still being Telt in the 
system at the time OT this ~esea~ch. Acco~ding to 
Whittake~ (1989) this changed envi~onment led to the 
lessening OT hie~a~chical administ~ative st~uctu~es and to 
the inc~ease in the use OT human ~esou~ce management 
techniques. 
The changes in the White Pape~ we~e speciTied TO~ 
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schools in "Better- Schools in Wester-n Austr-alia" (Ministr-y 
o~ Education, 1987), which made mandator-y the ~or-mulation 
o~ School Development Plans. Also included was a 
r-equir-ement that not only should school policy be stated 
and ~or-mulated as par-t o~ a "School Development Plan", but 
that "evaluation str-ategies to measur-e desir-ed educational 
goals and standar- ds" should be documented < p. 11) . Lang 
< 1987, p. 18) has commented that pastor-al car-e "has no long 
standing tr-adition o~ evaluation" and this lack o~ 
evaluation str-ategies might be expected to pose pr-oblems in 
the implementation o~ the Gover-nment r-equir-ement. 
Disciplinar-y Concer-ns. Gover-nment Repor-ts and 
policies in Wester-n Austr-alia which mentioned pastor-al car-e 
also have laid str-ess on aspects o~ discipline in schools. 
In the late 1980s a pr-ogr-amme aimed at pr-oviding a 
disciplinar-y ~r-amewor-k in Wester-n Austr-alian Gover-nment 
schools was intr-oduced. This "Managing Student Behaviour-" 
pr-ogr-amme was seen as a major- system wide initiative, 
<Szaday, 1989), with ~unding made available to aid its 
implementation, and r-esour-ces dir-ected towar-ds in-ser-vice 
tr-aining ~or-teacher-sin its use. The thr-ust o~ the 
"Managing Student Behaviour-" initiative was towar-ds the 
contr-ol o~ students. Hyde (1990, p.8 ) concluded that in 
Wester-n Austr-alia "o~~icial thinking about 'car-ing' is 
similar- to that which was evident some thir-ty year-sago." 
While Best (1988) had noted the duality o~ "car-e and 
contr-ol", policies indicated that Wester-n Austr-al ian 
educational thinking, at least at system level, was heavily 
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weighted towards the control side of such an equation. 
Evidence (Bonjolo, 1991; Hyde, 1990; Watkins, 1992; Watson, 
1990> supported Dynan's (1980) assertion that pastoral care 
structures in schools were not fulfilling their purpose in 
providing care for all students. Following a conference 
held in Perth in 1990, the Australian Association for 
Pastoral Care in Education was formed in 1991. This 
Association has provided a forum for educators, encouraging 
debate on pastoral issues, principally in Western 
Australia, but with growing interest in other States. The 
Association has now linked with the National Association 
for Pastoral Care in the United Kingdom, broadening the 
exchange of ideas. 
2.4 The Effects of Community Setting upon Pastoral 
Care Provision 
Community Influences in the United Kingdom 
In the English educational system, Government policies 
in the 1990s were focused on the delegation of 
responsibility to schools and their communities for the 
running of educational services (Choice and Diversity, 
1992). The onus was being placed upon schools to be 
accountable to parents, who then could choose which State 
educational establishment they wished to have their 
children educated in. Woods (1988), in discussing the 
implications of moves to increase community control of 
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schools, commented "there is o-ften a sharp dichotomy 
between views supportive o-f State provision (and aims o-f 
equality) and views -favouring markets or pseudo markets in 
education (and the aims o-f consumer choice and consumer 
sovereignty) . " ( p. 331 ) 
Sallis (1988) took this argument -further by pointing 
out that parental and community control o-f Government 
schools might serve to blunt any community thrust -for 
higher standards o-f education and care in all Government 
schools, as interest groups competed to get the maximum 
resources -for the school in their neighbourhood. The 
arguments being voiced in the United Kingdom seem relevant, 
as Government policies in Western Australia move towards 
increased devolution o-f responsibilities to schools and to 
their communities. 
Community Issues in Western Australia 
In Western Australia, community and Government concern 
in 1990 over youth related matters led to the -formation o-f 
a Government Select Committee on Youth A-f-fairs (Watkins, 
1992 > • This Parliamentary Committee was set the task o-f 
investigating -factors which were held to place young people 
"at risk" in the community. One major -factor was 
identi-fied as "educational disadvantage". Fol lowing the 
Committee's Report (Watkins, 1992) there is a clear 
expectation that schools in Western Australia may be asked 
to respond with resource allocations to alleviate student 
"at risk" -factors within Government educational provision. 
Pastoral care provisions in schools, logically, can be 
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presumed to ~arm a part o~ any strategies under review by 
the present Government. 
Current and persistent media reports in Western 
Australia and in the United Kingdom suggested that schools 
were experiencing increasing di~~iculty in providing care 
and support ~or their students as pressures mounted with 
economic recession and with the social consequences which 
might be linked to this (The Scotsman, 29/7/92; The Sunday 
Times (U.K.), 9/8/92; The West Australian,28/5/91). 
Coinciding with these ~actors were reported cutbacks in 
educational resources in Western Australia (The West 
Australian, 25/7/91, 31/8/91). 
Stresses to pastoral care in schools might arise i~ 
pastoral demands outstripped the school's resources to meet 
pastoral needs (Hyde, 1990; Watson, 1990). Further 
pressure might be placed upon school resources ~or pastoral 
care by students seeking to repeat Year Twelve because o~ 
decreasing employment opportunities and higher entry 
quali~ication demands by tertiary institutions. 
2.5 School Level Plans and Policies for Pastoral Care 
Plans and Policies in the 1970s 
Prescriptive Solutions. In England during the 1970s, 
innovative pastoral care concepts were proposed by Michael 
Marland, who is regarded as the pioneer o~ pastoral care in 
its present sense. Literature on pastoral care was 
prescriptive, emphasising the implementation o~ procedures 
in schools rather than analysing the methods used (Marland, 
1974, 1980; McGuinness, 1982). This decade saw the 
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development o-F a "conventional wisdom" o-F pastor-al car-e 
which "appealed to commonsense and an assumed consensus 
about the 'goodness' and desir-ability o-F pastor-al car-e 
conventionally conceived" <Best et al., 1980, p.20). The 
concept was expected to enable teacher-s to guide their-
students within the setting o-F positive teacher--pupil 
r-elationships. 
Thr-oughout the 1970s, r-esear-ch awar-eness o-F the 
pr-oblems encounter-ed by many students incr-eased. For-
example, Lang and Hyde (1987) cited pr-oblems o-F lack o-F 
educational choice and o-F per-sonal development, which 
r-e-Flected the emphasis on or-ganizational convenience at the 
expense o-F the individual needs o-F the student body. 
Developments in the 1980s 
Cr-itical examination. The development o-F pastor-al 
car-e then enter-ed a phase centr-ed upon the concept o-F 
conventional cr-itique, in r-eaction to gener-alizations. As 
par-t o-F this cr-itique o-F accepted wisdom, Milner- (1983, 
p.39) wr-ote o-F pastor-al car-e pr-actices "The only cer-tain 
bene-Ficiar-ies o-F the system seem to be the teacher-s who 
-Feel that they at least ar-e tr-ying to 'do something.'" 
Milner-'s cr-iticism took the view that pastor-al car-e was 
seen as an "anti dote" to the segmented secondar-y 
cur-r-iculum. At system level, ther-e was seen to be a lack 
o-F str-ong teacher--pupil r-elationships in the lar-ge 
compr-ehensive schools, in contr-ast to what wer-e per-ceived 
as "good" stable r-elationships in pr-imar-y school 
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classrooms. An ear-lier- critical view expressed by Dooley 
(1978> looked at the philosophical aspect o~ pastor-al care 
seen as a support ~or- authority structures in schools. 
These issues have remained dominant over- the years and ar-e 
matters ~or- concern still--par-ticular-ly in the cur-rent 
Western Australian context. The continued lack o~ 
resolution appears to constrain developments both in the 
broad context o~ pastor-al care and in the local, Western 
Australian, situation. 
The concept o~ "pastoralization" was introduced by 
Williamson (1980>, who contended that two levels o~ 
pastor-al care operated in schools. At one level, students 
who accepted the school's aims and ideals were supported. 
At a second level, those students who ~ound school 
alienating were manipulated by the tutorial system to 
accept that the ~ault lay with them. In the view o~ Best et 
al. (1980, p.172>, students who rejected the school and 
what it stood ~or- were contained and "processed" in 
attempts either- to in~luence them, or- to ~or-ce them to 
accept "a system in which they were destined to be 
~ai lures. 11 
Lang and Hyde (1987> proposed that, ~or- the students 
in the ~ir-st category that Williamson (1980) described, 
bene~its ~r-om the educational system, ~or- example car-eer-
openings, might outweigh disadvantages in school 
attendance. Milner- (1983) suggested that evidence o~ peer-
group importance to this age group might in~luence choices 
to attend school in order- to be with ~r-iends, or- to truant 
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TOr the same reason. 
In Western Australia in 1992, the Tirst argument in 
Tavour OT positive attitudes to schooling is threatened by 
increased youth unemployment which has lessened clear 
career pathways through education. Outcomes in the second 
case might also worsen iT an increasing minority OT 
students become disaTTected or disenchanted with the 
educational process. A spread OT disaTTection through the 
peer group could result. Given that there is evidence 
already OT school rejection and alienation in Western 
Australia <Watkins, 1992) it seems possible that schools 
will experience an increase in the second category OT 
students described by Williamson (1980). 
Milner (1983) and Williamson (1980) expressed views 
which suggested that harm was done by the separation OT 
intentions and outcomes in the provision OT pastoral care. 
Such dysTunctions in pastoral care, iT they existed in 
Western Australia, would aggravate problems OT alienation, 
rather than alleviate educational disadvantage. 
Problems Encountered in the 1990s. 
A call Tor analysis. Towards the end OT the 1980s and 
at the start OT the 1990s, Marland (1988) and Lang (1992) 
commented that Turther questions about problems schools 
were encountering in the provision OT pastoral care were as 
yet unanswered by research. Lang (1992) suggested that in 
the United States OT America and in Canada there were 
comparable diTTiculties in the implementation OT a pastoral 
curriculum in schools, which would be part OT daily 
class~oom practice. 
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Marland (1988) considered that the 
roles o~ the child, as pupil, student, and ~ecipient o~ 
in~ormation, we~e learnt behaviours and as such should be 
taught as part o~ the school's guidance prog~amme. Ma~land 
(1988) d~ew attention to the wo~k o~ Carol Dweck in the 
United States o~ Ame~ica in rega~d to the research based 
theory o~ motivation. Dweck and Bush (1976) studied the 
concept o~ "learned helplessness" o~ the attribution o~ 
~ailure in school-age child~en to internal or external 
causes, either to a lack o~ e~~o~t on his/her own pa~t o~ 
to a lack o~ ability, and demonstrated the gender 
di~~erences involved in such attributions. Dweck and Goetz 
(1978) noted the variations in gende~ ~elated ~esponse in 
att~ibutions when the evaluator was adult (male or ~emale) 
and when the evaluator was a pee~ (male o~ ~emale) and the 
possibility that such attributional behaviour might a~~ect 
the child's social ~esponses as well as academic ~esponses. 
The implications o~ the ~indings o~ this type o~ study 
were, suggested Ma~land (1988), pertinent when pastoral 
ca~e st~ategies were devised and when personal and social 
education cou~ses were being considered. F~om this 
sta~ting point Ma~land envisaged a pasto~al cu~riculum 
which was ~esearch based, using ideas generated by the type 
o~ study ca~~ied out by Dweck. Figure 1 shows a p~oposed 
pasto~al curriculum (Ma~land, 1980). Marland suggested 
that the pasto~al area o~ schooling can be sub-divided into 
sections which ~elate, at student level, to pe~sonal, 
social, and educational matte~s. Each section has its own 
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curricular components which are inter-related and which 
would link with academic curricula. Studies related to 
adolesceot d~velopment demonstrate the normal processes 
which can make adolescent behaviour·patterns seem 
contradictory and overwhelmin_g in their diversity (Kaplan, 
1 984, p • 27 > • The ~our models in needs assessment quoted by 
Trimby (1979), or the means o~ increasing student 
PEFl.SOnRL .... 
• The Se)(; 1emperunerit,personality, neec.s. 
2. How to assess, understand & cope with 
physical & emol.ional well-being. 
3. The individual in relation to family, 
neighbours, friends.growing up. 
4. Gelling on wiLh people, skills & 
auitudes. 
5. Rights & obligalions as an adolescent. 
6. Choice & Choosing. 
7. Using Lhc facilities and services which 
society off crs. · 
S. The personal con"cntions of society. 
· 9 .Charity, underswding. 
10.Recrcation. hobbies, using 
lime, opponunil.ies. 
EDUCRTIODRL ... 
I. The school u m ors;z.niz..a1ion. 
2. Study skills .. 
3. Subject choice 
4. 1ne exa.min.uion syst.em. 
5.Ex,mination entry: administrative 
uu.ngemc:nl.S. 
6. OL"ier educ.atior:li agencies outside school: 
7. Newspapers, museums, magazines, 
broadcasting. 
8. The sharing o( educa1ion2l experiences in 
\he NI.Or group. . 
9. Hel;, pupils make use of \he feedback on 
i.."icir p:rforma.nce at school. 
VOCRTIODRL .. 
I. Sc)(.awuc.-iess 
2. Opporrunity awareness. 
3. Decision-miling. 
4. Transition 10 life a(ter school 
Figure 1. A Pastoral Curriculum (Marland, 1980) 
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achievement through sta~~ development activities aimed at 
improving the school's social environment, suggested by 
Joyce and Showers (1988), might be utilised as part o~ 
preparation ~or a pastoral curriculum in Western Australia. 
Structural suggestions ~or the development o~ such a 
curriculum made by Fincham (1987) and ideas ~or developing 
parental involvement or lessening what the authors have 
described as "parental intimidation" at school level 
(Murphy, 1990; Pettit, 1980) could also be incorporated. 
In 1988, Best proposed that the relationship between care 
and control should be seen as complementary and not 
con~licting, in a balanced equation. Best (1988) then 
suggested that a relationship within the school system 
should exist which combined curriculum, casework and 
community needs. The paper, which looked at teacher 
training in pastoral care in England, ~ound pre-service 
training almost non-existent and in-service provision "at 
best patchy" (Best, 1988, p.19). At a seminar in Perth 
Western Australia in 1992, Best developed this theme. The 
student was seen as ~unctioning in school in the roles o~ 
child, pupil, and citizen. Eacho~ these roles has 
attributes associated with them, attributes which must be 
taken into account when the school plans programmes ~or its 
students. The relationships illustrated in Figure 2, which 
are established between the students' roles and needs are 
combined to ~orm a total learning experience. Facilitating 
these plans and crucial to the relationships is the 
school's understanding o~ the needs o~ the school sta~~, 
/ 
/ 
I 
I 
I 
\ 
\ 
\ 
'\ 
' 
Figut'"e 2. 
1992) 
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- ....... ·- - --. 
,,.,,,.- .............. 
CASEWORK 
" Nead• oft.ha 
Chlld 
Naada oft.ha 
Pupll 
opport.unlt.lae t.o 
'\ 
\ 
, aacurlt.y 
, warmt.h 
, guldanca 
, pat.lance 
, love 
, aupport. 
, dlract.lon 
at.c, 
, acqulra concept.a 
, learn fact.a \ 
, develop akllla 
, aMamlna at.t.lt.udaa 
, aMplora ballafa 
\ 
I 
I 
, reflect. on faallnga 
Naade oft.ha 
Cl t.l zan 
, orderly envlron,nant. 
, rule•, ••net.lone 
, opport.unlt.laa t.o 
part.lei pat.a 
, faallnge of 
be long l ng 
, mut.ual 
· Facl 11 ht.ea 
MANAGEMENT 
Naada oft.ha St.aff 
laadarehlp 
, t.ralnlng 
, appralaal 
, appraclat.lon 
,, raeourcee 
, · lnapll'at.lon 
at.c, 
I 
/ 
I 
I 
/ 
Educat.lng t.ha whole 
paraon ant.all• 
meat.lng t.ha naada 
oft.ha lndlvldual 
ln all t.hraa rol••· 
Tht'"ee aspects OT the l'"ole OT student. <Best, 
with staTT tl'"aining being listed as a. majot'" l'"equil'"ement. 
An emphasis on schools as ot'"ganizations meant that 
the Tocus OT pastot'"al pl'"ocess in the schools swung Tl'"Om 
considet'"ation OT the needs (educational, social, 
behaviout'"al and emotional) OT the school's students to 
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the use of this p~ocess in se~ving the administ~ative, 
adult pe~ceived, ~equi~ements of the school as an 
o~ganization within an educational system. The ~esultant 
dysfunction in pasto~al p~ovision pe~sists and is ~eflected 
in ~esea~ch both in the United Kingdom and in Weste~n 
Aust~alia (Best, 1988; Dynan, 1980; Hyde, 1990; Watson, 
1990 > . 
o~ganizational St~uctu~es fo~ Pasto~al Ca~e P~ovision 
Acco~ding to Ribbins and Best (1985>, a model fo~ 
school o~ganization could be seen as having fou~ 
inte~~elated facets; disciplina~y/o~de~, welfa~e/ pasto~al, 
academic/ cu~~icula~, and administ~ative/ o~ganizational. 
"Pasto~al Ca~e: A New Focus" (Minist~y of Education, 
Singapo~e, 1990) made a simila~ case in ~efe~~ing to to the 
need fo~ each facet of school o~ganization to be planned in 
~elation to all the othe~s. 
O~ganizational st~uctu~es fo~ pasto~al ca~e in the 
United Kingdom and in Weste~n Aust~alia we~e based upon the 
system which o~iginated in English Public Schools, with 
House o~ Yea~ divisions, sub-divided into Fo~m G~oups 
(Dettman, 1972; Lang, 1984). The delive~y of pasto~al ca~e 
was th~ough the ~oles of House Leade~s and th~ough Fo~m 
Teache~s o~ Tuto~s, each with ~esponsibility fo~ a g~oup of 
students. 
The o~iginal Chu~ch cont~olled schools in the United 
Kingdom would exemplify the type of educational p~ovision 
in which the use of the wo~d pasto~al could have ~eligious 
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connotations. Watson (1990, p. 50) contended that 
"r-eligious schools in the past have in-fluenced the pr-esent 
per-ception o-f the ter-m Pastor-al Car-e." Dooley (1978) noted 
that "the idea o-f the pastor- is i mpor-tant 1 y gr-ounded in 
r-eligious exper-ience." (p.182). The use o-f the ter-m 
pastor-al as a ter-m o-f descr-iption suppor-ts the idea o-f such 
a r-elationship. The duality o-f the notion o-f the pastor-
-figur-e was also explor-ed by Dooley (1978, p.184). The 
pastor- was equated either- with the car-ing -father-, or- to the 
author-ity -figur-e who commanded and led those in his char-ge. 
Dooley noted, with r-e-fer-ence to the school situation, that 
the use o-f the ter-m "pastor-" in r-elation to an 
author-itative str-uctur-e might indicate that the second 
inter-pr-etation was -favour-ed and that the choice o-f 
language was deliber-ate. 
In Wester-n Austr-alia, The Repor-t o-f the Committee on 
Discipline in Secondar-y Schools (Dettman, 1972,) 
-for-eshadowed the decentr-alization o-f lar-ge school campuses, 
leading to the "development o-f autonomous instr-uctional 
units within the school." (p.192). Lovegr-ove, Wilson, 
Teasdale, and Jackson (1982) r-ecor-ded that one Wester-n 
Austr-alian Gover-nment Senior- High School was divided into a 
ser-ies o-f sub-schools. The r-ationale -for- this change was 
given under- two main headings, one that the str-uctur-e would 
over-come the "deper-sonalising e-f-fects o-f lar-ge 
institutions" and the second that gr-eater- educational 
choice could be o-f-fer-ed thr-ough sub-schools (Lovegr-ove et 
al. 1982, pp.1-4). 
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The Weste~n Aust~alian example t~aced the adaptation 
of school st~uctu~es f~om a single unit, th~ough the 
development of a pilot sub-school p~oject, to the complete 
~eo~ganization of the school into th~ee junio~ sub-schools 
and one senio~ sub-school. This st~uctu~e was adopted to 
offe~ oppo~tunities fa~ imp~oved ~elationships between 
students, and between staff and students within a much 
smalls~ educational unit, while benefiting f~om the 
facilities offe~ed as pa~t of a la~ge school campus. The 
study ca~~ied out by Loveg~ove et al. (1982) would appea~ 
to suppo~t outcomes of high staff levels of commitment 
and student owne~ship in ~espect of the sub-school which 
they obse~ved. 
Roles in Pasto~al Ca~e 
Lang and Hyde (1987) noted that, in schools in 
England, since management and the cont~ol of students we~e 
seen to be of pa~amount impo~tance, pasto~al ca~e ~oles 
we~e taken up with o~ganizational conce~ns, discipline, and 
administ~ative p~ocedu~es. The amalgamation of G~amma~ and 
Seconda~y Mode~n schools into comp~ehensive schools in that 
count~y also had staffing implications. Teache~s in 
Seconda~y Mode~n schools often lacked the academic 
qualifications needed to teach the Uppe~ Fo~ms in the new 
comp~ehensive schools. Senio~ academic posts we~e filled 
by staff with G~amma~ school teaching expe~ience, but not 
necessa~ily teaching qualifications. Those who had held 
p~omotional positions in the seconda~y Mode~n schools often 
we~e utilised in pasto~al ca~e ~oles, dealing with 
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the welfare of the less academic children in a system which 
was, by tradition, reactive to social and academic 
problems. 
Lang and Hyde (1987, p.4) suggested that the basis for 
the low esteem in which pastoral care appeared to be held 
at this time lay, to some considerable extent, in the 
allocation of roles based upon academic qualifications, and 
the complete absence of any formal training for the roles 
in the large comprehensive schools. Lang (1991) further 
noted that Her Majesty's Inspectorate in England in 1982 
reported that fifty four per cent of teachers believed that 
they were not well prepared for pastoral duties. 
Marland (1988>, in relation to this lack of 
training, suggested that among the unanswered questions 
pertaining to pastoral care were concerns as to the 
qualifications pastoral team leaders held, and as to how an 
untrained group of tutors, with career imperatives 
elsewhere within their subject departments, could be led as 
part of a pastoral team? 
The nature of roles for teachers in pastoral care in 
England, in the view of Lang (1991), Lang and Hyde (1987), 
and Marland (1988>, had been delineated as a response to 
organizational priorities. Teachers in key pastoral roles 
were offered little or no training for the task. The 
concept appeared to be held in low esteem by those in a 
position to appoint staff, and this lack of status may have 
led to a down-grading of the value of pastoral work in the 
eyes of the main body of teachers in schools. In Scotland, 
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the special circumstances surrounding the decision to 
promote staff in Guidance departments might have lessened 
these perceptions but gave rise to other stresses, in that 
classroom teachers were answerable to Principal Teachers of 
Guidance. 
In Western Australia the importance of the role of 
teachers in pastoral care provision was recognized by Nott 
(1979) when he advocated that this should be acknowledged 
in the promotion structures of teachers. This 
recommendation made by Nott has received, to date, only the 
barest official recognition. 
In 1980, a joint research project, "Do Schools Care?" 
<Dynan, 1980) was funded by the Education Department of 
Western Australia and the Western Australian College of 
Advanced Education. The study, in investigating the views 
of teachers, revealed an uncertainty and diffidence about 
staff ability to carry out pastoral roles. More recent 
views expressed by staff in an Independent Anglican school 
in Western Australia echo this lack of confidence at staff 
level, a lack attributed to the absence of training for 
pastoral care duties <Crane, 1991). 
2.6 The Delivery of Pastoral Care in Schools 
Any separation of intentions and outcomes for pastoral 
care at a school level must affect delivery of care to its 
students <Best, 1988; Dynan, 1980; Milner, 1983; 
W i 11 i amso n, 1980 > • In England, Milner (1983) contended 
that, while "counselling" was offered by schools as a 
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~emedy fa~ student needs, the pe~ceptians of such needs 
we~e a~~ived at without any consultation with the students 
i nva 1 ved. An investigation into student pe~ceptians might 
have identified cance~ns that we~e ve~y diffe~ent, ~elated 
ma~e ta pee~ g~aups ~athe~ than ta teache~-pupil 
~elatianships (Milne~, 1983). Lang (1987) ~einfa~ced 
Milne~'s stance in noting haw little attention has been 
given at system and at school level ta the standpoint of 
students, as cansume~s of pasta~al ca~e. Wat k i ns < 1 985) 
~efe~~ed ta the "ghettaizatian" of pasta~al ca~e p~avisian, 
which ma~ginalised the se~vice an the pe~imete~s of school 
activity, while Lang (1985, p.8) spake of a nation of 
pasta~al "fantasy", cha~acte~ised "by the situation whe~e a 
school begins ta make statements which at best ~eflect 
ideals as ~eflectians of ~eality." 
In Weste~n Aust~alia, the study "Do Schools Ca~e?" 
(Dynan, 1980) examined the ~espanses ta a questiannai~e 
su~vey of students an issues of student acceptance a~ 
~ejection of the schools' educational and pasta~al ca~e 
p~avisians, and canvassed the views of teaching staff. The 
study (Dynan, 1980) b~aught fa~th findings which showed 
that, fa~ a significant mina~ity of students, school was an 
alienating expe~ience. This alienation could be att~ibuted 
ta ineffective pasta~al ca~e p~avisian. Dy nan ( 1980) 
concluded that evidence f~am bath teache~s and students 
showed that pasta~al st~uctu~es we~e seen at student level 
as ineffective and at staff level as th~eatening. Schools 
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pe~ceived pasto~al ca~e as a +acto~ in the smooth ~unning 
o+ the school ~athe~ than as a p~og~amme to help students 
achieve thei~ +ull potential. Dynan's (1980) ~epo~t had 
little o~ no impact upon the p~actice o+ pasto~al ca~e in 
Weste~n Aust~alia. The p~esent ~esea~che~ was given the 
opinion by one in+o~mant that this was due to pe~sonalities 
within the Education Depa~tment's Resea~ch B~anch, who 
conside~ed the ~esea~ch to have been ill-+ounded. 
A compa~ison with the +indings o+ the Select Committee 
Youth A++ai~s (Watkins, 1992) suggests, howeve~, that the 
alienation identi+ied by Dynan in a pe~centage o+ students 
~emains and has been con+i~med some twelve yea~s late~. A 
mo~e positive ~esponse to Dynan's (1980) +indings in the 
inte~vening yea~s might have lessened the p~oblems which 
led to the setting up o+ the Select Committee. 
2.7 Issues Arising from Research into Pastoral Care in 
Western Australia. 
Othe~ ~esea~ch p~ojects in Weste~n Aust~alia which 
involved pasto~al issues have met with a lack o+ attention 
simila~ to that a++o~ded to "Do Schools Ca~e?" <Dynan, 
1980 > • Deschamp, Ha~~is, and Robson (1983) unde~took a 
study based upon "Pasto~al ca~e p~og~ammes +o~ able 
disadvantaged students" +o~ the Resea~ch B~anch o+ the 
Education Depa~tment. This was +allowed by an 
investigation into "The Roles o+ Chaplains in Gove~nment 
seconda~y schools." (Hyde, 1984). In 1985 Hyde and Robson 
collabm··ated in an inqui~y into "Student suspensions +~om 
school." The latte~ p~ojects we~e also pa~ts o+ the 
prog~amme o~ the Research Branch o~ the Education 
Department. 
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Three ~urther research projects (Crane, 1991; Hyde, 
1990; Watson, 1990) which dealt with pastoral issues were 
completed in 1990 and in 1991. The ~irst <Watson, 1990) 
was part o~ an initiative in 1988 by the State School 
Teachers' Union which ~unded a research project to 
investigate pastoral care in schools. The study, entitled 
"Factors that impinge upon the implementation o~ a 
~ormally structured pastoral care programme in a Government 
school.", examined the pastoral care needs o~ students in a 
Government primary school set in a low socio-economic area. 
Watson (1990) noted the psychometric approach in Ministry 
o~ Education policies, as opposed to the "whole school 
approach" suggested by Louden (1985). Also recorded were 
two levels o~ pastoral care, similar to those described by 
Williamson (1980): one a general provision which was 
directed at those students who were coping well with 
school; a second, directed towards students experiencing 
crises and mani~esting behavioural symptoms associated wilh 
those circumstances. The second crises-reactive level 
involved primarily specialist pro~essionals. 
Watson (1990) ~ound that, in the school concerned, 
resentment by teachers o~ specialist sta~~ was evident. 
The role o~ specialists as experts was said to threaten 
the pro~essional standing o~ teaching sta~~ and to diminish 
the importance o~ their role. Liaison between the school 
and outside caring agencies was seen as tenuous and ill-
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de-fined. Findings stressed the importance o-f the support 
o-f the school Principal -for changes and the importance o-f 
teaching and non-teaching sta-f-f commitment to the project. 
A "whole school approach" to pastoral care also required 
adequate levels o-f sta-f-fing and co-operation -from external 
agencies, parents and the school community. The impetus 
-for the changes brought about in the school during the 
course o-f this project <Watson, 1990) lapsed when the 
project researcher's help was withdrawn. The issue o-f the 
e-f-fect on pastoral care programmes o-f the movement o-f sta-f-f 
and the re-allocation o-f resources is raised by the 
discontinuation o-f practices introduced during this study. 
A -further research project, (Crane, 1991), took the 
-form o-f a case-study based in an independent Anglican 
Community school. The study centred around the attitudes 
o-f students in the school to their relationships with 
others and their perceptions o-f the school as a caring 
environment. Crane's (1991) -findings showed that teachers 
commonly believed that they were aware o-f student needs. 
This knowledge, however, was not su-f-ficient to guarantee 
that such identi-fied needs were being met. Mechanisms had 
to be in place at school level in -formal policies and plans 
-for pastoral care i-f student needs were to be addressed in 
a systematic manner. 
The points raised by Crane (1991) in relation to an 
analysis o-f the needs o-f students, -for example in relation 
to their developmental age, contrast with a viewpoint which 
sees pastoral care as a general, non-speci-fic area 
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concerned with student welfare. Such an analytical 
approach would, however, demand resources of time and 
training for teaching staff. 
The studies undertaken by Watson (1990) and Crane 
(1991) were subject to limitations in generalizability. 
Factors which influenced the primary setting would not 
necessarily be applicable within the Government 
secondary education system. The setting of Crane's (1991) 
study contrasted with many provisions in the State school 
system. The background of the students would not reflect 
the range within society which Government schools would 
encounter and mandatory regulations in place in the 
Government system would not apply to the independent 
schoo 1. 
Finally, a pilot study in 1990 by Hyde, "The nature 
and extent of pastoral care in Western Australian 
schools.", was set against a background of reports from 
participants in in-service courses at the Australian Centre 
for Education and Training (now part of Edith Cowan 
University) and from the call from a symposium of the 
Singapore Educational Administration Society in 1989 that 
"the realities of pastoral care in schools should be 
investigated". 
The research surveyed key personnel in forty-one 
Government and non-Government primary and secondary 
schools. Similarities between the schools studied were 
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revealed as: (a) a lack o+ clarity in de+initions o+ the 
concept o+ pastoral care; (b) a lack o+ clarity in policies 
+or pastoral care; (c) a crisis driven response to pastoral 
care rather than crisis preventing strategies; (d) a lack 
o+ school personnel with +ormal pastoral care training. 
(Hyde, 1990) 
Oi++erences re+lected the size o+ school, perceptions 
o+ key personnel, allocation o+ resources and the levels o+ 
demand produced by student problems (Hyde, 1990, p.1). 
Hyde's +indings concluded that II where speci+ic pastoral 
care provisions are made these may be described as 
extensive and resource intensive 11 (1990, p.3). In such 
schools dedication and commitment by sta++ was high. A 
majority o+ schools (n=33) did not cite de+initions o+ the 
term pastoral care and more than hal+ (n=22) appeared to 
have no related policies (Hyde, 1990, p.30). The research 
suggested a co-relationship between larger schools and 
socio-economic setting with the demands made by student 
problems. Such schools tended to have crises-respondent 
pastoral care policies. Links between the schools and 
external support agencies appeared tenuous and ill-de+ined 
in most cases. In some schools, the demands o+ a minority 
o+ students and parents consumed the majority o+ the 
school's pastoral care resources. 
The pastoral systems o+ schools in the study seemed to 
depend largely upon the goodwill, dedication, and hard work 
o+ committed sta++ members. A well de+ined weakness in 
pastoral care systems was the lack o+ pre-service and in-
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se~vice t~aining fo~ teaching staff. This led to a deg~ee 
of st~ess fo~ staff faced with demands which they we~e ill-
p~epa~ed to meet. The se~vice which the staff offe~ed in 
pasto~al ca~e also met with little official ~ecognition 
(Hyde, 1 990) . 
These issues suppo~t the lack of t~aining ~epo~ted by 
c~ane, 1991; and Watson, 1990. Findings on demands made in 
~elation to socio-economic setting we~e also noted by 
Watson, 1990. The pilot study concluded by making a case 
fo~ ~esea~ch to be ca~~ied out into the p~ecise situations 
p~evailing in va~ious secto~s of the education system in 
Weste~n Aust~alia. 
Summa~y 
The Review of Lite~atu~e showed that the concept of 
pasto~al ca~e p~ovision was acknowledged in educational 
policies and plans, o~ganizational st~uctu~es and ~esou~ce 
allocations. No concise and widely ag~eed upon definition 
of the concept was in place. Dysfunctions in planned 
p~ovision had been documented, both in the United Kingdom 
and in Weste~n Aust~alia. In Chapte~ Th~ee specific 
facto~s which we~e expected to influence pasto~al ca~e 
p~ovision in Weste~n Aust~alian Gove~nment seconda~y 
schools a~e examined. 
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Chapter- 3 
SELECTED CONTEXTUAL INFLUENCES 
overview 
In this chapter-, contextual Tactor-s which could be 
expected to aTTect pastor-al car-e pr-ovisions in Wester-n 
Austr-alian Gover-nment secondar-y schools dir-ectly ar-e 
examined in detail. The r-ecent backgr-ound to cur-r-ent 
educational changes is discussed, along with issues 
r-elating to pastor-al car-e which have ar-isen Tr-om the 
implementation OT these r-eTor-ms. The major- ar-ea OT cur-r-ent 
community concer-n TOI"" students identiTied as being "at 
r-isk" <Watkins, 1992) is discussed in some detail. Issues 
which have a basis in the concer-ns OT teaching staTT and 
which aTTect pastor-al car-e deliver-y ar-e commented on also. 
3.1 Currant Educational Refer-ma in Western Australian 
Government Schools 
SigniTicant administr-ative, or-ganizational and 
cur-r-iculum changes have taken place in the Wester-n 
Austr-alian Gover-nment education system over- the past six 
year-s. The Committee OT Enquir-y into Education, (Beazley, 
1984) was established to r-eview all aspects OT education in 
Wester-n Austr-alia. The Committee made two hundr-ed and 
seventy thr-ee r-ecommendations OT which eleven r-elated to 
the pastor-al car-e OT students. The Committee's ter-ms OT 
r-eTer-ence dealt, amongst other- matter-s, with the pr-ovision 
OT r-esour-ces in schools TOI"" students disadvantaged by 
Tactor-s r-elating to home backgr-ound. The Committee 
(Beazley, 1984) accepted completely the r-ecommendations 
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about pastoral care made by two earlier committees. These 
were established early in 1982 by the Director-General OT 
Education to examine pastoral care provisions in schools 
CPougher, 1982) and to lay down guiding principles Tor the 
delivery OT pastoral care (Pearson, 1982>. The deTinition 
OT "a caring school environment" Tormulated by the Tirst OT 
those committees CPougher, 1982) was accepted as 
appropriate Tor Western Australian Government schools. 
Following the Report OT the Committee OT Enquiry 
<Beazley, 1984>, a TUrther Committee was set up in 1985 to 
examine disruptive behaviour in schools (Louden, 1985). An 
outcome OT the Report OT this Committee (Louden, 1985) was 
to introduce the concept OT a "whole school approach" to 
pastoral care provision. A second outcome led, through the 
Ministry OT Education Guidelines (1988), to the mandatory 
requirement that "a school policy should provide details OT 
the school's approach to pastoral care and positive 
classroom management" Cp.2). 
Better Schools in Western Australia (1987). In 1987, 
the Ministry OT Education brought Torward a programme OT 
changes to Government schools to speed up the reTorms 
proposed by the Committee OT Enquiry <Beazley, 1984). The 
changes aTTected school organization in that schools were 
to become selT-determining, to have community involvement 
with school decision making through "School Based Decision 
Making Groups", to have responsibility Tor school budgets 
and to be more accountable TOr outcomes <Better Schools, 
1987, p.7). Measures were put in place to stabilise school 
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staTTing. Each school was made responsible Tor the 
production OT a School Development Plan which was required 
to contain details OT programmes in each school along with 
the ways in which such programmes would be resourced, 
implemented and evaluated <Better Schools, 1987, p.11). 
The changes proposed in the paper were required by 
Government to be implemented rapidly by schools in the 
system. 
Following Trom the Better Schools programme <Ministry 
OT Education, 1987), the Ministry OT Education issued Tour 
policy documents which set out guidelines on School 
Decision Making (1990>; Tor School Financial Planning and 
Management <1991>; on School Accountability (1991); and Tor 
the TOrmation OT School Development Plans (1989). Pastoral 
care was mentioned once as an area OT curriculum 
development in these documents, as part OT the 
responsibility OT School Decision Making Groups to decide 
upon priorities (or strategic issues) TOr the school 
(School Decision Making, 1990, p.6). 
The area OT Tinancial planning made allowance Tor 
resources to be allocated to priorities aTter the school's 
purpose had been clariTied and its past perTormance had 
been reviewed (School Financial Planning and Management, 
1991, p. 3 > • The extent OT the achievement OT that purpose 
was to be determined through set perTormance indicators, 
which would require to be included in the monitoring plan 
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section of the School Development Plan <School 
Accountability, p.3). The guidelines for School 
Development Plans Cp.6) discussed the elements of the 
planning cycle, such as the analysis of data and strategic 
planning, required to allow School Decision Making Groups 
to establish priorities. In each of the policy statements 
the role of the School Principal was defined, along with 
the roles of other participants in School Decision Making. 
3.2 Implications of the System Leval Reforms 
The main thrust of the reforms which followed the 
Report of the Committee of Enquiry <Beazley, 1984> was 
directed towards giving schools greater autonomy for self-
determination, school-based decision making, 
collaborative school management, some curriculum reforms, 
and a responsibility to be accountable both to the central 
body and to the local community (Better Schools, 1987; 
Policy and Guidelines, 1989, 1990, 1991). The changes 
were required to be implemented by schools at a rapid pace 
and, as a response to this pace of implementation, 
Government school teachers took industrial action in 1989. 
The issues of school-based decision making and self-
determination for schools, community participation and 
local accountability have implications for the planning, 
design, and implementation of formal pastoral care policies 
in schools. School priorities would be fixed at school 
level, with resource distribution dependent upon those 
priorities. The results of these decisions would require 
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to be justiTied as part OT the school's duty OT 
accountability. Pastoral care policies, iT these were 
included in the school's Development Plan, had to be 
evaluated so that outcomes were quantiTiable. The concept 
OT "a whole school approach" to pastoral care provision in 
schools (Louden, 1985) might be in conTlict with 
psychometric strategies adopted by the Ministry OT 
Education in terms OT its Guidance DTTicer programme, which 
were primarily structured to react to student crises. The 
acceptance OT the deTinition OT "a caring school 
environment" (Pougher, 1982 > a 1 so had imp 1 i cat i ans Tor the 
type OT policies which could be implemented iT the aims OT 
this deTinition were to be met. 
In 1987, the Unit Curriculum was introduced in Western 
Australian Government secondary schools with a range OT 
core and optional subject choices. At the same time, the 
Federal Government was proposing TUrther curricular changes 
as part OT the adoption OT a "National Curriculum". 
ReTorms were proposed which related to increasing the 
retention rates OT students to Year 12 and into Turther 
education, and to the introduction OT "competencies" as a 
means OT assessing student educational standards (Finn, 
1991; Mayer, 1992). The system-wide and proposed national 
changes were leading to disquiet and apprehension among 
teachers, as schools' tried to adapt procedures over a 
short time span. Resistance was also being shown to 
Federal proposals by State Ministers OT Education, meeting 
with the Federal Minister OT Education on the Tirst and 
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second of July, 1993. The outcome of this meeting seems, 
at the time of this study, to have set back Federal 
Government Plans to implement educational change, but the 
uncertainty of future outcomes within the system remains. 
3.3 Community Issues 
In 1990 the Western Australian Parliament made the 
decision to form a Parliamentary Select Committee to 
examine the problems facing children and young people 
<Watkins, 1992). Among the terms of reference was the 
remit to determine criteria by which children and young 
persons could be identified as being "at risk" from various 
factors in their environment, including educational 
factors. 
The Report of the Select Committee on Youth Affairs 
was published in 1992 (Watkins, 1992). Section 5 dealt 
with educational issues and in this section the importance 
of educational equity was stressed. The Committee found 
"compelling evidence of social alienation occurring 
simultaneously with failure in the education system." 
(Watkins, 1992, p.55). As part of the response to this 
finding the Committee suggested that" all schools should 
include the needs of disadvantaged students as key 
components of their school development plans and devise 
local responses consistent with central objectives." 
(Watkins, 1992, p.56) 
The Committee identified "at risk" factors for 
children and young people, one of which was educational 
disadvantage. Data from the Secondary Education 
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Authority -For 1990 showed "a drop out rate o-F nearly 20% 
between Years 10 and 11 both -For male and -Female students" 
<Watkins, 1992, p.57). Identi-Fied as partial causes -For 
such rates were transience, -Failure in educational 
programmes, and mistrust o-F institutionalised educational 
systems. On the issue o-F classroom disruption the 
Committee pointed to a hard core o-F students who caused 
major behavioural problems and who, despite being small in 
number could exhaust the school's ability to cope. 
Evidence provided to the Committee by a wide variety o-F 
academic and community groups was, however, critical o-F 
present disciplinary structures and suspension practices 
and indicated that present school strategies had an adverse 
a-F-Fect on "at risk" youth, with suspension and expulsion 
breaking the last tenuous links between the student and the 
school system. The Committee <Watkins, 1992) made eight 
recommendations in the area o-F Education. Three o-F those 
recommendations relate to the present study: 
a. That the Ministry o-F Education and Youth Services 
develop programs to accommodate the needs o-F 
students suspended and expelled -From school and 
-For non-school attenders. < Recommendation 43 > 
b. That the Ministry o-F Education and Youth Services 
establish a central tracking mechanism -For non-
school attenders including chronic truants. 
< Recommendation 44 > 
c. That the State Government negotiate with the 
Commonwealth -For a rationalization o-F 
Commonwealth -Funded programs -For disadvantaged 
and "at risk' youth in order to maximise the 
-Flexibility o-F such programs while retaining 
their accountability and minimising the 
administrative burdens required o-F them. 
< Recommendation 45 > 
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In addition to these recommendations, in the view o~ 
the Committee "The division between education and wel~are 
issues in the lives o~ these young people does not easily 
correspond to divisions within bureaucracies." <Watkins, 
1992, p.63) 
From this, the Committee concluded that ~ull 
responsibility ~or the provision o~ educational programmes 
should rest with the Ministry o~ Education. This 
conclusion, i~ adopted, should a~~ect the provisions made 
by schools ~or pastoral care in view o~ changes to 
programmes relating to wel~are issues. 
The Report o~ the Select Committee on Youth A~~airs 
<Watkins, 1992, Appendix 1) set out the indicators proposed 
by the Ministry o~ Education in Western Australia which 
would identi~y potential students "at risk". Table 4 
lists these ~actors, which are organized under three 
_headings: educational; behavioural; and situational 
indicators. The list is geared to the identi~ication o~ 
students who, ~or various reasons, are ~ailing within the 
educational system. For a proportion o~ students, multiple 
~actors ~ram the three headings may be in place, which 
would increase the likelihood o~ alienation ~ram school 
<~or example, academic ~ailure being compounded by low sel~ 
esteem, leading to disruption and suspension>. While these 
students certainly may be seen as being "at risk", to ~ocus 
solely upon their needs would be to ignore other areas o~ 
pastoral concern <Watkins, 1985), and the needs a~ other 
students within the school. 
Table 4 
Indicators issued by the Ministry o-f Education 
o-f potential students "at risk". <Watkins, 1992, 
1. Educational Indicators 
2. 
• 
• 
.. 
• 
• 
. . . 
• 
• 
• 
under achievers . . . 
students who are not coping with the cwsroom situation in Year l . 
students who cannot cope with secondazy school classroom situJJ:ion 
students who have difficulty underswiding content in text reading · 
students requiring additional educational support . 
academically less ablc/Qot ~ education students 
students.who cannot cope with Years 8 and 9 wor:lc 
·· s!IJdents who do not have the grades to get into TA.FE. traineeships · 
apprenticeships and other fonnal training options · 
students with poor literacy and numeracy slcills 
Behavioural Indicators 
• truanting 
• emotionally disturbed 
• disaffected 
• disruptive behaviour " 
• potential for self-harm 
• antisocial behaviour 
• violent behaviour 
• rejection of teacher suppon 
• isolated student . 
• juvenile offending 
• vandalism 
• arson 
• drug abuse 
• rejecting parental suppon 
• low self esteem 
• lack of social skills 
. . kclrcommurucationsldlu 
• k of initiative 
• poor motivation 
). Situational Indicators 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
. : .. 
• 
• 
• 
students who are suspended 
expelled 
in ti.me-out rooms 
incarcerated 
institutionalised (welfare) 
unemployed 
homeless 
socially disadvantaged 
family breakdown 
students from transient families/broken schooling 
living in isolated and rural areas 
srudents who leave the system from nonstandard exit points 
suicidal sruden ts 
abused children 
poorer socioeconomic families 
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The danger may be that system and school attention will 
concentrate on the lower socio-economic area o-f the social 
spectrum with policies which are reactive to community, 
social and political pressures which are -focussed upon 
antisocial behaviour. Case-work strategies 
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in response to student problems would be promoted at the 
expense OT preventative programmes involving the 
development OT a pastoral curriculum. Schools with 
catchment areas in an upper socio-economic strict might be 
excused Tor believing that pastoral care did not warrant 
great priority Tor their students, since the idea OT a 
pastoral curriculum was not supported overtly at system 
level. 
3.4 Teacher Related Ieeuea 
In 1988, at their annual conTerence, the State School 
Teachers' Union adopted pastoral care as a priority. This 
led to a campaign to promote teacher awareness and to the 
TUnding OT a research project <Watson, 1990). The project 
Taltered as teacher discontent and misgivings about the 
pace with which the changes set out in "Better Schools" 
(1987) were expected to be implemented by schools led to 
strike action being instituted in 1989 Tor the Tirst time 
in TiTty years. 
The Western Australian College OT Advanced Education 
Cnow Edith Cowan University) during 1988 and 1991 had 
instituted in-service training courses in pastoral care in 
an attempt to reduce a training deTicit. Data Tram 
students attending these courses was incorporated by Hyde 
(1990) in a pilot study OT pastoral care provisions in 
Torty-one Government and non-Government schools. The data 
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showed that 11 0-f 149 participants in seven pastoral care in-
service courses .•• only nine had ever read a major work on 
the topic and only one knew o-f the existence o-f the journal 
"Pastoral Care in Education". II (Hyde, 1990, p. 3 > • This 
author reported to the present researcher that, by 1992, 
demand -for these courses had lessened to the point where 
they were no longer o-f-fered by the institution. 
In 1991 the Australian Association -for Pastoral Care 
in Education was -formed in response to a recommendation 
-from the international con-ference "Pastoral Care--A Whole 
School Responsibility" held in Perth, Western Australia in 
April, 1990. Recommendations -from the con-ference also 
supported: The development o-f discussion on the core 
components o-f pastoral care in schools; the need -for urgent 
research in the provision and resourcing o-f pastoral care 
programmes in schools at international level; the 
development o-f a curriculum -framework -for pastoral care ... 
as a major priority area; and the urgent need -for -funding 
o-f in-service programmes -for training teachers involved in 
pastoral care and career guidance activities. 
Pastoral care was de-fined in the Association's 
Constitution as",,, a whole school approach which supports 
the planned acquisition by both primary and secondary 
students o-f skills, attitudes and values to enable the 
individual to relate e-f-fectively and become sel-f-directed." 
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The Association has produced monthly newsletters and 
has attached monographs dealing with pastoral care 
discussion ~or the in~ormation o~ members. In 1992 the 
Association held a one day seminar in Perth designed to 
"explore current and relevant issues related to Pastoral 
Care in schools." Over one hundred representatives ~rom 
the Primary, Secondary and Tertiary spheres o~ education 
in Western Australia attended this seminar. In~ormation 
was exchanged on exemplary pastoral care programmes in two 
Government Senior High Schools and one Independent 
Secondary School in Western Australia. The researcher was 
present, both as a member o~ the Australian Association ~or 
Pastoral Care in Education and as an observer in the course 
o~ the present study. 
Summary 
The contextual in~luences set out in this chapter 
directly a~~ected pastoral care provision. While the 
concept was mentioned in o~~icial policies, the attention 
given was scant. Emphasis had, however, been placed upon 
student behavioural managment and upon a psychometric 
approach to pastoral care provision with crises-reactive 
pastoral strategies. Community and Government attention 
has centred on the e~~ects o~ truancy and juvenile crime 
and upon the identi~ication o~ and responsibility ~or 
students "at risk". Chapter Four sets out a conceptual 
~ramework ~or the present study. 
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Chapter- 4 
THE INITIAL CONCEPTUAL FRAMEWORK 
Over-view 
This chapter- descr-ibes the conceptual ~r-amewor-k ~or-
the r-esear-ch. The ~r-amewor-k was developed in or-der- to 
guide the study in the ~or-mulation o~ pr-ecise r-esear-ch 
questions, de~inition o~ the unit<s> o~ analysis, ~r-ames o~ 
r-e~er-ence and hence the r-esear-ch par-adigm, the r-esear-ch 
mode, and the delimitations o~ the study. In addition, the 
conceptual ~r-amewor-k assisted in the selection o~ data 
collection and analysis pr-ocedur-es. 
4.1 Pur-po••• o~ the Initial Conceptual Fr-amawor-k. 
The pr-esent r-esear-ch examines the ~or-mal plans and 
str-uctur-es ~or- the deliver-yo~ pastor-al car-e in the ~ive 
par-ticipant schools. To ~or-mulate the design ~or- the study 
an initial ~r-amewor-k was r-equir-ed and is set out in Figur-e 
3. The ~r-amewor-k would pr-ovide dir-ection so that the unit 
or- units o~ analysis could be de~ined in or-der- to identi~y 
speci~ic ~r-ames o~ r-e~er-ence. Fr-om these par-ameter-s 
decisions wer-e made about the choice o~ r-esear-ch par-adigm 
and choice o~ r-esear-ch mode. When these ~actor-shad been 
set in place the delimitations o~ the study wer-e decided 
upon. This dir-ection was possible when the "known" and 
"assumed" or- "pr-esupposed" ~actor-s that, on the basis a~ 
existing evidence, r-elated to the r-esear-ch ~ocus wer-e 
assembled in some coher-ent ~r-amewor-k which illustr-ated 
r-elationships and, possibly, the impor-tance a~ these 
r-elationships. 
Theory 
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4.2 The Initial Conceptual Framework 
The research was planned to take place in Tive Western 
Australian Government secondary schools. Each school in 
the project was regarded as a bounded case. In Chapter 5, 
the deTinition OT such a case is set out <Adelman, Jenkins, 
and Kemmis, 1976). The assumption was made that, as the 
study progressed the boundary OT each case would "appear 
increasingly permeable" <Adelman, Jenkins, and Kemmis, 
1976, p.142), to take account OT Tactors in the history OT 
pastoral care provision, system policies and plans, 
community inTluences, and the areas within each school 
which surrounded and related to pastoral care provision. 
The assumptions upon which the initial conceptual 
Tramework was based were Tounded both in the literature 
dealing with pastoral care, and the contexts within which 
pastoral care provision was presumed to be set. These 
contexts were both external to the schools, in the 
educational system and the community, and within the 
schools themselves, in administrative and organizational 
plans and structures, and in the ethos and mission OT the 
school. The expectation was that, as the study progressed, 
the view taken in the initial conceptual Tramework 
regarding the importance OT the inTluence OT various 
contextual Tactors would change as data emerged. The 
eTTects OT relationships within the initial conceptual 
Tramework were also expected to be revised as the 
signiTicance OT such relationships was clariTied. 
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Chapter 
Seven OT this study deals with a revised conceptual 
Tramework, made possible in light OT the research Tindings. 
The deTinition OT pastoral care adopted in this study 
(Ribbins and Best, 1985> proposed pastoral care as one OT 
Tour areas within the school, the others being 
administration and organization; academic and curriculum; 
and discipline and order. These areas were expected to be 
present and identiTiable in each OT the Tive schools, and 
to be linked as parts OT the school programme. As a part 
OT the initial conceptual Tramework, it was proposed that 
any investigation OT the area OT pastoral care provision 
needed to take into account three inter-related aspects: 
(a) The plans, policies and structures Tram the education 
system level, coupled with community inTluences, which 
directly aTTected the area; (b) the administrative plans, 
policies and the organizational structures, resource 
allocations, and roles in pastoral care which deTined the 
provision in each school; and (c) the ongoing process OT 
pastoral care delivery, which was inTluenced and 
constrained by actions and events taking place in the 
external and the within-school contexts. 
To examine these three aspects a three level Tramework 
was adopted, conceived as the levels OT "the setting", 
"the scene", and "the scenar-io". 
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The level o-F "the 
setting", dealing with contextual -Factor-s in system 
plans and policies and with community in-Fluences on the 
schools, was seen as a backgr-ound to pastor-al car-e 
pr-ovision. The level o-F "the scene" was conceptualized as 
a stage upon which the action o-F pastor-al car-e deliver-y was 
played out; the stage o-F school level plans, policies, 
or-ganizational str-uctur-es, r-esour-ce allocation, and the 
allocation o-F r-oles in pastor-al car-e. The action level o-F 
"the scenar-io" was envisaged as r-e-Flecting changing 
deliver-y o-F pastor-al car-e pr-ovision as an ongoing pr-ocess 
thr-oughout the per-iod o-F the study, and the outcomes o-F 
that deliver-y. The changes r-e-Flected, to a gr-eater- or-
lesser- extent, the e-F-Fects o-F decisions and in-Fluences in 
the levels o-F "the setting" and "the scene", all o-F which 
wer-e themselves "inter-twined" (Guba and Lincoln, 1982, 
p.242) with the action o-F pastor-al car-e deliver-y. Figur-e 
4 i l lustr-ates the levels o-F "the setting", "the scene" and 
"the scenar-io" along with the sub-sections into which each 
level was divided. 
At the level o-F "the setting", the r-eview o-F 
liter-atur-e had suggested that pastor-al car-e pr-ovision would 
be a-F-Fected by education system policies, -For- example by 
decisions to r-eor-ganise schools as in the United Kingdom, 
to intr-oduce "Guidance" systems as in Scotland, and by 
policy r-equir-ements such as the Better- Schools pr-ogr-amme 
(1987) in Wester-n Austr-alia. The liter-atur-e r-eviewed also 
THE SETTING 
SYSTEM EFFECTS COMMUNITY INFLUENCES 
Effects of plans, policies, 
attitudes and perceptions 
Influences of community 
concerns and community setting 
THE SCENE 
ADMINISTRATION ORGANISATION~· 
Plans, policies, definitions, 
concepts and boundaries 
Structures, resources, roles, 
responsibilities and evaluations 
INTERVENTIONS 
OUTCOMES 
+ 
THE SCENARIO 
Changes to policies, plans, structures, 
resources and roles 
For the delivery of pastoral care 
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Figure 4. The levels o-f "the setting", "the scene", and 
"the scena.r i o". 
pointed to in-fluences -from the community in which the 
school was set, -for example community concerns as expressed 
through Governmen~ Commit~ees in Western Australia. 
<Watkins, 1992) and the e-f-fects o-f socio-economic setting 
on pastoral ca.re demands <Hyde, 1990; Watson, 1990). 
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In the initial conceptual +ramework at the level o+ 
"the scene" it was envisaged that school policies and 
plans were shaped by the requirement that the school adhere 
to Ministry o+ Education policies set out in +ormal 
statements <Better Schools, 1987; Ministry o+ Education 
Gui de 1 i nes, 1 988; Po 1 icy Gui de 1 i nes, 1 989, 1 990, 1 991 > • As 
part o+ the conceptual +ramework, the area o+ +ormal 
pastoral care provision in the school was believed to be a 
part o+ school planning activities. The school was 
conceptualised as having decided upon priorities, as having 
resources at its disposal, and as operating within certain 
identi+iable constraints. A School Development Plan was 
expected to be +ormulated as required, C Policy Guidelines, 
1989), based upon these +actors. From this Development 
Plan, resources were presumed to be allocated to various 
areas o+ school operations o+ which pastoral care was one 
<whether as an identi+ied area or subsumed as part o+ 
another areal. 
Figure 5 shows the presumed sequence o+ planning 
operations. Formal pastoral care provision was taken to be 
made up o+ <a> administrative plans and policies +or the 
area; Cb) organizational structures, resources, roles and 
responsibilities; and Cc) the actual delivery o+ pastoral 
care. Following +ram these would be the implementation o+ 
pastoral care delivery, which in turn led to pastoral 
outcomes and the monitoring o+ these outcomes. Evaluation 
Accountability 
\ Evaluation ---- Analysis Revision of policies ~ 
Pastoral Outcomes 
Monitoring 
\ 
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Development planning. 
Implementation of 
pastoral care delivery 
THE SCHOOL 
Components of pastoral 
structul"es 
care provision 
Roles bilitieS 
Responsi allocation 
Figure 5. Pastoral Care Provision as part o~ a cyclical' 
School Planning process. 
o~ these outcomes would be planned, and ~ram the evaluation 
,. 
would come accountability ~or outcomes and the revision o~ 
policies, so completing the cycle. 
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Schools in the study were considered to base their 
organizational structures for pastoral care provision 
upon concepts taken from past practices both from Australia 
and from overseas, as shown in the literature surveyed for 
this study, for example House/Year/Form structures 
<Dettman, 1972; Dynan, 1980; Lang, 1984). Figure 6 
illustrates the House/Year and Form structures which were 
presumed to be in place. The school was conceptualized as 
having inbuilt links which would relate pastoral care to 
other areas of provision, as having resource allocations, 
and roles for staff. 
H 1se 
1 
Form Teac:hers staff 
All teac:hers in classrooms· 
1 
All Students 
Minority Groups 
Individuals in 
Figure 6. The expected structures for the delivery of 
pastoral care 
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Formal plans and policies Tor pastoral care Tor students 
were taken to be a major Tactor in each school. An 
inTormal area OT pastoral care provision through classroom 
teaching might exist and could inTluence the TOrmal area OT 
provision through staTT attitudes and networks. Pastoral 
care structures in each school might be designed to meet 
the needs OT all the school's students, to take cognisance 
OT the special needs OT minority groups in the school, and 
to deal with the individual needs OT students in crises. 
At the level OT "the scenario" pastoral care delivery 
was presumed to take place. The Torm OT this delivery was 
seen as being contingent upon eTTects and inTluences Tram 
the levels OT "the setting' and "the scene". The study was 
scheduled to take place over a period OT time, so that the 
delivery OT pastoral care was seen as an ongoing process. 
Changes to delivery were expected to result Tram 
administrative and managerial actions and events directed 
towards the provision OT pastoral care. These actions and 
events were presupposed to result Tram school level 
decisions, which in turn were constrained by external 
policies and pressures. 
The unit OT analysis in the study was identiTied as 
the area OT Tormal pastoral care provision in each OT the 
Tive schools, which was located in two sets OT Trames OT 
reTerence. The Tirst was external to the school and was 
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comprised o~ educational system e~~ects and community 
in~luences upon pastoral care provision. The second was 
located within the school and was made up o~ the area o~ 
administration and organization, with policies, plans and 
structures which a~~ected ~ormal pastoral care provision. 
4.3 Delimitations Resulting from the Conceptual 
Framework 
Each case-study was set within its unique school 
internal ~ramework. The ~ive participating schools were 
all part o~ the Government secondary education system and 
so ~eatures o~ their external setting would be common. The 
communities in which the schools were set might have 
aspects which had common cause (socio-economic setting) or 
might vary widely. The study there~ore could be expected 
to have limited generalizability ~ram case to case. There 
would, however, be a degree to which generalizations could 
be made ~ram school to school within the study and to other 
schools within the Government secondary education system. 
Because the private sector o~ education operated under 
di~~ering constraints and imperatives, ~indings ~ram the 
study were not expected to be generalizable to secondary 
schools in that system. 
The con~idential nature o~ the work done by 
specialists and teachers working in the ~ive schools with 
individual students in crisis would prevent the researcher 
~ram observing case work. Certain discussions at committee 
level which pertained to such case work would also be 
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inaccessible. The researcher relied upon interview data 
with teaching and specialist staff and such meetings as 
were open to observation to provide data on these aspects 
of pastoral care provision. 
4.4 The Precise Research Questions 
The precise research questions were derived from the 
conceptual +ramework. The major question was directed at a 
general understanding of the nature and extent o+ pastoral 
care in the five participating schools. 
What is the nature and extent of pastoral care 
provision in five Western Australian Government 
secondary schools? 
To arrive at this general understanding eleven subsidiary 
questions were framed: 
<a> What external contextual +actors influence policies 
and plans +or pastoral care provision in the +ive 
schools? 
(b) What pastoral care concepts are taken into account 
when policies and plans are +ormulated in each school? 
<c) What does each school propose, in terms of formal 
administrative policies and plans, for their 
provisions for the pastoral care of students? 
Cd) What factors in+luence the policies and plans for 
pastoral care provision in each school? 
Ce> What boundaries does each school set +or its provision 
and delivery of pastoral care? 
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<+> What organizational structures are used in each school 
to +acilitate the delivery o+ pastoral care? 
(g) How are resources, allocated +or the delivery o+ 
pastoral care in each school, deployed? 
(h) What are the roles o+ 1. key personnel; 2. other 
school sta++; in the delivery o+ pastoral care? 
(i) In what ways do schools monitor and evaluate their 
provisions +or pastoral care? 
(j) What +actors in+luence the delivery o+ pastoral care? 
(k) What actually constitutes the delivery o+ pastoral 
care? 
Summary 
The conceptual +ramework o+ the study permitted 
identi+ication and de+inition o+ the unit o+ analysis +or 
the study, along with the +rames o+ re+erence within which 
this was set. The next chapter presents the research 
design adopted +or the study. The study was designed to be 
consistent with the respective elements shown in the 
conceptual +ramework and with the precise research 
questions which were derived +ram this. 
Overview 
Chapter 5 
RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 
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Chapter Five sets Torth the methodology OT the 
research. The choice OT paradigm and mode are discussed. 
The research design and the Teatures OT the study are 
described along with reasons TOY the choice OT the 
participant schools. The techniques used TOY the 
collection and analysis OT data are explained, as are the 
approaches used by the researcher to ensure the quality 
control OT the data. Finally, the problems encountered in 
the research are discussed. 
~- 1 Selection cf th• R•••Arch PArAdigm. 
The unit OT analysis in this study, Tormal pastoral 
care provision, was a component OT the educational 
programme in the Tive schools, and could not be extracted 
Trom the schools' internal or external contexts or examined 
in isolation Trom them. The object OT the research was to 
examine pastoral care as it existed in the schools. Data 
collection relied upon the interaction OT the researcher 
and participants in the study. No set hypotheses directed 
the study, but rather the aim was to arrive at a series OT 
" •working hypotheses• that described each case" <Guba and 
Lincoln, 1982, p. 238). The study, thereTore, was designed 
to take account OT emergent Tindings which were expected to 
surTace as the research progressed. 
These Teatures in the study indicated that a research 
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paradigm which permitted the examination of a facet within 
an already existing organization was required. In terms 
of axiomatic fit, the naturalistic paradigm as proposed by 
Guba and Lincoln (1982, p.237>, was most suitable for this 
purpose. In Table 5, the proposed differences between the 
rationalistic and naturalistic paradigms, as set out by 
Guba and Lincoln (1982) are shown. 
Table 5 
Axiomatic Differences between the Rationalistic and 
Naturalistic Paradigms <Guba and Lincoln, 1~82, p.237> 
Paradigm .. 
Subject of Axiom Rationalistic Naturalistic 
~eal_i ty 
. 
Single,tang-lble Multiple - . 
convergent intangible 
fragmentable divergent 
ho 1 i s t i c 
Inquirer/. 
respondent Independent Interrelated 
relationship 
Nature of truth Context 
- free Cont ex t-·bound 
statements. ge·ne ra 1 i za ti o_ns working 
Nomothetic hypotheses 
statements Idiograghic 
Focus on statements 
similarities Focus on 
differences 
Attr1but1on/ 11 Real 11 causes Attributional 
explanation . t.emp o r a 1 1 y shapers: 
"Of. action precedent or interactive 
. 
.. s imu 1 t aneo·us . (feedforward 
.. : . . 
manipulable .. and feedback' .. 
probabili~tic nonmanipulable 
.. 
-
... plausible ·-
Relation of Value-free .. Value -bound 
·values 
.. 
. . 
.. 
to 
inquiry. .. 
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The choice OT paradigm had implications Tor the study 
in respect OT the terminology used to describe what in 
quantitative terms are reTerred to as the validity, 
reliability, and the objectivity OT the research. In this 
research project the terminology suggested by Guba (1977), 
OT intrinsic and extrinsic adequacy, replicability, and 
neutrality was used to describe the quality control methods 
employed by the researcher. The methods are described in 
detail later in this chapter. 
5.2 Selection OT the Research Mode 
In the research project, each OT the Tive schools was 
seen as a selT-contained system, one component OT which was 
Tormal pastoral care provision. In the conceptual 
Tramework OT the study each school was seen to be located 
within the contexts OT the Government educational system, 
and a community setting. Features OT these contexts 
represented the external Trame OT reTerence Tor the study. 
Other components OT the schools' programme were seen as 
making up the internal Trame OT reTerence within which 
pastoral care was set. 
The research was intended to arrive at as precise an 
understanding as was possible OT what constituted Tormal 
pastoral care provision in each OT the Tive participant 
schools. To do so the researcher needed to study the 
provision within the normal contexts OT each school, as the 
phenomena which were the Tocus OT the study could only be 
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understood and explained within the contexts. in which they 
occurred. 
The school settings were presumed not to represent 
static environments, as events and developing situations 
affected all the school's programmes and provisions. The 
mode of case-study as defined by Adelman, Jenkins, and 
Kemmis (1978> met the requirements for the present research 
"A bounded system (the case) is given within which issues 
are indicated, discovered or studied so that a tolerably 
full understanding of the case is possible." Cp.141) 
5.3 A Three-Phase Research Design 
The research was planned around a three-phase design, 
with preparatory, exploratory, and investigative phases. 
In Figure 7 the three phases of the study, showing the 
activities which took place in each phase, are set out. 
February 
1991 
1992 
1 • 
initial 
phase 
April 
1992 
Data colle tion 
commence 
3. 
completed 
2. 
Data 
Analysis 
Data collection 
Data reduction Data display 
1993 
Figure 7 A three phase research design 
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The preparatory phase. The initial phase o+ the study 
commenced in February 1991 using the libraries o+ Edith 
Cowan University and the University o+ Western Australia in 
the literature search. This phase incorporated the 
planning o+ the study, literature searches using British 
Educational Abstracts, Eric, and C.D. Rom., identi+ication 
o+ potential participant schools, selection o+ schools, and 
obtaining ethical clearance +or the study to proceed. 
During the preparatory phase o+ the research media reports 
which were considered to have a bearing on the topic were 
collected. 
The exploratory phase. This commenced when ethical 
clearance to begin data collection in the schools was 
given. During this phase, literature searches continued 
while data were collected +ram primary and secondary data 
sources in the schools. Data were organized and analysed 
initially school by school, then across the +ive schools. 
Data analysis was seen as comprising data collection, data 
reduction, and data display (Miles and Huberman, 1984. 
p. 23 >. This process took place in work in the +ive schools 
throughout the exploratory phase o+ the study. 
The investigative phase. At this stage data 
collection had ended and other components o+ data analysis 
were concluded. "Key personnel", sta++ with direct 
responsibility +or planning pastoral care, in each school 
per+ormed audits o+ data, which related to their schools, 
by reviewing dra+t copies o+ the individual case-study 
reports +or each school, commenting upon, and amending 
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these where necessary. Any resultant changes were 
integrated into data analysis. The preparation OT the 
Tinal report was part OT the investigative phase. 
Throughout the study, steps taken were recorded in a 
research log, which made possible review OT the research 
process, and which mapped that process to aid 
replicability. An external audit OT Tindings was carried 
out during the Tinal phase OT the study. The external 
auditor was selected as being a proTessional teacher having 
in-depth pastoral care experience in Western Australia who, 
in September 1992, was appointed as Chairman OT the 
Australian Association Tor Pastoral Care in Education. 
5.4 Th• Sal•ction of Schools 
An initial list was drawn up OT schools which were 
known to have pastoral care programmes in place. These 
were expected to provide a clearer picture OT what 
constituted the provision than would be gained Tram a 
random sample OT Government secondary schools. This belieT 
was based upon Tindings by Hyde (1990> which indicated 
that, in some instances, Tormal policies and plans Tor 
pastoral care were ill-deTined and as such could have 
little to contribute to the present study. 
Schools on the initial list were contacted by 
telephoning the Principal to request co-operation in the 
study. Anecdotal reports indicated that an increase in 
research in schools had led to a reluctance to agree to 
participate in such projects. Initial enquiries conTirmed 
that some resistance to studies which would involve 
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int~usion into class~oom time did exist. In one case any 
~esea~ch was seen as adding st~ess to sta~~. The decision 
was taken to accept as pa~ticipants in the study the ~i~st 
~ive schools which we~e p~epa~ed to o~~e~ ag~eement in 
p~inciple to take pa~t. 
O~ the six schools initially app~oached, only one 
declined to pa~ticipate, citing the ~eason noted above. 
The ~ive ~emaining, which then became pa~ticipants in the 
~esea~ch, we~e designated alphabetically Schools A, B, C, 
D, and E. Table 6 shows the cha~acte~istics o~ these ~ive 
schools. 
Table 6 
The Characte~istics o~ the Five Case-Study Schools. 
School 
A. 
8. 
c. 
o. 
E. 
Type 
Senio~ 
High 
School 
Senio~ 
High 
School 
Senio~ 
High 
School 
Senio~ 
High 
School 
Senio~ 
High 
School 
Roll 
900+ 
1100+ 
800+ 
500+ 
800+ 
Special 
Cha~acte~istics 
P.S.P Funding 
Pee~ G~oup 
Suppo~t 
P.S.P Funding 
Chaplain 
Pee~ G~oup 
Suppo~t 
Chaplain 
Socio-
Economic 
Setting 
Low Socio 
Economic 
status 
Mixed 
intake 
Uppe~ 
Socio-
Economic 
status 
Mixed 
intake 
Mixed 
intake 
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Table 6 demonstrates that, in making an initial selection 
OT those which might be included in the project, the object 
was to create as broad a spread as possible in terms OT 
size and socio-economic setting. As previous research 
(Oynan, 1980; Hyde,1990), had linked the nature and extent 
OT pastoral concerns to the size and background OT the 
school, this inTluenced the strategy. 
The Tive schools which OTTered agreement in principle 
were approached again, when ethical clearance Tor the 
research had been obtained, to conTirm their involvement in 
the study. Final details OT the Torm which the study was 
to take were presented in writing to the Principal or 
Acting Principal. 
5.5 Data Scu~c•• 
Primary Data Sources 
Key Personnel, Those designated as 'key personnel' 
were automatically included as primary sources OT data in 
the study as shown in Table 7. Key personnel were 
designated as school staTT with direct responsibility Tor 
the planning, provision and evaluation OT pastoral care. 
Table 7 shows that ten senior administrators were 
interviewed, or responded to written questions, in the Tive 
schools. Both the Student Services Coordinators were 
participants in the study. Twenty House or Year 
Coordinators were automatically included in th study, along 
with eighteen members OT specialist staTT. 
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Table 7 
Key Personnel in Each School Automatically Included in 
the Study 
Personnel Number included 
Principals 
Acting Principals 
Deputy Principals 
Coordinator 
Student Services 
Head OT Student 
Services 
House Coordinators 
Year Coordinators 
3 
2 
5 
1 
1 
15 
5 
School Psychologists 5 
School Nurses 5 
Social Workers 3 
School Community 
Police 0TTicers 2 
Chaplains 2 
Attendance 0TTicers 1 
Total sample 50 
A Snowball Sample. From this primary sample a TUrther 
snowball sample which was designed to broaden access to 
pastoral care views was arrived at. This sample was 
comprised OT Form teachers who, on the advice OT key 
personnel, were selected Tor the signiTicance OT their role 
in the pastoral care system OT the school or, in the case 
OT one participant at School D, their past experience in 
that role. Also included in the snowball sample were three 
people outside the schools who could OTTer an external 
perspective on particular issues which had arisen in the 
study <overseas pastoral care provision; resources in the 
Department OT Community Services). 
Form teachers were seen as having an important role in 
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pastoral care delivery, but were not expected to be 
involved in planning or in pastoral care decision making. 
The numbers OT Form teachers in each school made their 
automatic inclusion in the study impractical. At School A 
written responses Tram Form Teachers were not returned. In 
Schools B, C, and D these participants were interviewed. 
At School E written responses were returned. Table 8 shows 
the participants who were included in the snowball sample. 
Table 8 
The Snowball Sample. 
School personnel 
Form Teachers 
Other 
External advisers 
Total 
Number included 
11 
1 
3 
15 
The Torm OT the total sample was designed so that both 
the researcher and the school could negotiate on those who 
would be designated key personnel in the research, or would 
be part OT a snowball sample. For example, House 
Coordinators at School E were not OTTicially regarded as 
having a pastoral role and so might not have been included 
in the school sample. In this study it was important to 
assess what their role was and what their perceptions OT 
their pastoral ~unction were. The House Coordinators at 
School E were included as key personnel. 
The snowball sample might have included every teacher 
in the school as part OT an expected inTormal delivery OT 
pastoral care in every classroom. Within the scope OT this 
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study this was impractical and a smaller sample was arrived 
at. The schools and the researcher were allowed 
flexibility to reach agreement on those who were asked to 
participate in the study, subject to their willingness to 
take part. 
Secondary Sources of Data 
Documentary data. School Development Plans, 
prospectuses, policy documents, and newspaper reports which 
related to the five schools were collected for analysis, as 
were any in-school research projects which might have been 
expected to shed light upon the area being investigated. 
Observational data. Meetings of committees which 
related to pastoral care were observed in each school. 
5.6 Data Collection Techniques 
Interview data. 
Information was collected through interviews with 
primary data sources. Selected examples of interview 
schedules are provided in Appendix 8. Two forms of 
interview were used by the researcher. 
Structured interviews. These were directed by a set 
series of questions and the same series of questions were 
used as a basis for written responses <see Appendix 8>. 
The questions varied depending upon the role of the 
participants in the study <structured interviews were used 
in discussions with Principals, with groups of House 
Coordinators and where two Form teachers were interviewed 
together>. Where time granted was limited by the time 
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available to participants, the Torm OT a structured 
interview expedited proceedings. In cases where several 
participants were interviewed as a group, structured 
interviews were used so that the answers would be compared. 
The control over the range OT topics raised in these 
situations, while limiting the scope OT discussion, allowed 
the pursuit OT particular themes and the comparison OT 
responses across the Tive schools. 
Loosely structured interviews. This technique was 
used throughout the study with individual participants when 
the researcher and the interviewee agreed to a wide ranging 
discussion OT issues which seemed to one or to both to 
provide insights into pastoral care provision and the 
background to such provision in the school. Table 9 lists 
the number OT interviews in each category. 
Table 9 
Numbers OT Individual and Group Interviews Conducted in 
the Study 
Type OT interview 
Individual 
Loosely structured 
Individual 
structured 
Number 
23 
2 
Group <4 participants> 3 
<structured> 
Group <2 participants> 4 
<structured) 
Total 32 
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Such interviews were time consuming, but the open 
discussion allowed insights which directed more specific 
interview questions. Transcripts were made of interviews 
with primary data sources. 
Written Responses. Not all school personnel engaged 
in the provision of pastoral care were willing to be 
interviewed in person. In some cases, it proved impossible 
to arrange suitable times for interviews, or scheduled 
interviews were cancelled when other priorities for 
participants took precedence. A compromise solution was 
arrived at where possible, with written questions being 
submitted through the school contact persons to a total of 
twenty-one participants. 
The questions in these written responses duplicated 
the questions which directed structured interviews with 
selected participants, as described in the preceding 
section of this report. Following the participants' 
responses, the answers to questions were either returned 
directly by post, or were handed over by the contact person 
next time the school was visited. The system worked well 
in all schools except School A (see Difficulties 
Encountered in the Study). 
Documentary data 
The existence of formal planning documents in each 
school was a valuable source of data. Table 10 gives 
details of the main categories of documentary data which 
were accessed during the study. 
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Table 10 
Documents Which We~e Accessed in the Cou~se o~ the Study 
Documents 
Development Plans 
o~ D~a~t 
Development Plans 
School 
P~ospectus 
Policy 
Documents 
Job desc~iptions 
School Su~veys 
School 
Newslette~s 
Newspape~ 
A~ticles 
Total ~o~ each 
school 
A 
1 
Schools 
8 
1 
1 
1 5 
1 5 
6 
1 3 
4 21 
c D 
1 
1 
5 5 
1 
3 
1 2 
1 1 9 
E 
1 
2 
1 
2 
3 
9 
In addition to School Development Plans, Schools 8 and 
C made available copies o~ an int~oducto~y p~ospectus, and 
th~ee sepa~ate lea~lets also contained int~oducto~y 
mate~ial about the schools. School D o~~e~ed majo~ policy 
documents ~ega~ding the ~oleo~ Student Se~vices, and steps 
in the Managing Student Behaviou~ p~og~amme. Planning 
documents on the Managing Student Behaviou~ p~og~amme and 
job speci~ications ~o~ the Attendance O~~ice~ (School A>, 
the Coo~dinato~ o~ Student Se~vices, House Coo~dinato~s and 
School Community Police O~~ice~ (School B>, and ~o~ the 
position o~ House Leade~ (School D>, we~e o~~e~ed to the 
~esea~che~. Schools 8 and E b~ought ~o~wa~d copies o~ 
newslette~s to pa~ents. 
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Insights into the schools' 
p~og~ammes and into sta~~ attitudes we~e gained th~ough 
access to ~esea~ch p~ojects and sta~~ su~veys which had 
been unde~taken by othe~s wo~king in Schools C and E. 
Obse~vational data 
Obse~vations in each school we~e di~ected towa~ds the 
administ~ative st~uctu~es which gove~ned pasto~al ca~e. In 
each school, committees conce~ned with pasto~al ca~e met 
~egula~ly, usually on a weekly basis. The composition o~ 
such committees va~ied ~~om school to school, depending 
upon the pasto~al emphases in the school. On one level, 
pasto~al ca~e specialists met with ~ep~esentatives o~ 
teache~s on "wel~a~e" o~ "pasto~al" committees. At a 
second level, House Coo~dinato~s met to plan House 
activities. 
When the schools ag~eed to pa~ticipate in the study, 
one membe~ o~ sta~~ was nominated by the School P~incipal 
as a contact ~o~ the ~esea~che~ in that school. Th~ough 
the contact pe~son, pe~mission to attend committee meetings 
as an obse~ve~ and to take notes o~ p~oceedings was sought 
and obtained, except in the case o~ the Student Suppo~t 
Committee at School A, whe~e pe~mission was sought but not 
g~anted. Reco~ds o~ obse~vations we~e in the ~o~m o~ hand 
w~itten notes which we~e late~ t~ansc~ibed. 
Obse~vation o~ meetings was scheduled towa~ds the 
sta~t o~ data collection whe~e this was acceptable to the 
schools. Attendance at meetings made the ~esea~che~ known 
to potential pa~ticipants and assisted in making ~u~the~ 
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contacts in the school. At least one of the scheduled 
meetings of Pasto~al Ca~e committees and/o~ House 
Coo~dinato~s meetings in each school was obse~ved. Table 
11 details the numbs~ and types of meetings which we~e 
obse~ved in the cou~se of the study. 
Table 11 
Obse~vations at Schools 
Type of meeting 
Pasto~al Ca~e Committee 
Welfa~e Committee 
Welfa~e Committee 
Development meeting 
House Coo~dinato~s 
Total 
Numbe~ attended 
2 
1 
1 
5 
9 
Du~ation 
40 minutes 
each 
1 hou~ 
3 hou~s 
30 minutes 
each 
At School C, whe~e the o~iginal meeting led to 
impo~tant changes being p~oposed fo~ pasto~al ca~e 
p~ovision in the school, pe~mission was obtained to attend 
a subsequent Development Day. The info~mation gained 
th~ough obse~vational data shed light upon pasto~al 
decision making p~ocesses in each school, the ~oles of key 
pe~sonnel, and on the ~elationship between pasto~al ca~e in 
the school and othe~ a~eas of educational p~ovision. Some 
aspects of pasto~al ca~e delive~y, fo~ example the 
discussion of pe~sonal p~oblems between a student and the 
school nu~se, we~e confidential. Obse~vation in such cases 
was impossible fo~ ethical ~easons, so inte~view data f~om 
specialist staff was used to obtain a gene~al pictu~e of 
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the pastoral care provided in such circumstances. There 
were three instances where requests to attend meetings in 
School A were re-fused because o-f the sensitive nature o-f 
matters being discussed. Circumstances surrounding these 
instances are discussed later in this chapter. 
~.7 Data Analysis 
In the current research, data analysis commenced 
shortly a-fter data collection had begun and both analysis 
and collection continued throughout the exploratory phase 
o-f the study (see Figure 7). When the criteria -for the 
inclusion o-f data had been met data collection ceased. 
The -final investigative phase o-f the study commenced at the 
end o-f data collection and data analysis was concluded 
during this phase. 
Four stages were used in data analysis in the study, 
but each stage overlapped, so that at any time work might 
be progressing at stage one in School C, -for example, while 
earlier data -from Schools 8 and E were being compared as 
part o-f stage three. 
Stage one. In the -first stage, interview transcripts, 
responses to written questions, documentary data, and 
records o-f observations were read a-fter collection. 
Matters relating to pastoral care provision were 
highlighted. 
Stage two. The second stage saw highlighted data 
copied on to individual -file cards, each card bearing the 
school's designated letter -for the study, and the date o-f 
collection. A colour code o-f blue -for "the setting", red 
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-For- "the scene", and green -for- "the scenario" was added to 
indicate the level to which the data re-fer-red. Each card 
also noted the category o-f the data within that level, and 
the source o-F the data. At this stage, data -From the -five 
schools were kept separate. For- each school, cards were 
arranged under- the headings o-F "the setting", "the scene" 
and "the scenario", and in sub-categories within each 
level. 
As -Fresh data were collected the cards were 
incorporated into a -File box -for- the school. Preliminary 
hypotheses which arose -From data were written down, to 
sketch in an outline o-F system e-F-Fects, community 
in-Fluences, school policies and plans, organizational 
structures, resource allocation, roles, changes to delivery 
and outcomes o-F delivery in each school. The notes made at 
this stage were used as sources o-F re-Ference in succeeding 
visits to the school, to allow questions raised in the data 
to be explored. 
Stage three. At the leve 1 o-F "the scenar- i o", data 
needed to be analysed in a way which would permit changes 
in pastoral care provision in the -Five schools over- the 
period o-F the study to be deter-mined. A third stage in 
analysis was incorporated. The notion o-F "intervention" 
(Hall, Zigar-mi, and Hord, 1979) was adapted -For- the study. 
At "the scenario" level, data were analysed as in Stages 
one and two. Cards at "the scenario" level, which listed 
changes to pastoral care provision, were then extracted -For-
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each school, to identi~y the changes and to categorise 
them. Data were sought in each school which would 
establish: the tactics used to promote the change; the 
strategy underlying the decision; the game-plan, or roles 
o~ those principally involved in bringing about the change, 
or proposing the change; ~actors which might have 
in~luenced the decision; and outcomes o~ the decision. 
Changes, which involved multiple ~actors, were de~ined as 
belonging to a main category which was listed on the ~ile 
card, and other categories were included as outcomes o~ the 
decision. Thus, a change, which created a new role in 
the school, might have as one o~ its outcomes the diversion 
o~ ~unding to meet the costs o~ salary. 
Data at the level o~ "the scenario" were, in this way, 
recorded both on ~ile cards as part o~ the school set, and 
then extended to separate ~ile sheets also as part o~ a 
school set. As data were analysed tables and ~igures were 
constructed which were designed to answer the research 
questions, ~irst ~or each school, then across all the 
schools. 
Stage ~our. In the ~ourth stage, data across the ~ive 
schools were assembled at each level, to allow ~or the 
identi~ication o~ themes and patterns. At the same 
time, when data appeared contradictory either within the 
school or across the ~ive schools, explanations were sought 
which might account ~or these phenomena. The process o~ 
working through incoming data separately ~or each school, 
and then across the schools to amalgamate ~indings 
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continued until data collection and analysis ceased. 
5.8 Quality Control Techniques 
Criteria ~or the Inclusion o~ Data 
Data were included in the study according to the 
criteria proposed by Guba (1977, p.59). 
1. The inclusion o~ in~ormation which extended the 
researcher's understanding o~ the case. 
2. The inclusion o~ any in~ormation which appeared 
to link in~ormation already to hand. 
3. The inclusion o~ any in~ormation which appeared 
to identi~y new elements o~ importance to the 
study. 
4. The inclusion o~ in~ormation which rein~orced 
data already to hand ( provided that such new 
in~ormation was not repeating that which was 
already well established). 
5. The inclusion o~ in~ormation which seemed to 
clari~y data already to hand. 
6. The inclusion o~ in~ormation which appeared to 
represent a particular area o~ the study or to 
represent items o~ importance within that area. 
7. The inclusion o~ in~ormation which appeared to 
re~ute existing in~ormation. 
The ~inal decision on the extent o~ each case-study was 
reached when data sources appeared exhausted or when data 
appeared to be repeating in~ormation already to hand (Guba, 
1977) • As a general rule data which did not seem to meet 
these criteria was excluded ~ram the study. (Guba, 1977> 
Intrinsic adequacy 
Guba (1977) de~ined Intrinsic Adequacy (Internal 
Validity) as "The degree o~ isomorphism that exists between 
the study data and the phenomena to which they relate." 
< p. 62 > • To maximise the intrinsic adequacy o~ the study 
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the following st~ategies we~e applied: 
a)To p~otect the study f~om disto~tion caused by the 
~esea~che~'s p~esence, the maximum amount of time possible 
was allocated to each of the five cases so that c~ite~ia 
fo~ the inclusion of data we~e met. Inte~view ~esponses 
we~e c~oss-checked by the ~esea~che~ and the exte~nal 
audito~. 
b)Oata f~om all sou~ces we~e subject to simila~ c~oss-
checking. Methods of t~iangulating data, by moving between 
inte~view t~ansc~ipts, documenta~y sou~ces, and data 
collected th~ough obse~vation we~e employed. Th~ough the 
use of these multiple sou~ces confi~mation was sought of 
themes and patte~ns which appea~ed to be eme~ging. Data 
we~e also examined fo~ cont~adicto~y ~epo~ts which might 
affect conclusions ~ega~ding va~ious issues and conce~ns 
(Jick, 1979). 
c) Notes of inte~view and obse~vational data we~e hand 
w~itten, ~athe~ than using audio o~ video ~eco~ding 
techniques. The pa~ticipants' views on methods of data 
collection we~e sought. Most pa~ticipants we~e comfo~table 
with a w~itten method of ~eco~ding and the impact of the 
~esea~che~·s p~esence was minimised. The notes we~e 
t~ansc~ibed as soon as possible following the collection of 
the data. 
d)The joint owne~ship of data allowed pa~ticipants access 
to transc~ipts so that conclusions being d~awn could be 
challenged o~ co~~obo~ated. 
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Extrinsic adequacy 
Extrinsic Adequacy < External Validity) was de+ined as 
the degree to which the study was generalizable <Guba, 
1 977, p. 6 7 > . Maximum generalizability o+ the study was 
ensured by protecting the intrinsic adequacy in the ways 
described in the previous paragraphs. The selection o+ 
schools which ranged +ram School B with eleven hundred plus 
students, down to School D with +ive hundred plus students, 
ensured that the schools chosen +or the study represented a 
wide spectrum in terms o+ size o+ student roll. Similarly, 
the schools were initially chosen also to provide a wide 
range o+ socio-economic setting. These measures were 
adopted with a view to maximising the generalizability o+ 
the study to other Government secondary schools in Western 
Aust....-alia. 
Replicability 
Replicability (reliability> is de+ined as the degree 
to which the research could be repeated by others +or the 
purpose o+ replicating results (Guba, 1977. p.70). In the 
present research each o+ the bounded case-studies was set 
within its own particular time-+rame and +rames o+ 
re+erence. The possibility o+ any case-study being 
completely replicable is remote as participants change and 
contexts vary. To maximise the degree to which the present 
research could be replicated the +allowing strategies were 
adopted. 
An External Audit. The researcher used the technique 
proposed by Guba (1977, p.71) o+ an external audit. This 
involved the research data being scrutinised by an 
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independent investigator so that conclusions being reached 
were cross-checked to con+irm emergent +indings. In 
addition to the external audit, one member o+ the key 
personnel in each school was asked to per+orm an audit on 
conclusions being reached which were based upon data 
gathered in that school. 
An Investigator's Log. The researcher maintained an 
"investigator's log" <Owen, 1987, p.186). The purpose was 
to ensure that a record was kept o+ decisions reached in 
the study, as well as the reasons +or such decisions. The 
log also served as a record o+ visits to schools and o+ 
contacts made with the schools. 
This record was intended to assist both the researcher 
and the auditor to backtrack over the ground covered in the 
study and to identi+y possible errors in method and in 
conclusions being drawn. Both the results o+ the audit and 
the keeping o+ the log were also intended to provide 
assurances to others who might be interested in the 
reproducibility o+ the inquiry <Guba, 1977). 
Neutrality 
Neutrality in the terminology o+ Guba (1977, p.75} 
relates to objectivity in the sense used in rationalistic 
research. The methods used to sa+eguard the intrinsic 
adequacy o+ the study, discussed earlier in this chapter, 
were expected to contribute to the neutrality o+ the study. 
The scrutiny o+ initial dra+ts o+ each school's case-study 
by key personnel in that school served as an internal audit 
o+ case-study material. When this phase o+ data collection 
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and analysis was completed there followed a further 
scrutiny of data and methodology by the Chairman of the 
Australian Association for Pastoral Care in Education who 
acted as external auditor for the research. 
Ethical Considerations 
At the commencement of the exploratory phase of the 
study, the Principal of each school was provided with a 
written statement explaining the nature and purpose of the 
research. Assurances were given that data collected from 
the school would be treated as confidential in regard to 
its source. For the purpose of reporting findings the 
schools were referred to using the alphabetical letters A, 
8, C, D, and E. The possible benefits to the school, in 
terms of access to the research when completed, as well as 
the possibilities of negative outcomes, were discussed. 
The right of the school to withdraw from the study at any 
time was made explicit. 
Individual participants were provided with a written 
document which explained the nature and purpose of the 
project. The methods to be used to collect data were also 
specified. The right of each participant to withdraw from 
the project at any time was made explicit, as was the right 
of all participants to view transcripts of interview data 
which they had contributed. Assurances were given that the 
privacy of participants would be protected and that 
information provided would be treated as confidential. 
While every effort was made to secure the automatic 
inclusion of "key personnel", the right to refuse 
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participation at any time during the study was recognized. 
For those in the "snowball sample", the right to re-fuse to 
participate and the right to withdraw was explicit. Each 
participant had the right to withhold consent to the use o-f 
data which they had contributed i-f they later believed its 
use would be damaging to them. 
5.10 Difficulties Encountered in the Research 
Procedural Di-f-ficulties 
In order that a proposal to conduct the 
research could be presented to the University it was 
necessary to con-firm the willingness o-f -five schools to 
take part. This entailed making contact with the school 
during the third term o-f 1991. A contact person in each 
school was nominated by the Principal. This sta-f-f member 
was visited to explain the nature o-f the research. There 
seemed to be initial enthusiasm generated -for the project 
in each schoo 1. 
The study proposal was presented to the University in 
November 1991; was reviewed in February 1992; a Graduate 
Seminar was held in April 1992; and -final ethical clearance 
was granted in June 1992. The hiatus between initial 
contact and the commencement o-f data collection caused some 
con-fusion in the schools due to the circumstances 
surrounding the second di-f-ficulty which was noted. 
Di-f-ficulties Caused by Sta-f-f Changes 
The study was planned to take place during 1991 and 
1992. By November 1991, the Principal who had granted 
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permission to work in School E had retired. News OT her 
retirement was Tallowed by inTormation that two other 
Principals would either retire or move, and that Tour OT 
the initial contact persons would be changing schools. 
By March 1992, entry to schools A, c, and E was being 
renegotiated, and an Acting Principal had taken charge OT 
School 8. The process OT renegotiation was successTully 
accomplished, but only at School D did the Principal 
and contact person remain unchanged. The requirements that 
data collection await Tinal ethical clearance meant that 
the perceptions OT the original participants in the study 
were unavailable in any depth. 
The rate OT staTT change in the Tive schools was 
apparently not uncommon in the Western Australian State 
Education system. Any study which spans more than one 
school year in particular schools must thereTore meet the 
same diTTiculty in terms OT continuity OT data sources. 
OiTTiculties Encountered at School A 
By November 1992, data collection in Tour OT the 
schools was complete. At the TiTth school, School A, other 
developments during the year imposed stresses--Tor example 
staTT involvement in the work OT the Select Committee on 
Youth ATTairs (Watkins, 1992) and radical changes to 
pastoral care provision. OiTTiculties arose in collecting 
written data returns Tram Form teachers and House 
Coordinators in this school, as the contact person did not 
return these. Discussion at meetings OT the Student 
Support Committee at School A was considered to be 
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sensitive and con+idential so observation was not possible. 
The outcome o+ these problems was that the case-study 
centred around School A was not as complete as those based 
in the other +our schools by the end o+ 1992. A major 
bene+it +rom the case-study, however, was the insight 
provided into the working o+ the Peer Group Support 
programme in School A. An attempt to restart the research 
in School A in 1993 was likely to meet with similar 
problems o+ con+licting imperatives +or the school. The 
decision was made at the end o+ the 1992 school year to 
terminate data collection in School A. 
Summary 
In Chapter Five the reasoning behind the selection o+ 
the research paradigm and the study mode was detailed. 
Steps taken in the analysis o+ data were set out. Issues 
related to maximising the integrity o+ the research were 
discussed, along with ethical considerations. Chapter Six 
sets out the +indings o+ the study. 
Overview 
Chapter 6 
CROSS-CASE ANALYSIS 
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This chapter is organized in three sections. These 
portray the findings of the study through data related to 
the levels of "the setting", "the scene", and "the 
scenario", and to the sub-categories of these levels. 
6.1 The Setting 
The level of "the setting" dealt with contextual 
factors in system policies and plans for pastoral care. 
The following external contextual factors were found to 
affect the schools' pastoral care programmes. The most 
influential aspect of this area was the funding generated 
through the Priority Schools Program and State 
Government funding. The influence of community factors 
upon pastoral care in the five schools was also considered 
as part of this level. 
System Policies and Plans for Pastoral Care 
The Priority Schools Program. Federal Government 
funding was directed to Schools A and 8 through the 
Priority Schools Program. Funds were used in School A for 
what were listed in the School Development Plan as 
"pastoral care outings", but which were unspecified in 
actual detail, and to contribute to the Peer Group Support 
Scheme. School 8 had used funding for the Empowering 
Students programme and as part of the salary component of 
the Coordinator of Student Services. 
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State Government Funding. Through State Government 
policies and plans, +unding was provided in all +ive 
schools +or salaries o+ specialist sta++ and +or part o+ 
the salaries o+ teaching sta++ with pastoral care 
responsibilities. The Acting Principal at School B stated 
that in 1992 "llX o+ the school budget goes directly to 
the 'pastoral care' side o+ the school. Another $100,000 
in wages is spent directly on pastoral care." The 
Managing Student Behaviour programme was +unded through 
State allocations. Special Grants had been made to School 
A to +und the salary o+ the Attendance O++icer and to start 
the Crisis and Re-Entry Programme. 
Other Federal Policies and Plans. Apart +ram +unding 
provisions, no direct in+luences on pastoral care 
programmes were +ound which related to Federal Government 
policies and plans +or education. A meeting o+ Federal and 
State Ministers o+ Education in July 1993 raised States' 
misgivings over Federal plans +or a National curriculum. 
Federal educational initiatives <Finn, 1991; Mayer 1992) 
appear to have been halted +or the present. 
State Directives, Policies and Plans. The Better 
Schools programme (1987) and policies which +allowed +ram 
this <School Development Plans, 1989; School Decision 
Making, 1990; School Accountability, 1991; School Financial 
Planning and Management, 1991) stipulated that School 
Development Plans were to be +ormulated and that priority 
areas in such plans required evaluation. This included a 
requirement that schools account +or the use o+ resources, 
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to the Ministry o-f Education through the District 0-f-fice, 
and to the School community through the School Based 
Decision Making Group. 
Pastoral Care in State Policies and Plans. Only 
Recommendation 1 o-f the Committee o-f Enquiry (Beazley, 
1984) concerning the description o-f pastoral care 
structures had been adopted by the State education system. 
No speci-fic mention o-f the concept was contained in the 
Better Schools programme (1987). In the -four policy 
guideline documents which -followed the Better Schools 
programme (1987), a single re-Ference to pastoral care was 
-found in School Decision Making (1990, p.6). Ministry o-f 
Education "Guidelines -for School Discipline" (1988) set out 
the single mandatory requirement that plans -for "pastoral 
care and positive classroom management" be made mani-fest. 
As part o-f such plans School Band School E had 
appointed chaplains in line with the recommendations o-f the 
Committee o-F Enquiry (Beazley, 1984). The Ministry o-f 
Education was responsible -for part o-f the assessment o-f the 
suitability o-f candidates -for chaplaincy in schools. The 
Head o-f Student Services at School A, and the Acting 
Principal at School C indicated that these schools were 
also considering the appointment o-f Chaplains. 
Another -facet o-F pastoral care policies involved, 
according to the Attendance 0-f-ficer at School A, and 
Deputies at Schools C and E, the District Wel-fare 0-f-ficer, 
whose role was to liaise with the schools on truancy 
matter-s. The Better Schools programme (1987) had de-fined 
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the role o~ the District O~~ice. In relation to pastoral 
care, only the District Wel~are O~~icer was reported as 
having a role in these schools. 
Ministry o~ Education policies ~or the opening o~ 
Senior Colleges, which took only students in Years 11 and 
12, had a~~ected numbers applying to repeat Year 12 at 
School B, a drop ~ram one hundred in 1991 to only two in 
1992. According to the Coordinator o~ Student Services, 
this had removed the need to provide extra pastoral care 
~or these students. The Coordinator o~ Student Services 
stated that the proximity o~ one such Senior College to 
School B had accounted ~or the positive outcomes. Problems 
in providing ~or students who wished to repeat Year 12 at 
School C were still present, according to a Year 
Coordinator. A number o~ these students hoped to trans~er 
to School C a~ter experiencing educational di~~iculties in 
other schools. The Year Coordinator believed that these 
students were likely to need counselling, career advice, 
and sel~-esteem building i~ they were to integrate into a 
new school and succeed in Year 12. 
Ministry o~ Education policies directed rural 
students, coming to take courses which were unavailable in 
country areas, to School 8. One quarter o~ the school's 
students were boarders at a nearby hostel. At School D, 
one hundred and ~arty students enrolled in Year 11 in 1992 
as part o~ an Intensive Languages Programme ~or students 
who spoke little or no English. In addition the school 
housed a unit ~or the pro~oundly dea~. 
Adverse Effects of State Policies and Plans. 
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Staff 
survey data made available at Schools C and E suggested 
teacher resentment of the pace of policy changes within the 
State education system. The introduction of the Unit 
Curriculum and the reforms in the Better Schools programme 
(1987) were listed in these surveys as causes of concern. 
The Deputy at School C reported that "We are too busy 
defending the ramparts against system changes to be able to 
take care of staff." Changes to pastoral care provision 
were resisted, particularly in School C, as shown in 
Welfare Committee proceedings, and this was attributed by 
the Deputy as a reaction to system changes "Staff have 
retreated into their classrooms and do not want any extra 
involvement". 
The Head of Student Services and the Deputy Principal 
at School A suggested that there was no Ministry of 
Education commitment to pastoral care, that there was no 
official interest in the concept. Although individuals at 
Ministry level were sympathetic, there was a reluctance to 
assume responsibility for pastoral care. In the view of 
the Principal of School E in 1991, pastoral care "was not 
on the Ministry of Education's agenda". Like "good 
teaching" the concept was seen as a part of a general 
ethos, but was not planned or evaluated. According to the 
Deputy Principal at School C "The Ministry of Education is 
concerned only with education, and not with students' 
problems". 
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The Principals at Schools C and D stated that there 
was a lack o+ urgency in the Ministry o+ Education's 
responses to requests +or in-service training to help sta++ 
deal with students who were causing concern. Any training 
available competed with other priorities in the school +or 
scarce resources o+ time and +unding. Interview data +ram 
the Principals, Acting Principals, Deputies, Coordinators, 
and +ram specialist sta++, at all +ive schools revealed a 
decrease in the availability o+ specialist help, both 
within the schools and in the responsible community 
agencies. 
Community In+luences on the Five Schools 
Community Setting. Problems in the communities in 
which the schools were located were reported to a++ect 
levels o+ pastoral care demand by the Head o+ Student 
Services and the Attendance D++icer in School A, by the 
Acting Principal, Deputy and Year Coordinators at School C, 
and by the Chaplain and a House Coordinator at School E, 
The socio-economic status o+ the school catchment area 
was said to have led to major pastoral care demands through 
transience, +amily breakdown, unemployment and truancy in 
School A, and School E. At Schools A and Band E, 
sta++/student ratios made no allowance +or the socio-
economic settings o+ the schools and +or student problems 
associated with this +actor. The Principal, Deputy, and 
Year Coordinators at School C reported increased pastoral 
care demands caused by an escalation o+ social and economic 
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st~esses in the community, pa~ticula~ly unemployment and 
domestic b~eakdown. 
At School D, the only majo~ p~oblems ~epo~ted by a 
House Coo~dinato~ we~e caused when students, who had had 
educational and behaviou~al diTTiculties, t~ansTe~~ed to 
the school T~om elsewhe~e. Yea~ Coo~dinato~s at School C 
noted simila~ consequences OT inte~-school t~ansTe~s, 
especially T~om the p~ivate secto~ OT education. 
Community Conce~ns. Findings in the Repo~t OT the 
Select Committee on Youth ATTai~s (Watkins, 1992) ~eTlected 
gene~al community conce~ns about t~uancy and juvenile 
c~ime. The Attendance DTTice~ at School A stated that the 
planned C~isis and Re-Ent~y p~og~amme was a di~ect outcome 
OT the Tindings OT the Select Committee (Watkins, 1992). 
The Deputy at School C was sceptical about the chances OT 
long te~m change to system level policies, such as the ones 
indicated in the Tindings OT the Select Committee <Watkins, 
1992) • 
Summa~y. At the level OT "the setting" only the 
TUnding available th~ough the P~io~ity Schools P~og~am 
could be seen as having pa~ticula~ly beneTicial eTTects 
TO~ pasto~al ca~e. This TUnding was only able to be 
accessed by Schools A and 8. State system plans and 
policies we~e notable TO~ the absence OT inte~est in the 
pasto~al ca~e, apa~t T~om the p~ovision OT specialists to 
schools. Indi~ect eTTects OT Minist~y OT Education 
policies did impact upon the a~ea, th~ough ~equi~ements TO~ 
evaluation, teache~ allocations, and the gene~ation OT 
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pastoral demands through the direction o-f groups with 
special needs to speci-fic schools. 
6.2 The Scene 
The level o-f "the scene" dealt with school concepts o-f 
pastoral care, school policies and plans, boundary setting 
-for pastoral care provision, organizational structures, 
resource allocations and roles in pastoral care. 
Pastoral Care Concepts Adopted in the Five Schools 
In all o-f the -five schools the notion o-f "the caring 
school" was taken into account in the school's vision o-f 
pastoral care. 
Mission statements. Policies and plans in each o-f the -five 
schools included mission statements, either -for the school 
as a whole, or as part o-f the area o-f Student Services. 
Each o-f the schools re-ferred to the phrase "a caring 
environment" <Pougher, 1982> in policies on pastoral care. 
The statements -from Schools A and 8 were almost identical, 
aimed at ensuring that" students develop the 
understandings, skills and attitudes ••• relevant to ... 
needs, thereby enabling them to -ful-fil their potential and 
contribute to the development o-f our society." 
The aspect o-f responsibility to society was a -feature 
o-f policies at Schools A, 8, and C. The statement -from 
School C spoke o-f the need to "develop students' social, 
physical, and cultural skills and sense o-f sel-f-worth to 
enable them to develop their -full potential, and 
participate as responsible members o-f society." At 
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School D, the Student Ser-vices' mission statement 
maintained that pastor-al care operated within the area of 
Student Ser-vices and that "Pastor-al car-e policy works 
towards achieving a car-ing environment by considering such 
factors as self-esteem, personal problems, staff/student 
relationships, peer- group relationships, per-sonal goals, 
class environment, whole school environment, attitudes." 
Issues of equity of opportunity and access, gender- equity 
and social justice were prominent in policies for- School E 
which aimed "Within the context of personal growth, 
including respect and tolerance for- the rights and beliefs 
of others, to maintain the highest possible standard of 
education and equity of opportunity in a caring 
env i r-onment." 
Definitions of pastor-al care. Definitions offered by 
the Principals and Acting Principals of all five schools 
were couched in general terms, but all br-oadly agreed that 
the concept had to do with the welfar-e of students. 
The Acting Principal of School A, in 1991, believed 
that" Pastor-al care involves firstly all staff. The 
concept is positive and involves classroom relationships." 
In 1992, at School 8 the Acting Principal stated that 
pastor-al care involved "Caring for- the general well-being 
of students. This includes emotional, physical, and social 
aspects. At the same time it involves setting limits on 
unacceptable behaviour- to teach self-discipline." 
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The Acting Principal in School C believed that "Pastoral 
care is to do with providing an environment in which 
students can +eel at ease with peers, themselves and their 
teachers." 
At School D, the Principal was aiming +or "An 
awareness o+ the needs o+ our students and our ability to 
have structures in place to respond appropriately to 
these." Finally, the Principal o+ School E considered that 
"Pastoral care looks a+ter the physical, mental, and social 
health and well-being o+ each student." 
School Policies and Plans +or Pastoral Care 
All +ive schools set out +ormal administrative 
policies and plans +or pastoral care. In three o+ the 
schools these were part o+ the school development plan. 
Plans +or Pastoral Care. At Schools A, B, and C, 
School Development Plans were available. Those o+ Schools 
A and B cited pastoral care as a priority area--at School 
A, +ourth o+ +our priorities, and at School B subsumed by 
the Empowering Students programme. At School C the School 
Development Plan did not include pastoral care as a 
priority, although the concept +eatured prominently in 
other school introductory literature. School E brought 
+orward a dra+t Development Plan in which pastoral care was 
part o+ the priority area o+ Social Justice and Student 
Wel+are. At School D the School Development Plan had not 
been +inalised, but the concept o+ pastoral care was dealt 
with extensively in literature dealing with policies in 
Student Services. In the School Development Plans +or 
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Schools A, 8, C, and E, p~io~ity a~eas had pe~~o~mance 
indicato~s set by which thei~ success would be judged. 
As with the de~initions o~~e~ed ~o~ pasto~al ca~e, these 
indicato~s ~elied la~gely upon subjective judgements to 
assess whethe~ o~ not outcomes matched intentions, making 
evaluation di~~icult. In the School Development Plans ~o~ 
Schools A, 8, C, and E, the a~ea o~ academic achievement 
and cu~~iculum was the majo~ p~io~ity ~o~ administ~ative 
planning. 
In the School Development Plan at School A, in the 
a~ea o~ "Ca~ing" the expectation was that "Students 
ove~come educational disadvantages a~ising ~~om: 1) 
Ethnicity; 2) physical/intellectual/emotional dep~ivation; 
3)low socio-economic status; 4) gende~." 
School 8 was to judge the ~esults o~ the Empowe~ing 
Students p~og~amme th~ough: 
The extent to which students: 
achieve seconda~y g~aduation. 
pa~ticipate actively and const~uctively 
in school decision making. 
demonst~ate quality ~elationships. 
success~ully ~esolve con~licts in and 
out o~ class. 
demonst~ate positive attitudes in and 
out o~ class. 
p~ovide leade~ship in a va~iety o~ 
school ~oles. 
a~e awa~e o~ and suppo~t student 
p~ojects. 
pa~ticipate in sel~-esteem and 
leade~ship p~og~ammes. 
At School C, the Deputy P~incipal believed that the 
pe~~o~mance indicato~s set ~o~ the a~ea o~ Post Compulso~y 
Schooling could be used to assess pasto~al outcomes. In 
the view o~ the Acting P~incipal, the Deputy, and the 
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Year 11 Coordinator any other ~arm o~ structured evaluation 
o~ pastoral care would be di~~icult, i~ not impossible. In 
the area o~ Post Compulsory Schooling students were 
expected to: 
2. Develop sel~ discipline and respect ~or 
others. Demonstrate positive attitudes. 
Develop an environmental consciousness. 
Respect themselves and others. 
Achieve potential in all areas o~ study. 
8. Develop a sense o~ belonging to the 
"School Community". 
Participate in School Activities. 
Care ~or the School's physical 
environment. 
Behaviour and appearance re~lect 
positively on the School Community. 
Respect and care ~or the needs o~ 
others. 
By de~inition, however, this area could only involve 
students over the age o~ ~i~teen. How pastoral outcomes 
~or younger students were to be measured was unclear. 
The area o~ Social Justice and Student Wel~are at 
School E, o~ which pastoral care was a part, had as its 
per~ormance indicators: 
The extent to which all students develop 
con~idence to explore and develop their 
areas o~ strength and weakness. 
The extent to which all students 
participate in the school curricular and 
extra-curricular o~~erings. 
The extent to which the school supports 
the emotional, physical and social needs 
o~ all students. 
The extent to which students accept 
responsibility ~or themselves and show 
respect, consideration and concern ~or 
the rights o~ others. 
Policies ~or Pastoral Care. Problems which arose 
through disruptive or di~~icult student behaviour in the 
classroom became the ~ocus ~or behaviour management 
strategies, according to the Managing Student Behaviour 
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policy statements in all five schools. At Schaal A, the 
Head of Student Services commented upon the adverse impact 
behavioural problems had upon pastoral care demand. At 
Schaal 8, disciplinary action was part of the remit of the 
Coordinator of Student Services and the Hause Coordinators. 
At Schaal C, the Principal and the Deputy noted that 
priorities in the school, which centred an Past-Compulsory 
Schooling, were changing as pastoral demands escalated. 
In all five schools, policy documents showed that 
there were clear linkages between the Managing Student 
Behaviour programme and the responsibilities of the 
pastoral care team in the school. The promotion of school 
spirit was part of pastoral care provision in all the 
schools. Hause systems were responsible far promoting 
activities and competitions, and the Hause Coordinators re-
inforced disciplinary standards--althaugh at Schaal C the 
Year Coordinators had no role in student discipline other 
than as counsellors. The promotion of School dress codes 
was also part of the Coordinators' duties, especially at 
Schools 8 and C. 
School A was promoting what was seen as a more 
positive approach to pastoral care through the House 
system, as a result of initiatives by the Head of Student 
Services. Four examples were found of programmes or 
policies which had been successful in other local schools 
and were being considered for inclusion in pastoral care 
strategies in the participating schools (the revised House 
system at School A; a Peer Group Support Programme at 
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School E; Chaplaincy in Schools A and C, 1992). 
In each o+ the +ive schools, Principals or Acting 
Principals stated that the role o+ the classroom and Form 
teacher was vital to the success o+ pastoral care policies 
and plans. Policy documents +ram Schools A, 8, C, D, and 
E, showed that main aims o+ positive sta++/student 
relationships were to build up the sel+-esteem and sel+-
image o+ students, to promote student identi+ication with, 
and loyalty to the school. 
Constraints which In+luenced Policies and Plans +or 
Pastoral Care 
Factors which in+luenced planning +or pastoral care 
were noted in data collected +ram each school. At School 
A, the Head o+ Student Services commented that school 
pastoral strategies were devised with no help or advice 
+ram the Ministry o+ Education. According to the 
same source, success+ul projects might not continue i+ the 
initiator le+t the school, as in the Peer Group Support 
programme at School A which was devised by the Social 
Worker and might lapse in her absence. 
House/Year Coordinators at Schools 8, C, D, and E 
expressed +rustration that, while they were enthusiastic 
and committed to the concept o+ pastoral care, they 
lacked the in+luence to secure resources +or pastoral 
concerns i+ the school administration decided upon 
di++erent priorities. The Deputy Principal at School 8 
agreed that a dichotomy existed between the business-
management approach emphasising procedures and 
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accountability, which schools were expected to adopt, and 
policies which concentrated on the self-esteem and self-
worth of students and staff. 
The Coordinator of Student Services at School B, the 
Year 8 Coordinator at School C, and Form Teachers at 
Schools C, D, and E, agreed that time required for 
administrative procedures had curtailed pastoral care 
provision. At School 8, the Coordinator of Student 
Services and House Coordinators stated that the policy of 
having the House Centre always manned was frustrated by the 
demands of time for other duties. Year 8 and 9 
Coordinators at School C found conflict between pastoral 
crises and class teaching time. In the words of the Year 9 
Coordinator "Crises for my Year Group always come when I am 
in the middle of teaching and I have to decide whether t.o 
leave my class, or whether the crisis can wait until I am 
free to deal with it." 
Of the five participating schools, only at School O 
did the Principal, one House Coordinator, and the School 
Nurse note a structured referral system for students from 
teaching staff to non-teaching specialists. At the other 
four schools, specialist staff stated that informal 
networks and contacts accounted for referrals of students 
by teaching staff, with Form teachers being expected to 
play a major part in this process. 
Boundaries Set by the Schools for the Provision of 
Pastoral Care 
Boundaries, which defined the limits placed upon the 
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p~ovision of pasto~al ca~e, we~e set in each case studied. 
All ~ive schools had ~inite resources with which they could 
provide pastoral care and the limits to these resources 
de~ined boundaries. In addition, the Principals o~ Schools 
C and D were adamant that their school's role was primarily 
educational and that social problems should not be seen as 
a major part o~ the school's responsibilities. 
Specialist sta~~ in the schools stated that 
pro~essional and ethical boundaries governed the extent o~ 
the pastoral role they played. For example, the School 
Community Police O~~icer at School 8 pointed out that she 
was not expected to take responsibility ~or students who 
truanted since this was a matter for the local police 
~orce. At School C, the Principal noted that School Nurses 
and School Psychologists could only work with students 
within the school setting, unless invited to do otherwise 
by parents. The school Social Worker at School 8 
commented that she did make home visits, as did the 
Chaplain at School E, but at the invitation of parents. 
All o~ the ~ive schools re~erred students in 
particular need to outside agencies such as the Department 
o~ Community Services, ~or support. Resources ~or such 
support appeared to be decreasing due to the case-loads o~ 
the external agencies, a view upheld by the two social 
workers interviewed as part of the snowball sample. 
Organizational structures ~or pasto~al ca~e p~ovision. 
Eacho~ the ~ive schools had inco~porated 
o~ganizational structu~es into thei~ pastoral care 
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programmes. These were expected to ~acilitate the delivery 
o~ pastoral care. 
House or Year groups. House structures allied to 
Vertical Form Groups ~or pastoral care delivery were in 
place in Schools A, 8, and E. School D had chosen to 
implement a House structure with teachers wor·king with Form 
classes ~ram each Year cohort. School C used a system o~ 
Year Coordinators with Year Form Groups. 
The Work o~ Specialist Sta~~- All the schools in the 
study had specialist non-teaching sta~~ working with their 
students. Time available to these sta~~ members varied, 
with the majority having additional responsibilities ~or 
other schools. For example, the Social Worker at School 8 
reported that she was responsible ~or social work care at 
twenty other schools. 
Links between pastoral care and other school 
structures. Eacho~ the ~ive schools had pastoral care 
related committee structures in place. In Schools A, D and 
E, pastoral care or student support committees were 
specialist orientated, with teaching sta~~ representatives 
in a minority. At School A, the role o~ Head o~ Student 
Services linked the Student Support Committee (pastoral 
care case work), to the House Coordinators• group (pastoral 
care through the Houses), and to the committee concerned 
with disciplinary matters. 
The Coordinator o~ Student Services, who had oversight 
o~ all aspects o~ pastoral care at School 8 1 was also a 
House Coordinator; liaised with specialist sta~~; and had 
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responsibility for the daily running of the Managing 
Student Behaviour Programme. He was responsible directly 
to one of the school Deputies. At School C, the School 
Princi.p.aL, one Deputy, the Year Coordinators and specialist 
staff met as the Welfare Committee, which was a sub-
committee of the main Staff Association. Major decisions 
at School C were made at Staff Association level, although 
a School Based Decision Making Group was in place. The 
role of the School Principal at School D was similar, in 
relation to pastoral care, to that of the Head of Student 
Services at School A. All members of the Pastoral Care 
Committee at School D could be involved as counsellors in 
the Managing Student Behaviour programme, seen as part of 
pastoral care provision. 
At School E, the Deputy Principal acted as Chairperson 
to both the Pastoral Care Committee and House Committee, as 
well as having responsibility for the Managing Student 
Behaviour programme. All referrals from teachers to the 
first committee were expected to pass through her office. 
While there were differences in the composition of 
pastoral care committees, and in the responsibilities of 
members, in each of the five schools links between formal 
pastoral care and the academic subject departments and 
curricula of the school were tenuous. House Coordinators 
and Form teachers had subject department and classroom 
teaching responsibilities, and so provided informal links 
between the two areas. Only in School D, was any 
curriculum content found to be linked with pastoral care--
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through the Health Education courses for Years 8, 9 and 10 
students. There was no evidence in any of the schools of 
attempts being made to structure timetables so that Form 
staff had opportunities to work with their Form groups in 
classroom teaching time to improve their knowledge of these 
students. Where Form teachers had this opportunity, as at 
School D, the arrangement was seen as beneficial to both 
teachers and students. 
In all schools, pastoral care committees were involved 
in the Managing Student Behaviour Programme, which linked 
with disciplinary concerns in subject areas through the 
Heads of Departments. There was no evidence that House or 
Year Coordinators met with Heads of Departments on 
curricular issues, though the presence of the School 
Principals at Pastoral Care Committee level in Schools C 
and D gave weight to pastoral priorities in these schools. 
Resource Allocation for Pastoral Care 
Resources deployed in the delivery of pastoral care in 
the five schools were found to group within three 
categories: (a) time allocated for formal pastoral care 
programmes; Cb) funding allocated to pastoral care; Cc) 
space allocated for pastoral care. Resource allocation 
varied between the schools depending upon: School 
priorities; the model for pastoral care provision adopted 
in each school; system allocation of specialist help; and 
the availability of additional funding. 
Time Allocations, Time was allocated in all the 
schools, except _School C, for meetings of House 
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Coordinators which usually lasted Tor halT an hour. 
Observation OT House and Year Coordinators' meetings showed 
that planning student activities took up a major part OT 
this time, and that the activities were stated to attract a 
varied degree OT support Tram students. All House and Year 
Coordinators were involved in planning activities such as 
Treasure Hunts at School A, inter-House basketball at 
School B, the School Ball at School C, theme days at School 
D, and sports carnivals at School E. These activities took 
place during scheduled House periods, as in Schools D and 
E, or were run at lunch times or aTter school by House 
Coordinators. OiTTering interpretations OT the concept OT 
pastoral care complicated any calculation OT time 
resources. The twenty-one House/Year Coordinators on 
average spent 0.2 OT their working time on nominated 
pastoral responsibilities. In School 8 three House 
Coordinators each were given 0.2 OT working time, so that 
the Tourth, as Coordinator OT Student Services, could have 
0.4, combining with Priority Schools Program Tunding to 
make his role non-teaching. House activities were not part 
OT "pastoral care" provision in Schools O and E, so House 
periods in these schools presumably did not contain 
structured pastoral activities, nor did the meetings OT 
House Coordinators rate as time Tor pastoral care 
discussion. 
Specialist staTT in each school stated that their time 
was used in counselling, health provision, case-work, and 
meetings. Schools A, C, D, and E allocated time Tor a 
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welTare or pastoral care committee meeting, usually OT halT 
an hour's duration. Specialist time allocations to all 
Tive schools had been reduced. Working in several schools 
meant that time was spent in travelling, and in the case o+ 
the School Community Police OT+icer at School 8 this was 
only made possible because a local +irm had agreed to 
sponsor a car Tor transport. The local churches ability to 
+und the salaries OT Chaplains in Schools 8 and E limited 
time which these specialists could spend in their schools. 
All the Tive schools in the study regarded the role o+ 
Form teachers as a major component OT Tormal pastoral care 
provision. On average, however, only ten minutes each day 
was set aside Tor Form classes in the +ive schools. At 
School C, time Tor Form periods had been reduced in 1992, 
due to either timetable pressures or to staTT preTerences 
(interview data gave two separate accounts +or the reasons 
+or change). Form periods now occurred Trom 11.25 a.m. 
till 11.35 a.m. 
till 11.35 a.m. 
till 11.05 a.m. 
on Monday and Thursdays, Trom 11.15 a.m 
on Tuesdays and Fridays and Trom 10.55 a.m. 
on Wednesdays. In 1993, according to the 
Acting Principal, School C proposes to institute a ten 
minute administration period +or +our days in each week, 
along with a Torty minute period once a week +or pastoral 
activities. 
Time available Tor Form classes to deliver pastoral 
care rather than act as vehicles +or administrative 
matters, according to Year Coordinators at School C, and 
Form teachers at Schools D and E, restricted pastoral care 
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work. Other Form teachers at Schools 8 and C saw Form 
class time as an administrative period. In the view OT one 
Form teacher at School C, "by Year 11 the students aren't 
interested in telling me their problems". In contrast, a 
Form teacher with a Year 11 group at School D noted her 
Trustration when problems relating to a class member only 
surTaced through casual conversation with other teachers. 
DiTTiculties with language skills Teatured in this event 
and the Form teacher's conclusion was that "students 
probably locate their own support in the school". The same 
teacher regularly gave up recess and lunch hours to assist 
students with problems because OT time constraints on Form 
periods. 
Funding Tor pastoral care. Only Schools A and 8 were 
eligible Tor Priority Schools Program TUnding. School A, 
in 1992, had received a special grant Tor the salary OT an 
Attendance DTTicer Tram Government Tunds. The Peer Group 
Support Scheme at School A was dependent upon money Tram 
the Priority Schools Program. Because this had to be 
applied Tor annually, the Social Worker at School A had 
made evaluation OT the programme a structured Teature, to 
prove outcomes and to win staTT support. The Crisis and 
Re-entry Programme at School A, scheduled to start in 1993, 
was dependent upon special allocations, as was the salary 
OT the Attendance 0TTicer. At School B, the Acting 
Principal stated that 11 per cent OT the school budget was 
directed towards pastoral care. 
School C used its Special Responsibilities Allowance 
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to TUnd the salary component Tor Year Coordinators. In all 
the schools the salaries OT specialists were counted as 
pastoral care TUnding, and Termed the only component OT 
this resource in Schools D and E. 
Space allocation. Calculations Tor space allocation 
Tor pastoral care varied according to how pastoral care was 
deTined. At School A, the main area OT the House Centre 
was shared by all House Coordinators, the Attendance 
DTTicer and the secretary. At School B, all House 
Coordinators, including the Coordinator OT Student 
Services, shared accommodation which had originally been a 
bedroom OT the school caretaker's cottage. The Year 
Coordinators at School C shared the provision OT work space 
in two Year Centres, one serving the lower school and one 
the upper Forms. At Schools D and E, pastoral care 
committees used general meeting areas. In all schools 
specialist staTT had private OTTices, but only the Head OT 
Student Services at School A OT the teaching staTT had a 
private area to work in as part OT the House centre. 
A lack OT private space Tor Form teachers to talk with 
individual students led to matters either having to be 
discussed when others were present, or to teacher and 
student having to search Tor some private corner to talk 
over problems. 
Roles in Pastoral Care in the Five Schools 
Key personnel in pastoral care were seen as being the 
school specialist staTT and House or Year Coordinators. 
While the latter were envisaged in school plans as having a 
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specialised role in pastoral care, these roles were 
perceived differently in the light of each school's 
priorities. The main involvement of other school staff was 
in the role of Form teacher. 
House and Year Coordinators. In all the five schools, 
pastoral care was seen as part of Student Services. 
At Schools C, D, and Ethe Coordinator of Student Services 
was one of the School Deputies. School A, in 1992, had a 
Head of Student Services, and at School 8 the post of full-
time Coordinator of Student Services had been created. 
Details of the remits of these members of staff are 
included in the case-studies for Schools A and 8 (see 
Appendix A>. 
All the schools in the study had teachers as either 
House Coordinators or Year Coordinators. They were seen as 
pastoral team leaders by the School Principals although 
their responsibilities varied from school to school. The 
range included pastoral duties, disciplinary concerns, 
administrative functions, and organizing activities. The 
Coordinators either were elected by staff, as in School D, 
or appointed by the School Principal or Deputy, as in the 
other four schools. They took responsibility for either a 
House Group of students <one of four House Groups in each 
of Schools A, 8, D, and E> or a Year Cohort as in School C. 
These staff members volunteered to take on extra duties in 
the school. The only material benefit gained by 
Coordinators was an allocation of time to perform the 
associated tasks, although a House Coordinator at School D 
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suggested that the role might be seen as a pathway to merit 
promotion or to Advanced Teacher status. 
In addition to interview responses, 12 Coordinators in 
Schools B, c, D, and E returned written answers to 
interview questions. All OT these Coordinators had worked 
in their school beTore taking up the posts, periods OT 
service ranging Tram one to sixteen years. Teaching 
experience in schools varied Tram six to thirty three 
years. Table 12 shows that Coordinators 1, 2, 5, B, 9, and 
11 believed that nothing in their training had equipped 
them TOr a pastoral role in schools. Coordinators 3, 4, 
and 7 Telt that units in their Degree course, such as basic 
psychology, had been helpTul in their pastoral care work. 
Table 12 
Responses Tram House or Year Coordinators 
Issue Response Coordinators 
Some training 3, 4, 6, 7, 
Pastoral 
in pastoral care 10, 12 
care 
No training in 1, 2, 5, B, 
training 
pastoral care 9, 11 
Some access to 2, 5, 6, B, 
Access to 
literature 12 
literature 
No access to 1, 3, 4, 7, 
on pastoral 
literature 9, 10, 11 
care 
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Coordinators 6, 10, and 12 had access to in-service 
training which was relevant to pastoral care concerns. 
Interview data on in-service training, as well as comments 
made on the question returns, indicated that such courses 
were short (sometimes of a day•s duration> and, in one 
case, were regarded as "ineffective" <Coordinator 4 ). 
Coordinators 2, 5, 8, and 12, had access to professional 
journals, either from W.A or from overseas, which were 
informative on pastoral care issues. Coordinators 5 and 8 
cited their membership of the Australian Association for 
Pastoral Care in Education. Seven out of the twelve 
participants stated that they had no access to literature 
on pastoral care. 
Contrasting allocations of time spent on pastoral care 
from "Too much, in view of other responsibilities" 
(Coordinator 6) to "Very little time spent on pastoral 
care" (Coordinator 11), illustrated the difference in the 
schools' expectations of the pastoral role of House 
Coordinator. The format of the interview questions is 
included in Appendix B. 
At School A, House Coordinators met weekly with the 
Head of Student Services, worked with student councillors 
in their House and planned and carried out special 
activities for the students, for example treasure hunts and 
quizzes. They met also with the Form Teachers in their 
Hause, and collected House Points. 
At School B, the role of House Coordinator was vital 
to plans for pastoral care. Their weekly meetings covered 
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concerns with student behaviour and with individual student 
problems, activities and House organization. The 
Coordinator o+ Student Services had in past years been a 
House Coordinator, and his job description speci+ied that 
he retained the duties associated with this role. 
School Chad a system o+ Year Coordinators who +armed 
the majority on the school's Wel+are Committee. As well as 
taking responsibility +or pastoral concerns o+ the age 
group with which they worked, these teachers organized 
events +or that group and had special responsibilities 
associated with the stage o+ their cohort in the school. 
At Schools D and Ethe role o+ the House Coordinators was 
o++icially seen as peripheral to pastoral care provision. 
Uno++icially at School E, according to one House 
Coordinator, there were sta++ members who saw crises 
response as only one +acet o+ pastoral care, and were 
working +or changes--while respondents at School D accepted 
the school's de+inition o+ pastoral care and saw their work 
as outside this. In these schools the House Coordinators' 
o++icial role was to improve school tone and school spirit 
through student activities, such as inter-House 
competitions and organized projects on issues such as the 
school environment. 
Specialist sta++. All +ive schools had access to help 
+ram specialists, +or example a School Nurse and School 
Psychologist. Specialist sta++ were responsible +or 
pastoral care o+ individual students in crisis on a day-to-
day basis. The extent to which this care could be o++ered 
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depended upon time available in the school. Not all 
specialist sta~~ in each school were included as key 
personnel in pastoral care. For example Schools A, B, and 
E, had Aboriginal liaison o~~icers attached to the school. 
Work with these minority school groups was not included 
when the schools listed individuals in key pastoral roles. 
At School D language experts helped students who spoke no 
English. For the purposes o~ pastoral care in the school, 
however, these students were assigned randomly to Year 11 
Form classes. 
Interview data ~ram the School Community Police 
O~~icer and the School Psychologist at School 8, and the 
School Nurse at School D identi~ied problems o~ 
communication with teaching sta~~, concerns ~or the 
protection o~ con~idential in~ormation, and constraints o~ 
time and resources ~or re~erral. The Principal at School D 
commented upon the negative reaction o~ teachers, when 
student re~errals to specialists did not produce a rapid 
solution to the original classroom problem. 
At School B, the Coordinator o~ Student Services 
reported di~~iculty in setting up ~ormal links between 
teaching and specialist sta~~ in 1992, because o~ time 
constraints and the varying hours at which specialists 
attended that school. Re~errals, according to interview 
data ~ram the Social Worker, and the School Psychologist, 
came directly ~ram House Coordinators or teaching sta~~, or 
as a result o~ sel~-re~erral by students. Both the Social 
Worker and the School Psychologist at School 8 had their 
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times allocated to the school reduced in 1992. 
In a +urther example, the School Psychologist's time 
at School Chad been reduced in 1992. Administrative 
sta++, according to the Deputy Principal, had become 
accustomed to operating on the assumption that 
psychological support +or students in crises would not be 
readily available. The Deputi and Year Coordinators noted 
that the less time such help was available the greater the 
school's coping mechanisms appeared to become, so that 
re+errals decreased. The Year 11 Coordinator at the school 
concluded that the amount o+ specialist time allocated 
turned the service into "a +arcs". The Deputy at School C 
commented that "crises cannot be scheduled to correspond 
with the availability o+ specialist help." 
At School Ethe Deputy Principal, who was responsible 
+or pastoral care, expected to act as a channel +or 
re+errals +ram Form teachers to specialist sta++ on the 
Pastoral Care Committee. In School Ethe pastoral 
specialist team was comprised o+ a School Nurse, a School 
Psychologist, a Social Worker and a Chaplain. The roles o+ 
all specialist sta++ involved counselling students on 
aspects o+ behavioural management, health matters and 
social or emotional problems. 
Other School sta++. At all +ive schools, the majority 
o+ teachers worked with Form classes <+or example School C 
had 40 sta++ in that role). As a Form teacher, each one 
took responsibility +or a group o+ students, either in a 
vertical arrangement which meant that the Form was made up 
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of students from different Years, or in a horizontal 
arrangement where each Form was part of a Year cohort. 
In policies in each of the five schools, according to 
Principals and Acting Principals, Form teachers were 
assigned a major responsibility for pastoral care delivery. 
In Table 13 responses to questions on the nature of the 
role of Form teacher and the importance attached to the 
task are listed. A complete list of questions is contained 
in Appendix 8. 
Form teachers were the only staff members on the 
pastoral care team who could be assured of being in contact 
Table 13 
Responses from Eight Form Teachers Regarding Pastoral 
Duties 
Issue 
Form class seen 
as important part 
of teaching role 
Know Form class 
students better 
than students 
in other classes 
Form class duties 
are administrative 
Time available is 
usually sufficient 
Go to House/Year 
Coordinator if 
help is required 
for students 
Refer students to 
specialists for help 
Number of teachers 
2 
6 
8 
6 
5 
3 
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with a pa~ticula~ g~oup o~ students each day. Students 
~epo~ted to Fo~m ~ooms ~o~ a speci~ied pe~iod. The 
teache~s we~e expected to liaise with thei~ House o~ Yea~ 
Coo~dinato~, to assist in any planned activities, to know 
thei~ students, and to ~e~e~ any who we~e "at ~isk" to the 
app~op~iate pe~son in the school ~o~ help. 
Fo~m classes o~ the teache~s who pa~ticipated in this 
study ~anged in size ~~om sixteen to twenty nine students. 
The actual time (on ave~age ten minutes) allocated to daily 
contact with a Fo~m g~oup had to be used ~o~ ~egist~ation, 
~eading school notices, p~omoting House activities, 
checking adhe~ence to the school d~ess code, and ~eceiving 
absence notes o~ othe~ communications ~~om home. These 
administ~ative duties seve~ely limited oppo~tunities ~o~ 
pasto~al wo~k, such as counselling ave~ di~~iculties and 
di~ecting students to othe~ sta~~ who might help them. 
The House Pe~iods which we~e pa~t o~ the timetable in 
Schools D and E we~e devoted to activities planned by the 
House Coo~dinato~s. Six o~ the eight ~espondents saw the 
~ale o~ Fo~m teache~ as a mine~ pa~t o~ thei~ duties. 
In the view o~ the school P~incipals and Deputy 
P~incipals at Schools C, D and E, and ~~om the pe~spectives 
o~ the Fo~m teache~s who eithe~ we~e inte~viewed, o~ 
~etu~ned answe~s to w~itten questions, ~o~mal delive~y o~ 
pasto~al ca~e in Fo~m classes was likely to be a hit o~ 
miss p~ocedu~e. This could stem ~~om the pe~sonality o~ 
the Fo~m teache~, ~~om the sho~tage o~ time to wo~k with 
Fo~m classes, inte~~uptions to that time, and the amount o~ 
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administrative work which was expected to be covered. 
The consensus seemed to be that little pastoral 
benefit to students was forthcoming from their Form time 
relationship with a particular teacher. The size and 
socio-economic setting of the school did not appear to have 
any material effect on these outcomes. 
Evaluation of Pastoral Care in Each of the Five 
Schools 
Little evidence was found of monitoring or structured 
evaluation of pastoral care provision. At Schools C and E, 
the Principals accepted that, at present, none was 
attempted. The Deputy Principal at School 8 believed that 
positive attitudes shown by ex-students to the school were 
proof of the school's pastoral success, and on a similar 
note the Acting Principal at School C relied upon positive 
impressions made upon visitors to the school as proof of a 
"caring" environment. At School A, the area was seen by 
the Head of Student Services, as one which should be 
planned at Ministry of Education level, if evaluation is 
required as part of the School Development Plan. 
Consideration of the evaluation of pastoral care 
programmes was complicated in that the area of pastoral 
care was, in Schools A, B, and E, subsumed under other 
headings in the School Development Plan. Performance 
indicators were set for these particular areas of the Plan 
and the expectation was that the success of pastoral care 
outcomes could be measured through these. Table 14 lists 
the expected methods to be used in the evaluation of 
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pastoral care and shows that there was little evidence that 
any such evaluation had taken place. 
At School A, the main heading covered the area o~ 
"Caring". The School Development Plan o~~ered no breakdown 
o~ the methods which would be used to evaluate this area. 
The concept o~ student empowerment had been adopted by the 
Principal o~ School 8 ~ram ideas originating in the United 
States o~ America. Some o~ the components o~ the 
per~ormance indicators o~ this area would be statistically 
available <~or example the ~igures on secondary graduation> 
Table 14 
Planned Methods o~ Evaluating Pastoral Care Provision in 
Eacho~ the Five Schools 
School Evaluation 
-----------------------------
--------------------
Planned Completed 
-------------------------------------------------
A Peer Group Support 
Scheme evaluation 
Performance indicators 
for the priority area 
of "Caring" 
Student 
questionnaire 
issued 
No completed 
evaluation 
found 
-------------------------------------------------
B Report to be made of 
the outcomes of the 
"Empowering Students" 
programme 
Not completed 
by end of data 
collection 
--------------------------------------------------
c Performance indicators 
for the priority area 
"Post Compulsory 
Schooling" 
No completed 
evaluation 
available 
---------------------------------------------------
D Follow up procedures 
from case-work 
Weekly review 
---------------------------------------------------
E Performance indicators 
from the priority area 
"Social Justice/ 
Student Welfare" 
No completed 
evaluation 
available 
---------------------------------------------------
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and the Coo~dinato~ o~ Student Se~vices expected to ~epo~t 
on outcomes o~ the p~og~amme to the School Decision Making 
G~oup. No ~epo~t was to hand by Novembe~ 1992. 
Ve~i~ication o~ pe~~o~mance o~ p~og~ammes, at School 
E, was suggested as pa~t o~ the D~a~t School Development 
Plan. They included the statistics ~o~ usage o~ specialist 
se~vices, both th~ough sta~~ ~e~e~~als and sel~-~e~e~~al. 
In School C, pasto~al ca~e was not one o~ the school's 
Development Plan p~io~ities. The assumption was made by 
the Deputy P~incipal that the pe~~o~mance indicato~s set 
~o~ othe~ p~io~ity a~eas would p~ovide pasto~al ca~e 
evaluation. At School D, an ongoing weekly ~eview o~ 
pasto~al ca~e by the Pasto~al Ca~e Committee, as pa~t o~ 
case-wo~k, was expected to p~ovide in~o~mation on outcomes. 
Discussion at meetings o~ House and Yea~ Coo~dinato~s 
suggested that the extent to which students ~esponded and 
took pa~t in the activities and competitions which we~e 
planned could be counted as a ~o~m o~ evaluation. The 
g~eate~ the numbe~s o~ students involved the mo~e positive 
the outcomes we~e taken to be. 
Two examples o~ st~uctu~ed evaluation we~e ~ound in 
the study. The ~i~st was at School A, whe~e the Pee~ G~oup 
Suppo~t P~og~am was assessed annually, and the second 
~elated to a t~ansition camp ~o~ Yea~ Bs at School C. 
In the ~i~st instance, Figu~e 8 shows the cyclical 
p~ocess o~ the Pee~ G~oup Suppo~t p~og~amme at School A, 
culminating in an annual questionnai~e to students in Yea~ 
8 and Yea~ 11 who had pa~ticipated, and a ~eview o~ the 
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programme in the light of findings. The answers to the 
questi~nnaire given to participants in the programme showed 
areas-which they felt had been beneficial to them and 
indicated areas in which changes should be made. Greatest 
benefits in 1991.were reported by the Year 11 Group 
Leaders, who believed that the programma increased their 
self-confidence and was a positive factor in their school 
records of participation and leadership. The major change 
requested by the Year 8 students was that the programme 
continue throughout the year. This change was believed by 
. -. 
the Social Worker to be impractical, in terms of materials 
needed, and time available for training and evaluation. 
Peer Group Support 
Foundation. 
Planning materials. 
Course content. 
Peer Group Support 
Staff in School. 
Funding for scheme. 
Planning the programme, 
Training for Year 10 ·~· 
Students as Peer Group· 
Leaders. Reapply for 
funding, ( Term 4) 
Evaluation Activities. 
Questionnaires to 
Student participants 
Respond to opinions 
Year 8 students 
divided into groups. 
Each group has two 
trained leaders now 
in Year 11. Course 
activities. 
<Terms 1 and 2) 
by course modification 
<Term 3) 
Figure 8 The Peer Group Support Scheme cycle at School A 
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At School C, the Year 10 Coordinator reported on the 
camp held ~or Year 8 students new to the school, ~ram the 
perspectives o~ the sta~~, as shown in a questionnaire. 
Problems were identi~ied with the location o~ the project 
outside the Metropolitan area. The distance ~ram the 
school precluded teachers, other than those in residence, 
~ram taking part in activities because o~ travelling time. 
This limited the options which could be included in the 
programme, and prevented increased sta~~/student 
interaction. The camp was part o~ a transition programme 
run by the Year 8 Coordinator. 
Summary. The concept o~ pastoral care was viewed in a 
general light by the school Principals. All ~ive schools 
had detailed plans and policies ~or pastoral care as a part 
o~ the area o~ Student Services, and had complex structures 
and intensive resource allocations in place. Little or no 
evaluation o~ the area o~ pastoral care was ~ound in any o~ 
the schools. 
6.3 The Scenario 
The level o~ "the scenario" showed the in~luence upon 
speci~ic ~actors in pastoral care delivery o~ 
interventions. In each o~ the ~ive schools, administrative 
or managerial decisions had led, or were leading, towards 
changes in pastoral care provision. I n Ta b 1 e 1 5 the 
pattern o~ change across all ~ive schools is shown, either 
as a result o~ actions at Ministry o~ Education level, or 
at administrative level within the schools. 
Table 15 
Interventions in Pastoral Care 
Category o+ Change 
Changes to policies 
and plans 
Organizational changes 
New pastoral role created 
Pastoral role changed 
School 
A 
8 
E 
A 
c 
D 
E 
A 
8 
8 
154 
Number 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
3 
1 
2 
3 
1 
O+ the +ive schools, the greatest number o+ changes 
were reported +ram Schools A, B, and D. In these instances 
the occurence o+ one change led to the introduction o+ the 
others. 
Changes to Policies and Plans 
Three major changes to policies and plans +or pastoral 
care either had taken place, or were planned +or 1993. The 
policy changes in Schools A and 8 were the result o+ 
external intervention by the Ministry o+ Education. 
At School A, concerns surrounding a truancy rate o+ 16 
per cent had in+luenced the decision by the Ministry o+ 
Education, arising +ram the +indings o+ the Committee on 
Youth A++airs (Watkins, 1992), to put in place a Crises and 
Re-Entry programme. The aim o+ the programme was to give 
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students, who volunteered to take part, assistance at a 
special centre in the school. The students would have a 
modified academic course, which was designed to allow them 
to make up lost ground and eventually to successfully re-
integrate into the normal classroom situation. A sum of 
$80,000 was allocated for this programme in 1993, with the 
provision ~or an expenditure of $100,000 each year in the 
future, for the duration of the scheme. According to the 
Attendance Of~icer, the Crisis and Re-Entry Centre would be 
staffed by one teacher initially, with a teacher to join 
the unit if funds permitted. Since the Centre was only at 
a planning stage in 1992, outcomes were uncertain. 
The reduction in time allowed for specialist staff in 
School 8, as part of a review of specialist resources by 
the Ministry of Education, had left the area of Student 
Services with depleted capabilities. To redress this 
imbalance, other avenues of provision had been explored by 
the school, leading to the appointments of a Community 
Police Officer and a school Chaplain. The school Community 
Police Officer reported difficulties in making initial 
contact with Aboriginal students at School 8, but expected 
that this would improve as she became better known to the 
group. The Chaplain took up duties in the school in 
November after a selection process which lasted all year, 
so that outcomes from his appointment were not clear in 
1992, The Deputy Principal understood that specialist time 
at School 8 would be increased by the Ministry of Education 
in 1993. 
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Pastoral Care programmes at School E were found to 
have evolved as the responsibility of specialists in the 
school. In the opinion of one House Coordinator, himself 
new to the school in 1992, the influence of the incoming 
Principal and of new teachers who had particular interests 
in pastoral care theory and practice had brought about 
pressure to give teachers more pastoral responsibilities in 
1993, to revise structures, to assess student needs, and to 
evaluate pastoral outcomes. Plans for these changes were 
prepared in 1992. 
Changes to Organizational Structures 
Six changes to structures and resource allocations 
were reported in Schools A, C, D, and E. These alterations 
registered the schools' dissatisfaction with existing 
structures, and the desire in Schools A, C, and E to 
provide more general pastoral care for all the school's 
students, rather than concentrating only upon the needs of 
students in crises. The concerns which led to changes at 
School D were more specifically related to the need to 
communicate pastoral outcomes to teachers in that school, 
while protecting the confidentiality of information about 
individual students. 
Enquiries regarding future pastoral care plans brought 
responses from Principals and Deputies which indicated that 
the process of organizational change was ongoing, that none 
of the schools were satisfied with present pastoral 
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structures, and that other changes to school organization--
for example, to timetable structuring--could have 
implications for resources available for pastoral care. 
The Head of Student Services at School A commented 
upon the importance of the support of the School Principal 
for revised pastoral care initiatives. The House system 
revival was seen as a measure to increase student 
identification with the school. Past practices in the 
school had offered little pastoral support to the majority 
of students, while concentrating resources on those facing 
crises. In 1992 however, despite these initiatives, 
pastoral demand to address crises was still intense, and 
the Head of Student Services was unable to give the revised 
House system the attention he felt it deserved. Outcomes 
of the initiative in terms of increased student 
identification with the school were difficult to gauge. 
The Acting Principal at School C was instrumental in 
setting in motion changes to the structure of the role of 
Form teachers. These changes recognised that, for a 
percentage of staff, the pastoral aspects of the role of 
the Form teacher were unwelcome. In addition, there 
were administrative imperatives, such as registration, 
which had to have time scheduled in the school day. The 
reforms envisaged by the Welfare Committee separated 
pastoral and administrative functions, with volunteer 
tutors taking a pastoral role with selected groups of 
students who were believed to require this guidance. The 
rejection of the changes at Staff Association level 
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represented, in the view o+ the Deputy Principal "not a 
vote o+ con+idence in the present system, but more a 
reluctance to become involved in anything di++erent". By 
the end o+ 1992 these proposals were still being revised. 
The advent o+ a new Principal in 1993 might halt change in 
this direction or might expedite re+orms. 
School D had put in place a Pastoral Care Committee 
which included representatives +ram House Coordinators, 
special units, teachers, as well as specialist sta++, the 
Principal and both Deputies. This arrangement had worked 
well, but recent changes to the committee's membership had 
introduced di++iculties. As a result o+ these, the 
Principal at School D moved to protect con+identiality in 
pastoral care case-work by +arming a small specialist sub-
committee. Stresses in the Pastoral Care Committee were 
the catalyst +or these changes, according to the School 
Nurse and one House Coordinator. Following the +ormation 
o+ the sub-committee, a decision was taken to employ more 
structured responses to student re+errals. This was 
directed, the School Nurse stated, towards meeting 
teachers' concerns that they had in+ormation on the 
progress o+ re+errals without breaching aspects o+ 
con+identiality. The changes were believed to have 
improved the pastoral service o++ered to individual 
students. 
The Chaplain at School E was seen as a valuable 
resource by the Deputy Principal. At the start o+ 1992 she 
worked in the school +or three days each week, time 
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constrained by the ability OT local church groups to meet 
salary costs. The value placed on the chaplaincy was 
conTirmed in the decision OT the Parents and Citizens Group 
in the school to raise Tunds to pay Tor an extra day's 
salary. The Chaplain herselT was involved in these Tund 
raising eTTorts. 
Changes to Roles in Pastoral Care 
The roles which are discussed under this heading were 
specially created in the area OT pastoral care provision 
and were not a result OT normal staTT changes. The House 
and Year Coordinators who were interviewed Tor this study 
had all served Tor a number OT years in their schools, but 
normal staTT movement did aTTect School Principals, 
specialists and Form teachers. 
Schools A and 8 had been involved in either creating 
new roles Tor existing staTT, as in the cases OT the 
Attendance 0TTicer at School A and the Coordinator OT 
Student Services at School B, or appointing staTT TOr new 
roles, as in the Head OT Student Services at School A. The 
Principal OT each school played a major part in the 
creation OT these posts. 
At School A, both new appointments related to the 
diTTiculties the school was experiencing with student 
truancy. The Tirst, that OT Head OT Student Services, had 
positive connotations with the revival OT the House system 
as a means OT involving students more with the school, and 
in improving their relationships with teachers. The 
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Attendance DTTicer, in the second case, had involvement 
only with students who truanted. The post OT Attendance 
DTTicer had been introduced in 1991, and the success OT the 
experiment had led to a grant OT Tunding Tram the Youth 
Strategies Commission, according to the Head OT Student 
Services and the Attendance 0TTicer. A direct result OT 
the Treeing OT school Tunds which the grant occasioned, had 
been the opportunity, in the words OT the Head OT Student 
Services "to provide pastoral care Tor the 90 per cent OT 
the students who were not previously reached", through a 
revised House system. 
The Principal at School B was anxious to promote 
student empowerment as a method OT increasing participation 
in school activities and OT improving the selT-conTidence 
and selT-motivation OT students. The Coordinator OT 
Student Services at School B had been a House Coordinator 
in that school, and in the view OT the Principal had 
"admirable leadership qualities" .. In School B, 
initiatives were undertaken to Tind staTT resources which 
would compensate Tor the diminution OT time in the school 
Tor the Social Worker and the School Psychologist. The 
appointments OT a School Community Police DTTicer and a 
School Chaplain were seen by the Coordinator OT Student 
Services as being supportive OT these aims and also in line 
with the Principal's educational philosophy. The 
retirement OT the Principal at the beginning OT 1992, due 
to ill-health, led to changes in emphasis in school 
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policies, with the importance OT student empowerment 
apparently diminishing. In 1992, the Coordinator OT 
Student Services conceded that his role had developed in a 
diTTerent way than had been intended by the Termer 
Principal. The Deputy Principal in 1992 viewed the 
Coordinator as an executive OTTicer--"someone who can 
relieve the burdens OT the Deputies, and Tree them Tor 
other duties." 
The Delivery OT Pastoral Care 
An assessment OT the nature or extent OT pastoral care 
delivery in each OT the schools was made complex by the 
lack OT any set guidelines at system level Tor such 
delivery. Funding Tram the Priority Schools Program was 
used in Schools A and Bin pastoral care programmes. A 
neglect OT the concept in system policies and plans was 
seen to lessen the status OT teachers who held pastoral 
roles, in the view OT House and Year Coordinators. 
D and E had evolved systems which concentrated on 
Schools 
specialist counselling Tor individual students. This Torm 
OT delivery had been adversely aTTected by a reduction in 
specialist staTT in the Tive schools, but the work OT 
specialists still constituted the major part OT pastoral 
care delivery. Their eTTectiveness depended upon students 
in need being reTerred Tor help. Only School D showed 
evidence OT a structured reTerral system Tram teachers. No 
statistics on the numbers OT students who reTerred 
themselves Tor specialist help were Torthcoming Tram the 
schools. 
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Principals and Acting Principals saw Form and classroom 
delivery as a major aspect in pastoral care. Ten minutes 
each day, on average, was allocated TOr Form classes and 
this time was largely Tilled by administrative 
requirements. Classroom delivery OT pastoral care was seen 
by two Principals to be unquantiTiable and by all 
Principals and Acting Principals as dependent upon the 
interest, commitment and goodwill OT individual teachers. 
Summary 
The Tindings in Chapter Six revealed both similarities 
and diTTerences in the schools' approaches to pastoral care 
provision. Literature reviewed in this study showed that, 
while there was acknowledgement OT the concept in Western 
Australia and overseas, a concise deTinition had proved to 
be elusive. The deTinition OT "the caring school" 
(Pougher, 1982), adopted in Western Australia did not 
appear to provide a cohesive approach. This lack o-f 
cohesion was exacerbated by a lack OT system interest in 
and guidelines Tor pastoral care provision in schools. 
Three OT the Tive schools had pastoral care as part OT 
a priority area in School Development Plans. All Tive 
schools had House or Year pastoral structures linked 
with Form Groups. Four OT the Tive schools reported 
increased pastoral demand at a time when specialist 
resources were decreasing. 
At Schools D and E House Coordinators did not have 
direct pastoral roles. DiTTerences in the choice OT House 
or Year structures, or in horizontal as opposed to vertical 
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arrangements o~ Form groups did not seem to have a material 
e~~ect on outcomes ~rom these decisions. Schools A, C, and 
D intended to reverse Form arrangements in 1993. In 
Chapter Seven the research ~indings are discussed in the 
contexts o~ the nature and extent o~ the pastoral care 
provisions made by the schools. 
Overview 
Chapter 7 
DISCUSSION OF FINDINGS 
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This Chapter discusses a revised conceptual Tramework 
arrived at through the Tindings OT the study. The nature 
OT this revised Tramework is compared to the initial 
conceptual Tramework in Chapter Four. 
7.1 The Setting 
Substantial TUnding Trom Federal and State sources was 
directed by the schools to programmes which were related to 
pastoral care. The concept OT pastoral care, however, was 
barely acknowledged at system level. The resource-
consuming eTTects OT community demands were shown in 
Schools A, B, C, and E. There was little evidence OT 
community help Tor pastoral care related initiatives. 
Recent reports <Bonjolo, 1991; Watkins, 1992) indicated 
that schools would be asked to take Tull responsibility Tor 
students thought to be II at risk 11 • 
The ETTects OT System Policies and Plans Tor Pastoral Care 
The Priority Schools Program. This programme was 
designed to provide additional TUnds Tor disadvantaged 
schools nation-wide. Schools A and 8 in this study had 
access to this TUnding and chose to use it, in part, Tor 
pastoral care initiatives--indicating the importance these 
schools attached to what they considered to be pastoral 
care. No additional income was available to Schools C, D, 
or E, despite the Tact that School E had areas OT poverty 
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in its district, and School C was reporting increased 
pastoral demands from the community. Both schools would 
have had more scope in planning, had some source of funding 
been accessible which could have been directed to pastoral 
care. As matters stood, neither Schools C nor D would be 
classified as disadvantaged, and School E had not applied 
for Priority Schools Program funding. 
State Government funding. The emphasis which the 
Ministry of Education put on specialist provision to the 
schools meant that their salaries were the major component 
of funding from this source, re-inforcing the notion that 
pastoral care was a matter for specialist experts. The 
schools chose to sub-divide an allocation of time for one 
teacher above the staffing allowance amongst their House or 
Year Coordinators to allow time for pastoral duties. No 
time allocation could be offered to Form teachers for their 
pastoral role within current policy guidelines. 
At School A, the system's concerns with truancy were 
evident in the granting of special funds for the salary of 
an Attendance Officer, and in the setting up of the Crises 
and Re-Entry Programme. That these initiatives were seen 
as pastoral in that school confirmed the linkage between 
aspects of student behavioural management and pastoral 
care, which was evident in all schools in the study. There 
was no comparable funding provision for other areas of 
pastoral care, such as the formulation of a pastoral 
curriculum. 
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Other Federal policies and plans. Pressure from the 
States appeared to have halted such initiatives as the 
proposals of the Committee on "Young people's participation 
in post-compulsory education and training" <Finn, 1991>, 
and "The Key Competencies Report" <Mayer, 1992>. These 
policies, had they been implemented might have added to 
teachers' concerns about the pace of educational change, 
and so indirectly affected attitudes to undertaking 
additional pastoral tasks, as shown at School C in this 
study. 
State Government policies and plans. A failure to 
implement ten out of eleven of the recommendations for 
pastoral care set out by the Committee of Enquiry <Beazley, 
1984), coupled with the almost complete absence of the 
concept in the Better Schools (1987) programme, and in 
related policy documents, made clear the lack of system 
interest in pastoral care as a component of educational 
programmes. Only ~Guidelines for School Discipline" 
<Ministry of Education, 1988> set out mandatory 
requirements for pastoral care and positive classroom 
management. A "whole school approach" to the concept 
<Louden, 1985) was embraced in policy documents in the 
schools, but did not appear to materialise in practice. 
Evidence from research findings, <Hyde, 1990; Watson, 
1990>, interview data from all five schools in this study, 
and the lack of attention paid at system level to studies 
concerning pastoral care <Deschamp, Harris, and Robson, 
1983; Dynan, 1980; Hyde, 1984; Nott, 1979> confirmed 
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the area's low priority. The lack of attention given in 
system policies and plans to helping teachers take 
responsibility for the pastoral well-being of their 
students, and the concentration by the Ministry of 
Education upon the provision of specialist non-teaching 
staff in schools, had marginalised pastoral care in all 
five schools. A direct outcome from this strategy might be 
the diminution of status of teachers as non-specialists in 
pastoral issues (Best, Jarvis, and Ribbins, 1980; Watson, 
1990). 
Related Effects of State Policies and Plans. The 
increasing popularity of the appointment of Chaplains for 
the schools was shown in the findings of this study. The 
role was seen as that of counsellor, rather than as a 
minister of religion. Chaplains were working in Schools B 
and E, and appointments were being considered at Schools A 
and C as anecdotal accounts of the usefulness of the role 
were received. 
The District Office was seen in the Better Schools 
programme (1987) as a support mechanism for schools. In 
this study, the District Welfare Officer, whose work 
involved returning truants to school, was the only member 
of the District Office staff who was seen as having input 
into pastoral care--further confirming the linkage seen 
between student behaviour management and pastoral care. 
The establishment of Senior Colleges had side effects 
for pastoral care demands at School 8, when numbers of 
students who might otherwise have applied to repeat 
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Year 12 at that school were attracted to the college 
instead. State policies did, however, direct a group of 
country students to School 8--students who lived nearby 
as boarders at a residential college--and who made up 
almost one quarter of the school's roll. There was no 
evidence to suggest that the special needs that this group 
of students had were given consideration in pastoral care 
programmes. Similarly students at School D, who were part 
of the Intensive Languages Programme, were randomly 
assigned to Form classes, despite language problems for 
students and for teachers. 
Reaction to the pace of change in educational policies 
compounded staff unwillingness to take on extra 
responsibilities in pastoral work as Form teachers at 
School C. Further pressures were likely if schools were 
required to take responsibility for "at risk" students 
(Bonjolo. 1991; Watkins, 1992)--pressures which could have 
the most severe impact on Schools A, B, and E, already 
facing a high level of pastoral demands. 
The findings illustrated that policies and plans put 
in place in other areas of education could have effects on 
pastoral care resources. These outcomes appeared to be 
unconsidered when such policies and plans were formulated, 
which would follow if pastoral care demands were not taken 
into account at system level. 
In Figure 9, the possible effects of system 
indifference to pastoral care are set out. A lack of 
attention given to pastoral programmes, a lack of 
MINISTRY OF EDUCATION 
1. Pastoral care receives ~ew mentions 
in policies or guidelines 
2. Frequent sta~~ changes in schools 
3. Resources are used to place specialist 
sta~~ in schools 
4. Lack of training ~or teaching sta~~ in 
the delivery o~ pastoral care 
5. No of~icial structures ~or promotion 
in pastoral care systems 
6. Resources are concentrated upon 
Managing Student Behaviour 
SCHOOL STAFF 
1. Resources are ~ocused on student 
discipline 
2. Teaching staf~ in pastoral roles 
lack o~~icial recognition, training, 
status 
3. Lack of understanding o~ pastoral 
care 
4. Low esteem ~or pastoral roles 
STUDENTS 
1. Views on student needs are not 
established 
2. Lacko~ help ~or problems due to 
lack o~ time and sta~~ expertise 
3. Unmet needs may lead to poor 
motivation to achieve academically 
4. Failure is rein~orced 
5. Rejection o~ school norms and rules 
6. Disruptive behaviour 
7. Punishment ~or rule in~ractions 
8. Alienation; Apathy 
9. Truancy; Suspension; Expulsion 
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Figure 9 Possible student outcomes arising ~ram the lack 
o~ Ministry o~ Education policies ~or pastoral care. 
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training for teachers in pastoral care, the emphasis 
placed upon specialist assistance, all were coupled with a 
concentration of system resources on the negative 
aspects of student misbehaviour. These policies could be 
seen to lead to a lack of response on the part of teachers 
to the pastoral needs of students. Needs might be seen as 
something which specialists dealt with, with teachers 
concentrating on detecting and controlling rule 
infringements as a part of classroom management. This 
latter aspect could lead to teachers punishing the 
symptomatic behaviour associated with student needs, rather 
than having an understanding of the underlying malaise. 
From this point teacher/student relationships might 
deteriorate, school failure be reinforced, and alienation 
occur--leading to truancy, with an enforced return to a 
system already rejected, or to the final severance of links 
with that system through suspension and expulsion. If 
schools are to be asked to take full responsibility for 
students seen to be "at risk", then this cycle must be 
broken. 
Effects of Community Setting and Concerns 
Community Setting. A major impact upon pastoral care 
came from demands which originated in the school's 
community setting according to sources in Schools A, B, C, 
and E. The socio-economic status of the community was not 
the deciding factor in this situation as problems, such as 
drug abuse, family breakdown, unemployment, and threatened 
suicide crossed societal barriers. Problems with 
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disruptive behaviour in class, however, were believed in 
the schools either to be caused or aggravated by factors 
relating to the students' socio-economic background. 
Dysfunctions in the pastoral care system which was in place 
in the schools, such as lack of help for truants returning 
to classes, may have compounded these difficulties. While 
these dysfunctions were acknowledged, the basic tenets of 
pastoral care structures linked to discipline in the 
schools, went unquestioned. 
Community Concerns. The Report of the Committee on 
Youth Affairs (Watkins, 1992>, while highlighting the 
dangers facing students "at risk", noted that the Managing 
Student Behaviour programme did not solve problems of 
disruption or alienation. Major difficulties were reported 
at School A for teachers when truants returned to school. 
Their return placed the onus upon teachers to re-assimilate 
them into classrooms, requiring an allocation of time and 
staff expertise which was not available. Any response to 
students returning to school following trauma would be met 
by the same constraints in the classroom. 
There was only one example in the findings of this 
study, (parental fund raising for the salary of the 
Chaplain at School E>, of community support for pastoral 
initiatives to match community demands for pastoral care 
services. Such support might reflect confidence in the 
incumbent Chaplain rather than a philosophical acceptance 
of the principles behind chaplaincy. 
Future outcomes. Plans and policies for pastoral care 
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may change in response to a new Government in Western 
Australia which seems likely to bring in di++erent 
directions in educational policy--+or example those arising 
+ram the +indings o+ the Review o+ Education, Employment 
and Training (Vickery, 1993)--directions more in line with 
those set out in the White Paper "Choice and Diversity" 
(1992) in the United Kingdom, which emphasised devolution 
o+ educational responsibility to schools and their 
communities. The +indings o+ the Report o+ the Committee 
on Youth A++airs (Watkins, 1992) may not +igure prominently 
in such plans, and any change in emphasis in system 
priorities appears to +avour curricular rather than 
pastoral issues. 
7.2 The Scene 
Findings at the level o+ "the scene" showed that 
Schools A, 8, and E gave pastoral care prominence in 
School Development Plan priorities, despite system 
indi++erence. All +ive schools had explicit policies and 
plans +or pastoral care, organizational structures in 
place, resources allocated and roles de+ined. What was not 
in place was any degree o+ structured evaluation to assess 
outcomes o+ pastoral care delivery. 
Pastoral Care Concepts Adopted by the Schools 
Mission statements and de+initions o+ pastoral care 
contained in School Development Plans and other policy 
documents, and de+initions o+ the concept given by 
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Principal teachers were couched in terms o~ the general 
duty o~ care and the protection o~ student wel~are, by 
all teachers ~or all students. In ~act, the research 
~indings showed that pastoral care was structured by the 
Ministry o~ Education to be the province o~ specialist 
sta~~ and was directed towards individual students in 
crises. At classroom level, any component o~ pastoral care 
was dependent completely upon the interest and commitment 
o~ individual teachers, who lacked training and system 
support. 
School Policies and Plans ~or Pastoral Care 
Plans ~or pastoral care. Plans ~or pastoral care 
were explicit in all ~ive schools. The main thrust o~ 
administrative planning, however, was directed towards 
academic and curricular programmes. Issues which related 
to pastoral care, such as equity o~ educational opportunity 
and equality o~ access to educational services, were system 
priorities and were stated as major concerns in Schools A, 
B, and E. Meeting those needs was part o~ pastoral 
provision. The separation o~ pastoral care ~ram 
educational programmes may have led to ~unctional problems 
which were being experienced in all ~ive schools. 
Policies ~or pastoral care. The schools' 
concentration on curricular strategies and emphasis on 
student behavioural management led to demands ~ram teachers 
which placed pressures on pastoral care services. Students 
who disturbed the class were re~erred either to the 
Managing Student Behaviour programme in the school, or to 
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specialist help where this was available, and positive 
results from referrals were expected. 
The notion of planned components, integrated into 
subject teaching in each classroom to address causes of 
student stress and alienation, as discussed in literature 
<Buckley, 1980; Lang, 1991; Marland, 1980), was not a part 
of school policies, despite claims by the School Principals 
that pastoral care was a matter for every teacher in every 
classroom. 
Extensive policies for the implementation of the 
Managing Student Behaviour programme in all five schools 
indicated that the area of discipline and order was a major 
priority. The focus on discipline was set by Ministry of 
Education policies and was followed through even if 
disciplinary demands, such as at Schools C and D, scarcely 
warranted this expenditure of resources. 
The informal patterns for referral of students to 
specialist help, which predominated in all schools but 
School D, had two major consequences. F i rs t 1 y , i n- depth 
knowledge of individual students and their problems was 
required if referrals were to be comprehensive, and the 
study showed that such knowledge would not necessarily 
arise from Form teacher/Form class relationships. In 
the second place, Just as there were no formal referral 
procedures except at School D, there was no formal 
structured feed-back, so that any after-care needed at 
classroom level was not assured, and might in any case be 
beyond the resources of teachers lacking pastoral skills. 
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Data from Pastoral Care Committee Meetings suggested that 
most referrals would arise as the result of behavioural 
problems, stemming from the disciplinary focus of the 
schools, rather than as a considered response to student 
needs. 
The presence of specialists further marginalised 
pastoral care services--the "ghettoization" suggested by 
Watkins (1985>. The view of "specialists" in pastoral care 
and teaching "non-specialists" (Best, Jarvis, and Ribbins, 
1980) seemed to be echoed in policies in the five schools--
particularly in Schools D and E, where pastoral care was 
seen as the responsibility of specialists. 
Constraints which Influenced Policies and Plans 
A lack of clear system level guidelines for pastoral 
care provision, meant that each school devised policies and 
plans which were considered appropriate. Ideas were 
gleaned from other schools in the system and considered for 
adoption on the grounds that they had worked elsewhere. 
Priorities at school level were not amenable to changes by 
House or Year Coordinators who had no official promotional 
status to support their views. The support of the school 
Principal might make adoption of pastoral orientated 
policies more likely. The scarcity of evaluation of 
pastoral care outcomes, the lack of evidence of student 
needs assessments, and the records of frequent changes to 
pastoral strategies suggested that the schools were 
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searching Tor remedies TOr symptoms OT pastoral need, 
without the underlying causes OT such need having been 
eTTectively ascertained. The reduction in specialist 
time, coupled with increasing pastoral demands strained the 
schools' resources TOr pastoral care. 
Boundaries TOr Pastoral Care Provision 
Boundaries, which were Tixed by ethical constraints 
and by system and Department guidelines, limited the extent 
to which pastoral care could be provided in the participant 
schools. Heavy case-loads Tor external welTare agencies 
hampered reTerrals unless a major crisis occurred. 
The ETTects OT Organizational Structures on Pastoral Care 
Provision 
DiTTerences Between the Five Schools. The use made 
OT House Coordinators in Schools O and E represented a 
major diTTerence in the balance OT pastoral care structures 
in these schools. House Coordinators were marginalised 
Tram case-work aspects OT pastoral care, which were 
specialist orientated. 
The use OT vertical or horizontal Form class 
structures appeared to have little bearing upon the 
pastoral useTulness OT that period. The choice OT TOrmat 
seemed more likely to arise Tram administrative decisions 
which related to other aspects OT school programmes. 
Links Between Pastoral Care and Other Structures. As 
with administrative plans and policies, organizational 
structures reTlected the separation OT pastoral care Tram 
the mainstream OT academic and curricular programmes in the 
five schools. 
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While p~og~ammes and plans spoke of 
pasto~al ca~e as a "whole school ~esponsibility" <Louden, 
1985), in p~actice the concept was seen as a sepa~ate 
entity, la~gely the a~ea of non-teaching specialist 
expe~ts. This does not imply that the~e was no teache~ 
ca~e fo~ students. All those who took pa~t in this study 
appea~ed to be committed and involved in thei~ tasks. What 
is suggested is that the pasto~al o~ganizational focus was 
administ~ative, ~athe~ than di~ected to the actual needs of 
students. 
Resou~ces fo~ Pasto~al Ca~e P~ovision 
Const~aints upon Time. Allocations of time we~e made 
fo~ House o~ Yea~ Coo~dinato~s, but the~e was no allocation 
to indicate that the ~oles of Fo~m teache~s we~e 
significant in pasto~al te~ms, despite affi~mations to the 
cont~a~y contained in policy statements in all five 
schools. Conflicts of inte~est occu~~ed when depa~tmental 
~esponsibilities as subject teache~s clashed with pasto~al 
duties. House and Yea~ Coo~dinato~s used sca~ce time 
~esou~ces fo~ pasto~al ca~e to plan student activities, 
which we~e p~esumed to enhance school spi~it, and to attend 
to disciplina~y matte~s such as the p~omotion of school 
d~ess codes. 
Specialist time at all five schools had been ~educed 
by the Minist~y of Education--a st~ategy which seemed to 
cont~adict the basic p~emise fo~ a psychomet~ic app~oach to 
pasto~al ca~e. This ~eduction had left teache~s and 
administ~ato~s. unt~ained in handling pasto~al c~ises, to 
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develop whatever strategies they could in the absence o+ 
+ull-time specialist help. The outcomes o+ such well-
meaning but arbitrary responses to student needs were 
unclear and unevaluated. 
There was no evidence that time had been +ound in any 
o+ the schools to assess needs +rom a student standpoint, 
except in the case o+ the particular Peer Group Support 
programme at School A. All other plans and policies, 
organizational structures and resource allocations +or 
pastoral care had been determined +roman adult, 
organisationally orientated, stance. Pressure was then 
placed upon students to con+orm to those norms, and +ailure 
to con+orm was punished, echoing the notion o+ 
"pastoralization" (Wi 11 iamson, 1980). Only at Schools C 
and E, by the end o+ 1992, were there approaches which 
believed that the resource o+ time +or pastoral care could 
be more e++ectively and accountably directed. 
Constraints upon Funding +or Pastoral Care. Funding 
provided +rom the Priority Schools Program was only 
available to Schools A and 8. In all +ive schools, 
allowances were used at the school's discretion to pay +or 
the time o+ House and Year Coordinators. Form teachers had 
no salary component related to their pastoral duties. 
Funding +or specialists in the schools was constrained by 
cuts in expenditure. The salaries o+ school Chaplains were 
paid by local churches with limited resources. 
Constraints on Space +or Pastoral Care. House 
Coordinators at Schools A and B worked in cramped o++ices 
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with no private area +or discussions with students. 
Form teachers had no private area +or similar work. All 
specialist sta++ had private working areas. The contrast 
seems indicative o+ the importance given at system and 
school level to the work o+ specialist "experts" in 
pastoral care, compared to the worth o+ the contribution o+ 
"non-specialist" teachers <Best, Jarvis, and Ribbins. 
1985) • The allocations o+ time, +unding, and space +or 
pastoral administrators and specialists represented a 
substantial investment o+ school resources, which in the 
absence o+ structured evaluation could not easily be 
accounted +or. 
Roles o+ Sta++ in Pastoral Care Provision 
School Coordinators. A potential problem existed 
when one person at administrative level, +or example the 
Deputy at School E, became the +ormal link between teachers 
and specialist sta++. Absence or other commitments could 
sever those linkages and disrupt pastoral care. 
House or Year Coordinators. At the outset o+ this 
study it seemed that House or Year Coordinators would play 
a major role in pastoral care, along with administrative 
and specialist sta++. As the study progressed a divergence 
in the roles o+ House Coordinators at Schools D and E 
became apparent. Their removal +ram direct pastoral 
involvement with individual students in these schools 
diminished the importance o+ the Coordinators' pastoral 
work. 
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Specialist Staff. Ministry of Education policies saw 
specialist staff as the main component of pastoral care in 
the schools. The lessening of the availability of 
specialist help had undermined the effectiveness of this 
provision and no compensatory training programmes for 
teachers had been put in place. The effectiveness of the 
role of specialists depended upon their having time to 
carry out duties, and depended upon the systematic referral 
of students in need of their help to the appropriate 
specialist. Neither of those conditions appeared to be in 
place in the schools in this study, apart from School D, 
which had instituted formal referral procedures, and which 
had a small student roll so that individual pastoral 
problems were limited and identifiable. Specialist 
concerns about ethical preservation of confidentiality 
indicated that the lack of teacher training in pastoral 
care could have adverse effects on case-work, and upon 
teacher/specialist relationships. 
Other School Staff. Contrasting views of the 
importance of the role of the Form teacher between School 
Principals and classroom teachers were a feature of the 
study. Principals saw Form teachers as essential to 
pastoral care. Six of eight Form teachers saw their role 
as an unimportant part of teaching duties. Formal delivery 
of pastoral care depended on the daily contact in Form 
classes. Administrative tasks which were set for this time 
made work with individual students difficult. Classroom 
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delive~y of pasto~al ca~e du~ing no~mal teaching was 
expected to be p~esent, but was unquantifiable, in the view 
of the P~incipals. 
The ~ate of staff changes compounded these 
difficulties, with new teache~s having to get to know 
students, with b~eakdowns in ~elationships, and with the 
collapse of plans that House and Yea~ Coo~dinato~s and Fo~m 
teache~s wo~k with one g~oup of students th~ough 
thei~ yea~s in Seconda~y school. Added to this, input f~om 
new School P~incipals, each with his o~ he~ own 
philosophical app~oach to education, and an almost complete 
lack of evaluation of outcomes, lessened the chances of 
successful delive~y of pasto~al ca~e policies and plans. 
Figu~e 10 shows a ~evised patte~n of ~oles in the 
planned delive~y of pasto~al ca~e, which concent~ated 
effo~ts upon the wo~k of specialists with students in 
c~ises. In this ~evised patte~n, the ma~ginalisation of 
House Coo~dinato~s is shown, as pasto~al ca~e divided into 
a~eas of individual case-wo~k and a mo~e gene~al 
"activities" p~og~amme--with Fo~m teache~s expected to 
p~ovide linkages to each component. In the absence of 
specialist help, the demands of students in c~ises we~e 
left to be met by the teache~s involved in pasto~al ca~e. 
Simila~ly, in the absence of the main Coo~dinato~ 
the patte~n of communication between the two a~eas of 
delive~y would b~eak down. The suggested lack of 
enthusiasm of Fo~m teache~s fo~ thei~ pasto~al ~ole would, 
in this configu~ation, negate othe~ aspects of 
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Figure 10. The planned delivery of pastoral care 
pastoral care delivery in view OT the central importance OT 
the Form teachers' role. 
Evaluation Strategies 
Individual teachers and specialists invested time and 
eTTort in planning and carrying out pastoral roles. An 
almost total lack OT structured evaluation OT outcomes in 
the five schools, however, meant that the resources and 
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personal e++ort put into pastoral programmes were 
unsuppo~ted by evidence o+ e++ective delivery o+ the 
provision. In turn~ this lack o+ proo+ that programmes 
were success+ul or unsuccess+ul created a planning void, 
contravened evaluation and accountability requirements in 
the Better Schools programme (1987) and in its related 
policy documents <School Development Plans, 1989; School 
Accountability, 1991). Figure 11 presents a revised view 
o+ planning mechanisms in place +or pastoral care in the 
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Figure 11. A revised planning cycle +or pastoral care 
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five schools, and shows the breakdown in the planning cycle 
which was suggested by the findings of the study from the 
point of pastoral care policies and plans onwards. 
A dearth of monitoring of pastoral outcomes and 
structured evaluation lead to the impossibility of 
accounting for the resources expended, and to a lack of any 
basis for future plans. By the end of 1992, there was no 
certainty that any of the schools could have more than an 
optimistic belief that the aims which supported the given 
definitions of pastoral care had been met. 
Staff at the administrative and organizational level 
of pastoral care in the five schools suffered from deficits 
in training, in access to literature (see Table 17), and 
from the absence of system interest in and guidelines for 
the provision. Plans for pastoral care and organizational 
structures were founded upon bases of past and current 
local practices which themselves had only anecdotal 
evidence of successful outcomes. 
7.3 The Scena~io 
The Effects of Changes to Pastoral Care Provision in the 
Five Schools 
Despite the record of changes to pastoral care in the 
five schools, at present the worst of both worlds seemed to 
have been brought about by current strategies. Interview 
data from Principals, Acting Principals, Deputies, 
Coordinators, specialist staff, and Form teachers in all 
five schools suggested dissatisfaction with the delivery of 
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pasto~al ca~e. The possible outcomes fa~ students and the 
st~esses engende~ed in inte~-staff ~elationships appea~ed 
in many instances to be ha~mful, ~athe~ than p~oviding 
suppo~tive help. 
Changes to Policies and Plans. The~e could be no 
gua~antee that, afte~ leaving the C~isis and Re-Ent~y 
p~og~amme at School A, students would find it possible to 
confo~m to expected class~oom no~ms without additional 
suppo~t. Solutions to this p~oblem had to be devised at 
class~oom level and these solutions would involve 
assessment of the needs of ~e-integ~ated students and 
pasto~al ca~e p~og~ammes to help them. At p~esent, the 
~esou~ces available to the school p~ecluded such 
initiatives because of lack of time, lack of additional 
Majo~ staff and lack of teache~ t~aining in pasto~al ca~e. 
expenditu~e on special p~og~ammes might not be cost-
effective if suppo~t fa~ pa~ticipants was not fo~thcoming 
on thei~ ~etu~n to no~mal schooling. 
The ~eduction in specialist help fa~ economic ~easons 
compounded these difficulties at school level. System 
funding fa~ special p~ojects may p~omise solutions to 
pa~ticula~ p~oblems, but to cut expenditu~e on a majo~ 
pasto~al ca~e policy a~ea at the same time defeats the 
outcomes of such p~ojects, if follow-up ca~e is made 
unavailable o~ spo~adic. Instances, such as the dependence 
of the School Community Police Office~ at School 8 on a 
sponso~ to p~ovide a ca~ so that she could t~avel between 
he~ designated schools, of the Chaplain at School E selling 
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chocolate to help fund raising towards her salary, and of 
the Social Worker at School B providing a service for 
twenty schools illustrated the stresses brought about by a 
lack of funding for specialist services. 
The policy change at School E was positive. A more 
analytical and informed approach to the pastoral needs of 
all students in that school was promised for 1993, outcomes 
of which might provide useful guidelines for other schools. 
Changes to Organizational Structures. The influence 
of the School Principal was shown in organizational changes 
and in appointments. The rate of relocation of Principals 
in the five schools, even in the short duration of this 
study, must have had an unsettling effect on policy making. 
Benefits from new programmes may take time to become 
apparent, time during which movement of key personnel could 
lead to a loss of impetus. Decisions taken to alter 
pastoral care structures might be rescinded by a new 
Principal, when plans and programmes were being reviewed. 
Changes in School C proposed alterations in the 
pattern of pastoral care delivery. The concern felt 
by the Principal and other members of the Welfare Committee 
led to an entirely different type of tutorial relationship 
being suggested (and rejected by a majority of teachers). 
In addition to these proposals, moves to revise existing 
Form structures were being put forward for 1993 in School 
A, School C, and School E. Frequency of alterations to 
structures might in itself be a contributing factor to 
problems with pastoral care delivery, compounding the 
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resistance to change which was reported from staff surveys 
of teachers' attitudes. This resistance seems certain to 
persist in the light of teacher opposition to current 
Government proposals for de-centralisation and parental 
control in schools. 
The remaining organizational changes at School D 
reflected difficulties seen also by specialists in 
Schools B, and E concerning the handling by teachers of 
confidential information about individual student 
problems. The absence of pre-service and little in-service 
training in pastoral care for all teachers may have 
contributed to a lack of a common understanding of ethical 
constraints. 
Changes to Roles in Pastoral Care. Five changes which 
introduced new pastoral care roles took place in 1992. The 
administrative duties of both the Head of Student Services 
at School A and the Coordinator of Student Services at 
School B seemed to hinder their ability to promote pastoral 
care. 
The perception that the role of Attendance Officer at 
School A was part of pastoral care in that school echoed 
the assumptions in all five schools that disciplinary 
structures and pastoral care were inextricably linked. 
Aspects of control at school and system level appeared to 
figure more prominently than did aspects of care, as 
specialists and Coordinators responded to demands for the 
cure of disruptive classroom behaviour. 
The shortage of specialist help at School B had 
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b~ought about decisions to appoint the School Community 
Police 0TTice~ and the Chaplain. As with any new 
appointments, time was ~equi~ed to settle into a school and 
to To~m ~elationships. These diTTiculties could be 
expected TO~ all new staTT, and with a ~ate OT staTT 
changes OT a~ound twenty-Tive pe~ cent annually, we~e 
p~obable in all OT the schools. Plans which optimistically 
saw teache~s, specialists and students wo~king togethe~ 
th~oughout the student's seconda~y schooling could ha~dly 
be ~ealised given the ~ate OT staTT changes. 
ETTects upon the Delive~y OT Pasto~al Ca~e 
Figu~e 12 shows a ~evised conceptual T~amewo~k TO~ the 
study which illust~ates the dea~th OT system inte~est in 
the concept OT pasto~al ca~e apa~t T~om the p~ovision of 
specialist help. The Figu~e shows that the pasto~al needs 
of all the school's students did not, as the initial 
conceptual T~amewo~k p~oposed, have p~io~ity in pasto~al 
ca~e delive~y. Most of the available ~esou~ces we~e 
di~ected towa~ds case wo~k with students in c~isis. The 
th~ee p~oposed components OT school p~ovision: pasto~al 
ca~e; discipline and o~de~; and the school's academic and 
cu~~icula~ conce~ns, we~e not shown in data to be equally 
inte~-linked as the initial T~amewo~k had suggested. The 
connections between pasto~al ca~e and the academic and 
cu~~icula~ a~ea in the schools we~e tenuous at best. The 
main focus in the case-study schools was upon a~eas OT 
academic and cu~~icula~ conce~ns, with ~elated p~essu~es 
TO~ disciplina~y p~ocedu~es, which in tu~n exe~ted demands 
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upon the area of pastoral care. 
There was a lack of linkage between the academic and 
curricular area of school priorities and pastoral care. 
The linkages through the area of discipline, in the form of 
demands for conformity with school rules on classroom 
behaviour, led to referrals of students to specialist help 
where this was available, or to House Coordinators. 
Substantial resource allocations reflected system 
concerns for student behaviour management; administrative 
procedures; and specialist help, rather than a more equal 
pastoral input from all school staff as had been initially 
envisaged. While this view is taken, training at pre-
service and in-service levels for teachers in pastoral care 
has little chance of being seen as a system priority. 
The initial conceptual framework had postulated a 
planning cycle for pastoral care in which the evaluation of 
programmes was a vital component. The revised framework 
showed an almost total lack of evaluation of pastoral 
outcomes, so that even the targeted delivery to the 
minority group could not be assured. All those factors 
must lead to an uncertainty as to what delivery of pastoral 
care actually took place in the five schools in 1992 and 
what outcomes were present. 
Summary 
Chapter Seven has discussed the implications which 
arise in the provision of pastoral care in the five 
schools. Chapter Eight draws conclusions from the 
discussion of findings. 
Overview 
Chapter 8 
CONCLUSIONS 
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In this chapter the nature and extent of formal 
pastoral care provision in the five schools is defined. 
The conclusions from the research are set out. 
8.1 The Setting 
External contextual factors from the educational 
system and from community influences were found to 
influence policies and plans for pastoral care. The extent 
of this influence varied according to each school's 
interpretation of system policies, and to the pressures 
which each community exerted on the school. 
System Plans and Policies for Pastoral Care 
Funding. Apart from the salary payments for 
specialists, there was no funding at either Federal and 
State level which was specifically directed towards 
pastoral care. A measure of the importance that the 
schools attached to the need for pastoral care was shown by 
the fact that, despite competing claims, they chose to use 
part of the discretionary funding avail~ble for pastoral 
purposes. 
State System Plans and Policies. State system 
policies and plans were found to make scant reference to 
pastoral care. Recommendations by the Committee of Enquiry 
(Beazley, 1984> for the inclusion of the concept in 
schools, and the findings of local research studies dealing 
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with aspects of pastoral care, largely have been ignored 
by the Ministry of Education. 
Indirect effects of Ministry of Education plans and 
policies occurred, making evaluation of pastoral programmes 
mandatory if such programmes were part of the School 
Development Plan. Ministry decisions which affected the 
nature of the school's intake could add to pressures on 
pastoral care demand which were found not to be met with 
current resources. 
Programmes such as Managing Student Behaviour or 
Crises and Re-Entry were directed towards discipline in 
schools and towards students who truanted. While such 
funds were seen in the schools as being related to pastoral 
care, the emphasis was firmly placed upon control of 
students. These programmes accounted for resources which 
otherwise might have been directed to pastoral care efforts 
which aimed at reducing alienation from school, rather than 
dealing with its consequences. 
Community Influences 
Community Setting. Pastoral care demands on 
resources in four of the schools were found to be intensive 
and increasing. The increases were attributed to the 
worsening socio-economic climate and to its effects upon 
homes in every strata of society in the schools' 
communities. The small size of School D was believed to 
have insulated pastoral care services from excessive 
demands in that school. 
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Community Concerns. The rising juvenile crime rate 
had led to community concerns which culminated in the 
Report OT the Select Committee on Youth ATTairs <Watkins, 
1992). As an outcome OT the Tindings OT the Select 
Committee, the schools anticipated that they would be asked 
to take TUl 1 respons i bi 1 i ty Tor any students deTi ned as "at 
risk"--a responsibility shared till now by the Department 
OT Community Services. The schools believed that they were 
ill-prepared and under-resourced to meet this contingency. 
8.2 Tha Scana 
School Plans and Policies Tor Pastoral Care 
Pastoral Care Concepts in the Schools. A deTinition 
reTerring to a "caring school environment" <Pougher, 1982) 
had been adopted Tor use in Western Australian Government 
schools and was taken into account in all Tive schools. 
Mission Statements and deTinitions OT the concept OT 
pastoral care were couched in general terms which alluded 
to the "welTare OT students" and "a caring environment" 
without any more precise analysis being entered into. A 
clear lack OT system level guidance in policies and plans 
Tor pastoral care, coupled to a lack OT teacher training in 
the area, may have accounted Tor the vagueness in 
deTinitions and a reliance upon accepted methods OT 
delivery even when outcomes were unsatisTactory. 
Plans and Policies Tor Pastoral Care. Each school 
had made proposals which were expected to lead to the 
delivery OT pastoral care to students. Pastoral Care was 
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part OT the priority areas in Development Plans at Schools 
A, B, and E. All Tive schools made explicit reTerence to 
the concept in policy statements, and had extensive plans 
Tor pastoral care delivery, despite the lack OT attention 
the concept received at system level. This lack OT 
attention appeared to be a major Tactor inTluencing both 
the extent OT pastoral care provision and any ability to 
plan cohesive strategies. At all the schools pastoral care 
was part OT the area OT Student Services. Boundaries Tor 
the provision were Tixed by available resources, teacher 
attitudes, ethical constraints upon specialists, and access 
to proTessional help either in the schools or Tram outside 
agencies. 
Organizational Structures and Resource Allocations 
All the schools had extensive structures Tor the 
delivery OT pastoral care in place, and expended 
considerable resources upon pastoral staTT and programmes. 
Pastoral care models. Models TOr pastoral care 
structures adopted by the Tive schools, were Tound to have 
as their basis an assumption that by dividing the school 
into House or Year Units and Form Groups the pastoral needs 
OT the students would be met. No eTTorts seemed to have 
been made to ascertain the nature OT these needs Tram the 
students themselves. Warnings, such as those OT Dynan 
(1980), that such structures ran a risk OT Tailing to 
deliver the desired outcomes iT the nature OT student needs 
had not been established, appeared to be unheeded. 
This type OT structural Tailure was also suggested in 
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literature from England and from Western Australia (Dooley, 
1978; Hyde, 1990; Lang and Hyde, 1987; Milner, 1983; 
Wi 11 iamson, 1980). The absence of access to literature on 
pastoral care, shown in all five schools, may have 
contributed to the unanalytical acceptance of House/Year 
and Form structures. 
House/Year structures. Schools A, 8, D, and E had 
adopted systems of House groups, with four House Groups 
in each schoo 1. An increase in the size of the school did 
not lead to an increase in the number of House groups in 
place. Systems of vertical Form groups were allied to 
House structures, as were horizontal Year groupings. 
The reasoning behind such arrangements centred upon 
expected but unproven benefits from the mixture of older 
and younger students in vertical groupings, or to the 
administrative convenience of year cohort groupings. The 
patterns stood to change if organizational demands required 
this. Schools A, B, and E were all considering such 
changes for 1993. 
At School C, changes were also possible in 1993, if 
plans for a revised tutorial system gained acceptance. 
This pattern of programme revision suggested that better 
outcomes were being sought, but that planning was again 
hampered by a lack of information on pastoral care theory 
and practice. Any positive results from initiatives stood 
to be fortuitous, in the absence of an informed basis for 
discussions and decisions. If results were arrived at with 
no clear insights into the reasons behind outcomes, then 
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evaluating these Yesults would be doubly difficult. 
Linkages to other school aYeas. The committee 
stYuctuYes which weye in place in the five schools had seen 
pastoyal caYe and House yesponsibilities sepayated in 
Schools A, B, D and E. In addition no foYmal links weYe in 
place to allow pastoYal and cuYYiculaY matteYs to be 
discussed in one foyum. Only at School C, within the 
Welfaye Committee, and at Staff Association level was the 
possibility of compYehensive oveysight of all facets of the 
school's pyogYamme YepoYted. The lack of pYomotional 
status of House and YeaY CooYdinatoYs denied them access to 
meetings of Heads of DepaYtment. 
Ministyy of Education policies, which emphasised the 
Yole of specialists and the Managing Student BehaviouY 
pyogYamme, weye seen by House and Yeay CooYdinatoYs to 
maYginalise pastoYal caYe fyom otheY aYeas of educational 
pYovision. The Managing Student BehaviouY pYogYamme in all 
five schools was found eitheY to be seen as a payt of 
pastoYal caye, oY to be closely connected thyough the aYea 
of Student SeYvices. 
Time allocations. House and YeaY Cooydinatoys weye 
given time foy pastoYal duties. A laYge pYopoYtion of this 
time was spent on administyative matteys, such as 
Yesponsibilities foy the Managing Student BehaviouY 
pyogYamme, checking on absentees, and enfoYcing school 
dyess codes. FuytheY time was spent Yunning activity 
pyogYammes, and meeting times weYe taken up with the 
pYepaYation foy these activities. The lack of stYuctuYed 
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evaluation OT outcomes must raise questions as to whether 
this was an optimum use OT the time OT these teachers, who 
were chosen Tor this role because OT their enthusiastic, 
committed support OT the concept OT pastoral care and the 
welTare OT students. 
Specialist staTT. Time TOr specialist staTT to work 
in each school had been reduced, to the point where the 
service was seen by teachers as a "Tarce". There seems 
little to be gained by the Ministry OT Education 
emphasising a commitment to a psychometric approach to 
pastoral care, iT the resources to provide such a service 
then are made unavailable to schools. Having specialists 
in the school TOr only a part OT the week leTt crises 
either unresolved, or TOrced teachers to take whatever 
action seemed best. 
The lack OT teacher training in pastoral care, both at 
pre-service and in-service levels might be understandable 
iT no teacher ever was expected to handle social, 
emotional, or personal student problems because specialist 
support was automatically on hand. The Tindings in this 
study demonstrated that the actual situation was Tar 
removed Tram this ideal. 
Form teachers. These teachers who, at planning level 
were a vital component in pastoral care delivery, saw their 
Form students as a group TOr an average OT ten minutes each 
day. Much OT this time was used up in administrative 
procedures. Occasionally, these students would also Torm 
part OT normal class teaching schedules, an occurrence 
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which was seen by teachers to help strengthen their 
knowledge o~ the group. Such arrangements were not a part 
o~ pastoral care plans, however, and were considered by 
school administrators to be too di~~icult to structure into 
the timetables o~ all Form teachers. 
Funding allocations. The Priority Schools Program 
provided a valuable source o~ income ~or pastoral care at 
Schools A and 8. Special grants, which addressed 
particular problems such as truancy at School A, did not 
deal with the problems which might recur in the classroom 
i~ teachers lacked pastoral skills, and i~ specialist help 
was unavailable because o~ reductions to that service. 
Space allocations. Specialist sta~~ all had access to 
private areas ~or their work with students. No such 
provision was made ~or House or Year Coordinators, or ~or 
Form teachers. 
Roles in Pastoral Care 
Key personnel in pastoral care were identi~ied by the 
schools as specialist sta~~ and House and Year 
Coordinators. Since pastoral care was seen as a part o~ 
Student Services, the school Deputy Principal with 
responsibility ~or this area also had a key role which 
could in~luence planning and programmes. 
House and Year Coordinators. House and Year 
Coordinators undertook extra responsibilities in the 
schools. There were ~ew material advantages to encourage 
this, so the role depended upon the commitment o~ teachers 
to the concept o~ pastoral care ~or students. Di~~erences 
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in approach to the role OT House Coordinator were apparent, 
as each school set its own parameters in the absence OT 
guidance Tram the Ministry OT Education. The House and 
Year Coordinators lacked status to promote pastoral care at 
school decision making level. 
Specialist StaTT. Ministry OT Education policies Tor 
pastoral care were TOcused upon the provision OT 
specialists. Apart Tram the diTTiculties brought about by 
time and Tunding constraints, stresses were introduced into 
staTT relationships by a lack OT a shared understanding OT 
the ethics OT pastoral case-work between specialists and 
teachers. 
ReTerrals to outside agencies were constrained 
by the case load OT these agencies. Four OT the Tive 
schools reported increased demands Tor pastoral care, at a 
time OT specialist shortages and agency cut-backs. 
Other School staTT. All structures Tor the Tormal 
delivery OT pastoral care in the schools rested upon the 
role OT the Form teacher working daily with a group OT 
students. Form class time had been taken over by 
administrative matters. Findings OT the study showed that 
the attitudes OT some Form teachers were blamed Tor 
pastoral care Tailures. The majority OT Form teachers who 
participated in the study believed that their role was 
administrative and proTessionally unimportant. The 
structures which were based upon the Form teacher's 
knowledge OT, and relationship with his or her group OT 
students, stood to Tail iT this connection was not in 
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place. 
Evaluation of Pasto~al Ca~e and Accountability fo~ Outcomes 
The study showed an almost total lack of st~uctu~ed 
monito~ing and evaluation of pasto~al ca~e, despite the 
inclusion of the concept in School Development Plans. 
Because of this, the inf~a-st~uctu~e of pasto~al ~esou~ce 
expenditu~e could not be accounted fo~ and the success of 
outcomes could not be measu~ed. Only at School E was the~e 
any indication of plans to ~emedy this deficit in 1993. 
8.3 The Scenario 
Changes to Pasto~al Ca~e in the Five Schools 
An ongoing p~ocess of change in pasto~al ca~e 
p~og~ammes influenced the delive~y of the concept. 
The ~ate of change and a lack of guidance fo~ policies and 
plans could be seen as de-stabilising, within school 
o~ganizations which we~e al~eady coping with new 
impe~atives fo~ devolution of decision making int~oduced at 
system level. 
Policies and Plans. Changes which we~e ~epo~ted 
a~ose eithe~ f~om State initiatives to ~espond to t~uancy 
o~ f~om dissatisfaction with p~esent pasto~al st~uctu~es. 
All p~oposed policy changes we~e subject to thei~ 
acceptance, eithe~ by a new State Gove~nment, o~ by 
incoming P~incipals and staff, and might not mate~ialise. 
The advent of avenues of info~mation on pasto~al ca~e 
such as the Association fo~ Pasto~al Ca~e in Education, now 
linked to the National Association fo~ Pasto~al Ca~e in the 
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United Kingdom, could lead to a more informed approach to 
remedies for pastoral dysfunctions. In this study, 
however, only two out of twelve House Coordinators claimed 
membership of the Association. 
Changes to Organizational Structures. Changes 
introduced in this area arose from disquiet over the lack 
of delivery of pastoral care to the majority of students 
who were not manifesting symptoms of major behavioural 
problems. The uneven delivery at the level of Form classes 
was seen as a basis for difficulties. 
Changes to roles in pastoral care. The importance of 
pastoral care delivery to school policies and plans was 
evidenced in the appointment of teachers and specialists in 
new roles. The rate of change to teaching and specialist 
staff in all schools except School D, and to alterations to 
plans and policies which might follow staff movement, led 
to instability when projects were set in place, then 
altered or abandoned as their initiators left the schools. 
The Delivery of Pastoral Care 
While policies and plans for pastoral care were 
explicit in all five schools, a lack of evaluation made 
proof of delivery impossible in all cases except the Peer 
Group Support Scheme at School A. Findings in the study 
suggested that Form classes did not play their expected 
role in delivery, a role which was crucial if House and 
Year structures were to succeed. There were clear deficits 
in the training of teachers to carry out pastoral duties 
and in the ethics of case-work. This lack of ethical 
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awareness caused dys+unctions in the relationships between 
teachers and specialist sta++. Time +or specialist sta++ 
in the schools had been reduced which diminished the 
e++ectiveness a+ delivery at this level. 
Pastoral care had been marginalised by Ministry a+ 
Education policies and school organizational structures to 
the periphery a+ educational services. For those working 
as House or Year Coordinators the role was demanding and 
time-consuming, and without material reward. Teachers 
engaged in these tasks appeared to be committed and 
enthusiastic despite the demands made upon them. A 
minority a+ the Form teachers who participated in the study 
showed similar commitment, with the majority seeing their 
role as administrative rather than pastoral. A lack a+ 
system interest in, and support +or, the concept may have 
accounted +or the lack a+ importance attributed to 
pastoral roles a+ teachers in the schools, in comparison 
with their subject teaching responsibilities. 
Summary 
The research showed that the nature and extent a+ 
pastoral care provision in the +ive schools was a++ected by 
system indi++erence to the concept. The absence a+ 
training programmes +or teachers in pastoral care, coupled 
with little interest in, or access to, literature which 
dealt with the concept, could arise +ram this basic 
indi++erence at system level. Increased demands +or 
pastoral care at a time a+ decreased specialist provision, 
constraints upon available resources a+ time, space and 
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training for teachers, to help them meet the demands of 
student needs, contributed to problems being experienced in 
the five schools. 
There was no evidence of needs being assessed from the 
students' standpoint when pastoral care policies and plans 
were decided upon. Evaluation was almost non-existent, so 
that accountability could not be assured. 
The commitment and hard work of House and Year 
Coordinators was unrecognized by promotional status. The 
lack of system support for these roles and lack of guidance 
in pastoral strategies may have reinforced perceptions by 
teachers that pastoral care was an unimportant facet of the 
educational programmes of the schools. In turn these 
perceptions could lead to dysfunctions at Form class level, 
which threatened planned pastoral structures. 
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Appendix A 210 
CASE STUDIES OF THE FIVE PARTICIPANT SCHOOLS 
School A 
The Setting 
System Influences 
Funding. School A was in receipt of Priority Schools 
Program funding from Federal sources, a total o~ 
approximately SB,000 of which was used in the Peer Group 
Support programme. The school had also received from the 
State a special grant from the Youth Strateqies Commission 
to fund the salary of an Attendance Officer, and was 
expecting to receive funding of SB0,000 for a Crises and 
Re-Entry Centre in 1993 to re-integrate habitual truants 
into the school system. 
Effects of State policies. No special allowance was 
made in staffing to improve the staff/student ratio in view 
of the difficulties brought about by the school's socio-
economic setting. In 1992 School A had seventy six staff 
members and a roll of 940 students. 
Community setting. The low socio-economic setting of 
the school was blamed in the School Development Plan for 
the social and disciplinary problems of students. These 
were believed to be caused by transience, poverty, +amilv 
breakdown and unemployment. 
Community concerns. The school had been involved in 
giving evidence to the Committee on Youth A+fairs <Watkins. 
1992). A truancy rate of 16 per cent was reported. 
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Pastoral care concepts used in School A 
Definition of pastoral care. Asked in 1991 to define 
pastoral care the Acting Principal responded that 
"Pa~;;tot·cll car·0? involves fit"stly all sta-f-f. Th0? c::onc::f.:;?pt i E:. 
posit iv€':! and involve~~ classt .. oom t"elationships." 
School policies and plans 
Plans for pastoral care. School A had formulated a 
School Development Plan in line with the provisions in the 
Better Schools programme (1987). 
Plan listed five priority areas. 
The School Development 
Pastoral care was listed 
in 1992 as the fourth in four areas targeted for School 
I mp n:Jvement. Pastoral Care Aims and Policies included: 
''Thi::? pt"ovisicin of a c::at·ing envit"Dnment whicl"l c.,fferec:I a 
sense of security and of belonging; which valued each 
student regardless of gender, ethnic origin, scicio-economic 
status; which encouraged personal fulfilment and allciwed 
ft·eedom to E:.tucly 1,..Jithout c:list.t·ac:tion c:w disruption." 
School policies. Th<:?. i;:;c:hool opet·ated a ''Manc~ging 
Student Behaviciu1···'' pt·ogt·ammft and noted thii:\t dist-upt.iv0.~ 
students referred to that programme often responded by 
truanting, so that the process became a vicious circle. 
Truants being returned to school required individual 
attention to allow them to catc:h up with study units. The 
problem of providing such individual attention was seen by 
the school as being a major demand which oft.en went unmet 
because of scarce staff resources. This in turn was seen as 
leading to dissatis+action on the part of students and as 
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causing disruptive behaviour in classes. 
At School A a Peer Group Support scheme had operated 
for two years. This initiative was seen as the main form 
of positive pastoral care in the school. The scheme was 
run by the school Social Worker~ assisted by one teacher. 
Boundaries for pastoral care. Boundaries were set by 
the availability of resources. The bottom 10 per cent of 
students all but exhausted the school's pastoral resources 
according to the Head of Student Services. 
Organizational structures 
School A operated a House system with four Houses and 
with a Vertical structure of Form classes. Crisis support 
was provided by specialists in the Student Services team. 
One of the School Deputies had responsibility for 
overseeing pastoral care provision. A Head of Student 
Services had been appointed and 0.2 of his time was given 
over to coordinating pastoral care provision. He was 
responsible for the revitalised House system in 1992. The 
major pastoral care forums in 1992 were the House Committee 
and the Student Services Committee. The first was 
comprised of the Head of Student Services and the House 
Leaders~ while the second was made up of specialists at the 
school~ with the Head of Student Services. The Head of 
Student Services was also involved in the Managing Student 
Behaviour programme at School A. 
Resources for pastoral care 
Time allocations. Time for pastoral duties was 
allocated to the Head of Student Services and the four 
Appendix A 
House Leaders. 
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Form teachers had no special allocation of 
time for pastoral duties. The Peer Group Support programme 
was run by the School Social Worker along with one staff 
member, whose time allocation was set at 0.2 of her 
teaching programme. Apart from interview data from the 
Social Worker and the Attendance Officer, no further 
information was available on specialist resources at School 
A (see Difficulties Encountered in the Study). 
Funding. Programmes which were funded mainly from 
resources allocated through the Priority Schools 
Program, for example the Peer Group Support scheme, had 
to have this allocation re-a+firmed through an annual staff 
vote on priorities. This had led to the development of 
evaluation strategies for the programme which could be used 
to support the case for a continuation of funding. A 
special funding grant had been awarded to the school to 
allow the appointment of a full-time Attendance Officer. 
Half of the School Community Police Officer's salary was 
met by the Ministry of Education and half by the Police 
Force. The House Centre had been allocated the services of 
one secretary. The Crises and Re-Entry Programme was 
scneduled to attract $80,000 funding in 1993, with $100,000 
in subsequent years. 
Space allocation for pastoral care. The House Centre, 
including one private office for the Head of Student 
Services: Specialist offices. 
Roles in Pastoral Care 
At School A, the Head of Student Services was 
responsible for coordinating the House system, chairing the 
meetings of House Coordinators, collating House paints, 
supervising the Managing Student Behaviour programme, along 
with other administrative duties. Each House Coordinator 
took charge of one House, planned Hause activities and 
inter-House competitions, coordinated student House 
representatives and liaised with Form teachers. 
Specialist staff were engaged in dealing with student 
crises, counselling, health care, truancy control, 
improving student/police relationships. Form teachers took 
charge of one vertical grouping of students, liaised with 
their House Coordinator, and assisted with House 
hctivities. 
Peer Group Support staff trained Vear 10 volunteers to 
act as Group Leaders in Year 11, and planned the programme 
of activities for the Year 8 groups. 
Evaluation of Pastoral Care in School A 
Performance indicators set for the area of Pastoral 
Care in the School Development Plan: 
Students overcome educational disadvantage arising 
·ft·om: 1. Ethnicity. 2. PhysicaL, intf2llectuc::il, 
emotional deprivation. 3. Low socio-ecomomic 
status. 4. Gender. 
The Peer Group Support programme had structured 
evaluation in place in the third term of each year. 
This evaluation took the form of questionnaires issued to 
participating students, with suggestions being included in 
the following year's programme. No other evidence of 
evaluation of pastoral care was found in the course of data 
collection in 1992. 
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The Scenario 
Changes tn pastoral care provision in School A in 1992 
At School A pastoral strategies which responded to 
student crises had been the norm over past years, due to 
the multiple problems which the students faced in 
connection with the community setting of the school. 
Two out of four changes which were examined in 1992 
concerned the creation of new staff roles in pastoral care. 
Of the remaining two changes, one strategy reflected a 
decision to re-vitalise the House System. The other 
involved the planned setting-up, in 1993, of a Crises and 
Re-Entry Centre. 
In 1992 a new staff member with experience in working 
in pastoral care systems in other schools was appointed 
Head of Student Services at School A. With the support of 
the principal, he intended to introduce a revised and 
strengthened House system modelled on those in schools 
where he had previously worked. 
The appointment of the Attendance Officer was regarded 
in School A as a pastoral care strategy. The role of the 
Attendance Df+icer was to check truancy figures and to 
follow those up with individual students. 
In conjunction with this, and as an outcome of the 
findings of the Committee on Youth Affairs <Watkins, 1992), 
the school expected to receive funding to set up a Centre 
in 1993 through which habitual truants would be given the 
opportunity to rejoin the normal school system (the 
C.A.R.E. project). Planning for this centre was under way 
in 1992. 
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The changes which had been put in place in School~. 
in three of the four instances. reflected administrative 
responses to the problems which the school organization had 
in dealing with the crises situations which faced many of 
the school's students. The attempt by the School 
Administration and the Head of Student Services to re-
vitalise the House system was 
hampered by the high levels of pastoral care demands which 
the school experienced. 
The Delivery of Pastoral Care at School A 
In 1992 delivery of pastoral care at School A was 
planned with the House system and the Peer Group Support 
programme being seen as the major proactive strategies. 
The House initiatives meant that House Leaders met with the 
Head of Student Services on a weekly basis. House 
activities took place at lunchtime and were intended to be 
fun with House points to be scored by students and small 
prizes to be won (chocolate Fredda frogs>. 
Pastoral care was, however, delivered mainly through 
reactive strategies in response to crises. This form of 
delivery occupied a the bulk of time available. Ideally 
all staff would deliver pastoral care in their classrooms. 
but this delivery is seen as patchy depending upon the 
personalities involved. No data regarding the role of Form 
teachers in School A was forthcoming, as responses to 
written questions were not returned by the end of 1992. 
Neither was observation of meetings of the Student Services 
Committee possible because of the sensitive nature o~ 
p 1-··oc:f:?ed i ng i;;. 
Schcml B 
The St:'t t i m;_I 
Svstem Plans and Policies 
Funding. School 8 had access to +u.nding from Federal 
Sources through the Priority Schools Program. 
Part of this allocation was used in the Empowering Students 
There was no special State funding 
available to School 8 for pastoral care. The salary of the 
School Chaplain was met by local churches. 
Community Setting. School B had a mixed socio-
economic: setting. One particular area had very low socio-
economic status, and students from there had multiple 
One quarter of the school's students came from 
country areas and lived as boarders at a nearby hostel. 
School B had a roll in 1992 of around one thousand. one 
hundred and eighty students. 
Pastoral Care Concepts Adopted at School B 
Definitions of pastoral care. Pastoral care was 
defined by the Acting Principal at School Bas 
''C;;:1.1···ing ·fc:it .. tht:~ gE,:nE~1-·.-:1l tl\Jell····being o+ student~,;. 
This includes emotional, physical, and social aspects. 
At the same time it involves setting limits on 
unacccepta.ble bt?.haviout· ta teach ~se:tf··-dif.,;ciplinE~." 
21C 
School B Policies and Plans 
School B had formulated a School Development Plan in 
response to the requirements of the Better Schools 
programme (1987) with five priority areas. 
1992 were listed as: 1. Curriculum; 2. Empowering Students. 
3. Staff Development. 4.Community Participation, 5. 
FacilitiE:s, H€c)alt.1"1 ~,ind Sa+ety. (Schoc:il B Df2v0,ilopmE~nt F'lc\n, 
Pastoral care was subsumed under the area o~ 
Empowering Students. This at··eci hacl as,; it.·,:; qoal '' ~:Jt:udE)nt::· 
to take responsibility for their direct.ions educationally 
E:i.nd ~.;;oc:ial ly at EkhooJ. B. 11 (School B DE~velopmerrt F'la.n 
1992) • 
The adoption of the Empowering Students strategy and 
an emphasis upon the benefits of positive thinking had led 
to the qoals which were set for the pastoral area of the 
school resource allocation. The school had decided to 
promote academic excellence as its major curriculum 
The Empowering Students programme was introduced 
on the initiative o+ the School Principal in 1992, from an 
idea in American educational literature. 
Boundaries Set for the Provision of Pastoral Care 
in School B 
Staff, such as the School Psychologist, the School 
Social Worker. the School Community Police Officer, the 
Chaplain, and the Nurse had ethical and organizational 
boundaries which defined their remits. 
Organizational Structures for Pastoral Care at School B 
The Deputy Principal 1n charge of Student Services was 
line manager for pastoral care provision and the full-time 
Coordinator of Student Services reported to him. The 
school had four Houses, each with a House Leader (the 
Coordinator of Student Services acted as House leader for 
l E'::i::\V :i. :'!CJ teachers in charge .1 •• 1 ••••••• l..i II:::: 
remaining three Houses). The House Coordinators arranged 
all the activities of the House Group, and assisted in the 
monitoring and coordination of the Managing Student 
Behaviour programme. Each Hause was divided into vertical 
Fonn g r·oups. 
Resource allocation for pastoral care in School B. 
Time allocations. The post of Coordinator of Student 
Services was a full-time non-teaching appointment, 
initially for two years, but with the option to carry on 
for a third year. To allow a non-teaching post to be 
created, the allocation of time to the other three House 
Coordinators was reduced. The School Psychologist spent 
two days each week in the school~ the School Nurse's post 
was a full-time one~ and the Social Worker spent one day 
each week in the school. The Chaplain was to work 1n the 
School for three days each week and the School Community 
Police Officer Mad two and a half days each week scheduled 
Funding for Pastoral Care at School B 
Actual sums allocated from the school budget were not 
available, though the Acting Principal suggested that 
around 11 per cent of the school's funds were spent in the 
area of pastoral care. The Empowering Students programme 
attracted eleven and a half thousand dollars o+ Priority 
P1 p p 1::,, r-ic:i i ;.; P1 '.?20 
Schools Program funding. Almost fifteen thousand dollars 
from the same source was contributed to the salary of the 
Coordinator of Student Services. The Chaplain's salary was 
met by local churches. 
Space allocated for pastoral care. ThE." HoussF,, Cf2nt r·e.· 
was located in what had been the caretaker's cottage. The 
Coordinator of Student Services and three House 
Coordinators shared one small room in this centre. The 
Social Worker. the School Psychologist. the School 
Community Police Officer and the Community Liaison Officer 
had individual offices in the building. 
Roles in Pastoral Care in School B 
Coordinator of Student Services. Coot·· di nat.c~d the 
activities of Student Services personnel; supported the 
provision of pastoral care to students; supervised the 
Empowering Students Priority Area; promoted the House/Form 
Hou~;c-:!· 9t·oup. (Job Desc:,···iption. Coor·din<"::1to1··· o+: f3tudent 
House Coordinator. Coordinate the activities of 
one House group~ supported the provision o+ pastoral care 
to students; assisted with the implementation of the 
Empowering Students Priority Area projects; 
facilitated communication in the House/Form structures. 
(Job description. House Leader. 1992) 
Form Teacher. Takes responsibility for one 
vertical Form group within a particular House. 
House Leaders witn House activities. 
Socia 1 v-ioi·· ke1··. The School Social Worker is 
employed by the Ministry of Education and is a public 
The main focus of the service is to assist 
schools to deal with the students social, emotional and 
behavioural problems. the causes of which are 
considered to be predominantly outside the classroom or 
ssc hoo 1. ( aol::i D0?sc 1··· 1pt ion. Sc:hoo 1 \>Joi-- kt?.1·- • 1 '/9::;~ > 
School Community Police Officer. The main objective 
of the School Community Police Programme is to further the 
concept of community policing into schools, and by doing 
so. improve the attitude of students to police and the law. 
(Job description, School Community Police Officer, 1992) 
Chaplain. The Chaplain is in the school in a 
counselling role rather than representing any particular 
religious denomination. 
School Nurse. Health care throughout tne school. 
Health counselling. 
School Psychologist. Deals with social and 
behavioural problems of individual students within the 
<:.;choo 1. Counselling on behaviour modification skills. 
Evaluation of pastoral care in School B 
Performance indicators, set in the School Development 
Plan for the area, were expected to form the basis +or an 
evaluation of the Empowering Students Programme which was 
to be carried out by the Coordinator of Student Services at 
the end of 1992, with the results being presented t~ the 
Sc:t·H::iol Counc 1 l. 
.,:.:...::.~. 
Changes to Pastoral Care Provision at School B 
Interviews with the Acting Principal of School B in 
1992, and the Deputy Principal whose responsibility 
pastoral care became when roles changed with the 
i::·1··· i. nc: i pa 1 '' s t .. et i 1·-ement. i r-1 F·f,?t,1···u.ar· v 1992, i nc:I i cat.ed t. hc1t. • in 
1992, administrative views of pastoral care provision 
differed from formal school plans. 
These differences were not so much of form as of 
emp r°li::1s is. Where the School Principal in 1991 nad 
considered the Coordinator of Student Services to be the 
"key" to pastor·al caxe pt-ovision. the Acting Pr-inc::1pi:d 
nominated foux sets of "key pet-sonne 1", starting v-J it h the 
Princ::ipal and Deputies. moving through classroom teachers, 
to the specialist support staff. and finally to House 
The appointment of a full-time administrative 
Coordinator of Student Services had been made by the 
Principal in 1991, to take effect from the beginning of 
lhe incumbent would work from the House Centre and 
would be linked into the Maze Administrative Computing 
~,vstem. The line-manager for the post would be a nominated 
Deputy Principal. Duties associated with the position 
included supervising the Managing Student Behaviour 
proqramme in liaison with the school's Heads o+ Department. 
With the retiral of the Principal the role o+ Coordinator 
of Student Services seemed to move from promoting student 
empowerment to acting as an assistant to the school 
Ueput:J.es. 
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At the beginning of 1992, School B acquired tne 
services of a School Community Police Officer who also 
worked from the school's House centre. The appointment 
process meant that the school had applied ta have a police 
officer allocated to it. and had satisfied the criteria for 
such an appointment to be made. A Joint Police and 
Ministry of Education committee haa agreed to the 
appointment. The School Based Police Officer was seen as a 
member of the Student Services team but was responsible to 
her superiors in the police force. The role was seen as 
one of relationship building and had no law enforcement 
facets except in exceptional circumstances within the 
school. 
During the course of the year the school also 
appointed a Chaplain as a member of the Student Services 
team. The appointee was already commissioned as Chaplain 
to the Boarding Hostel which housed almost a quarter of 
School B's student population. The Chaplain was appointed 
by local Church groups and the Churches Commission for 
Education, in consultation with the Ministry of Education. 
He was responsible to the church groups which had appointed 
him. 
The Delivery of Pastoral Care in School 8 
The House Coordinators at School 8 had been appointed 
by the Principal. All were young and had an averaqe seven 
years teaching experience. As part of their role, in 
February 1992, the House Coordinators had had 48 student 
contacts through the M.S.8. programme, 20 Staff contacts 
{1ppenc:I :i. >; (1 
and 21 parent contacts. They had counselled 37 students 
and issued 17 progress reports. A quiz competition had 
been held, along with a staff/ student softball match. The 
f,ChDCil h,Jd fou.ncjEicj a ''club'' i•.Jhic:h c;Ji::\VE',? 1···E~coqn:i.tion t.c:i <:Ill 
those gaining T.E.E. scores in excess of 400, a Valentine's 
day prDmotion had been organized and the Year 11 
orientation day had been held. (Student Services Update, 
School B, Feb. 1992) 
In School B the main thrust of formal pastoral care 
delivery took place through the activities of the 
Coordinator of Student Services and the House Coordinators. 
The Vertical form structure was put in place two years ago 
wnen the school made decisions regarding the flexibility o~ 
academic courses. This flexibility allowed students who 
were performing either above or below the norm for their 
age group to be taught in classes with students older or 
younger than themselves. When this strategy was 
implemented Year form groups were abandoned anc Vertical 
form groups introduced. Year coordinators were no longer 
used and the emphasis was placed on delivery through the 
Specialist staff had no structured meetings with the 
Coordinator of Student Services or House Coordinators and, 
in 1992, operated an informal system of liaison with him 
and with their fellow specialists in the scnool. 
situation has arisen through time constraints in the role 
of the Coordinator of Student Services and was seen in 
interviews with specialist staff at School Bas a 
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limitation upon the effectiveness of their role. 
The resources available to the school in some areas 
had decreased. For example. the school Social Worker two 
years ago served only School Band four of the fPeder 
primaries. In 1992 she was based in two Senior High 
Schools (School 8 being one) and also had to service six 
feeder schools with thirteen other schools as clients on an 
'on-call' basis. Any crisis 1n one of these scnools would 
take her away from School B even when she was expected to 
0P tnere and made scheduling of activities very difficult. 
The School Police Officer. the Guidance Officer and 
the Chaplain were newcomers to School Bin 1992, as were 
approximately twenty five per cent of the staff. The time 
taken to establish relationships with fellow staff members 
and with students might be expected to affect pastoral care 
delivery in the school. The School Police Officer noted in 
interview that. for the first part of the year. she did not 
have the same rapport with students that had existed in an 
earlier school after a period o+ time. There were still 
areas of the school where contact with students was 
difficult. 
The House Centre. At School B the concept of a House 
Centre as a base for pastoral activities was a lynch-pin in 
the Empowering Students programme. The Centre was small 
and cramped. The object of the establishment of a House 
Centre was to have an area where students would find 
someone to deal with their problems at all times. However. 
the Coordinator was often called ta meetings in the new 
Administrative winq of the school. lhe House Coordinators 
were restricted in the time they could spend in the centre 
by their own departmental and teaching commitments. 
result of these constraints the House Centre office was not 
always manned. and although other staff might be in the 
building, the problems which presented themselves might not 
fall within their remit. Information provided as part of 
for an extended House Centre were 1n place, ....... ··' -:::!.i 11...l 
expectations were that more specialist time would become 
available to the school in 1993. 
l::ichool C 
ThE: ~;f:::ttj.ng 
Effects of System Policies and Plans 
No special funding for pastoral care was provided to 
Sc: hc:io 1 C. The School had formulated a Schc:iol Development 
Plan in response to Ministry of Education Policy and 
Guidelines (1989). 
Communitv Effects 
School C was set in bushland surroundings in an upper 
socio-economic area. Tne parents and students represented. 
l~~L. however, the effects of economic recession were seen 
cy the Student Welfare Committee to be taking a toll upon 
the stability and prosperity of the schools' families. 
Both parents in many families worked to support the 
affluent lifestyles enJoyed in the area, some naving more 
The spectre of unemployment nad become 
.-···1· .. ·t··: .. 
. 1:: •. 1::. / 
reality for a proportion of these parents~ with devastating 
effects on ~he security of homes and the stability of 
Student threats of self-harm were increasing. as 
were incidences of the use of drugs and alcohol, and of 
students leaving home. 
School Administrative Policies and Plans for Pastoral 
At School L, Development Plan priorities concentrated 
u1 . .Ju11 ''F'os;t Compuls-:;or·y '.::;chool:i.ng''~ t,,1ith no mE2ntion u+ 
Pastoral care programmes were, however, 
prominently featured in the school's introductory leaflets. 
The school had an established Peer Group Support programme. 
Boundaries for Pastoral Care 
The school had access to the services of a Nurse 
and, for three days each week, a School Psychologist. 
Social Work assistance was given where possible by the 
local Department of Community Services. The Acting 
Principal was concerned that the school be seen as an 
educational establishment rather than a social service. 
Organizational structures for pastoral care 
Year Coordinators and Year based Form classes. 
Chad based its organizational structures for pastoral care 
on a system of five Year Coordinators working with Form 
classes at each Year level. In theory~ the Coordinator ana 
Form teachers would move up the school with their Year 
In practice, staff changes made this outcome rare. 
At School C major planning decisions were taken cy the 
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Staff Association. All five Year Coordinators, alonq with 
the Acting Principal, one Deputy, and specialist staff 
formed the Welfare Committee. This was a sub-committee of 
the main Staff Association. so that proposals from the 
Welfare Committee were taken to the Staff Association far 
ratification. 
Resources for Pastoral Care 
Time allocations. In 1992 the time available for Form 
classes at School Chad been reduced. One Year Coordinator 
considered that this was a result of a change to 
computerised time-tacling. The Deputy responsible for 
timetables contested this, and attributed the reduction to 
staff resistance to Form class duties. Where twenty 
minutes had been allocated each day for Form class time in 
previous years, in 1992 ten minutes was allocated on tnree 
days, with the twenty minute block remaininq on the other 
two days. 
Funding. School Chad no access to special funding 
such as the Priority Schools Program. Eacn Year 
Coordinator had a Special Responsibility Allowance which 
the school had allocated for pastoral care. 
~pace. The Vear Coordinators at School C worked from 
two Year Centres. The ~irst was situated in the Lower 
School block and served Years 8.9. and 10 students, so 
three Coordinators shared this area. The second was placed 
... ,,M,,• . 
.. :: .. ,::.7 
near the Senior Common Room and was used by tne Year 11 and 
A drawback to this arrangement was that a 
communication gap might exist between Upper and Lower 
School Year Coordinators. since they did not share a common 
c:: c:~ n t: t·· f:? " Specialist staff at School Chad their own 
One of the Deputies at School C was responsible for 
coordinating Student Services, of which pastoral care was 
seen as a component. 
Year Coordinators. The Year Coordinators were 
,;f_:;p;2c1ally St:!lE'!!cted fot·· t.heiit· skillf,; in m<':':1naqinq pE0 up1r,:'' 
The success of the Year 
system depended upon this selection and the enthusiasm and 
drive of the Coordinators. Each Year Coordinator took 
responsibility for one Year cohort of students. 
responsibilities varied depending upon the stage their 
students were at in the school. For example, the Year 8 
Coordinator took planning responsibility for the transition 
of students from primary to secondary school. 
members of the school's Welfare Committee. The 
Coordinators' role had no disciplinary component, although 
they might counsel students who were experiencing 
disciplinary problems. Each Coordinator liaised with the 
Form teachers who worked with his or her Year Group. 
Specialist staff. Both the School Psychologist and 
the School Nurse worked in the scnool for only part of the 
This arrangement caused concerns to teaching staff 
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who nad ta deal with crises in the absence of specialist 
help. Issues were arising wnich the school nao no 
mecnanisms to deal with. The issues 1nvolvec use of drugs, 
sexual behaviour of students~ family breakdown and teenaqe 
unemployment prospects. A concern was expressed that manv 
of the students were depressed and threats of suicide were 
not unknown. For social work support the school relied 
upon the local Department of Communitv Services. but the 
consensus was that this department's resources were 
strained and little help was forthcoming from this source. 
A further issue was becoming more evident at School C. 
The school accepted students from areas outside tne school 
catchment. When these students arrived at tne beginning of 
Year 8 they lacked the preparation for transition ta the 
school which pupils at the feeder Primaries obtained 
through the work of the Year 8 Coordinator. One facet of 
pastoral provision therefore was missing for tnese 
students. A more serious problem arose when senior 
students from other schools sought admission to School C to 
complete their schooling or to repeat Year 12 1n an effort 
to better their T.E.E. scores. These changes seemed to 
occur as a result of parent or student dissatisfaction with 
the previous school. The students, however, had 
experienced difficulties and School c. in accepting tnem, 
had to make academic and pastoral resource allowance to 
remedy these problems. The question arose as to whether 
the school could continue to provide for these students at 
what might be the expense of students who nad attended the 
school for years. 
The role of the Form teacner was seen 
as crucial ta the delivery of pastoral care at School C. 
Concern was expressed by the Acting Principal, the Deputy, 
and the Year Coordinators, that for some teachers tnere was 
little interest in a pastoral role. Forty members of the 
teaching staff acted as Form teachers, so a lack of 
enthusiasm at this level could lead to a deficit 1n 
del :i. \/~,,,t .. V. Tne Welfare Committee were excloring options to 
circumvent this problem. Solutions proposec had, by the 
end of data collection. been rejected by the main Staff 
nssoc i Elt 1 on. 
Evaluation of Pastoral Care 
Evaluation of pastoral care delivery was considered .1 •• •••• i...i....1 
be extremely difficult. if not impossible. at School C. 
The Acting Principal believed that the ethos of tne scnool 
demonstrated a caring atmosphere. The Deputy was of tne 
opinion that the performance indicators set +or pr1or1tv 
areas in the School Development Plan would enable pastoral 
care to be evaluated. The only +ormal evaluation wn1ch was 
shown was a questionnaire relating to staff reactions to 
the Ye!at .. d t 1· .. an~, it i. on 1....c:11111 .. ). 
Cnanges to Pastoral Care Provision 
The maJor changes reported at Scnool C in 1992 
reflected concerns with the delivery of pastoral care. 
The reluctance of a percentage of teachers to become 
involved in the pastoral care of their Form group nae led 
to deficits in tnis area. In tne view of the Deputy~ this 
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eluctance was a contributinc factor 1n the decision to 
lessen Form time. 
The Welfare Committee submitted proposals for changed 
Form structures to the school Staff Association. These 
suggested that teacners volunteer to act as tutors to 
groups of students believed to need this extra 
support. Staff who did not want to undertake this role 
would carry out other duties to free the tutors for tnis 
work. Form class time would become purely administrative. 
A majority of the Staff Association either opposeo 
these changes or abstained from voting on them. The 
Welfare Committee~ by the end of data collection, were 
revising their strategy to make it more acceptable. 
School D 
The Setting 
The Effects of System Policies 
School D did not have access to Priority Schools 
Program ~unding. At the time o+ this study the School 
Development Plan for School D was incomplete. 
Cammunitv effects 
School D was set in an upper socio-economic community. 
The d1str1ct had been developed in the recent past from 
wnat nad been originally a lower socio-economic setting. 
The changes in housing had led to a fall in the school's 
roll, which 1n 1992 stood at 610 students. Of these, 140 
haa joined the scnool in Year 11 in the Intensive Language 
Course--students from overseas who had little or no command 
of English. 
Pastoral care concepts adopted at School D 
The definition offered cv the Principal at School D 
needs a~ our students and our ability to have structures 
1 n p J. act~ t. o r· E=.· s:; p D n ci a pp ,.- op 1·· i at: e J. v to t h E· s e • '' 
The Pastoral Care policv was defined as: 
an attempt to personal:i.se the scnool experience for 
students ano staff. 
p1··c;v1uir1q q1··ec::-1te1··· scopF2 fot·· ,_i1\·,.~ i:,e1··s;on,:::i.L i:1.nc1 s;.c::,c::1.,':"t.l. 
development of students. 
an attempt to reduce the aegree of alienation 
experienced 1n tne school situation. 
providing a PDsitive SLIPPDrt system fDr the 
varying needs of all students and staff. 
lManaging Student Behaviour: A Whole Scnool 
Approach. School D policy document, 1991. p. 16) 
School Administrative Policies and Plans for Pastoral 
While the School Development Plan was incomplete, 
School D nae published deta1lea pians for the area of 
Stuaent Services. Part of these plans related to the 
school's pastoral care programme. Pastoral care operatea 
unc:iE>1··· th(0? umu1···f,?l la c)f Utuclent ~:if:,'1···v1cf:~s·' =1.ncJ i,11mt:.~d ''tCi 
1cent1fy students at risk emDt1onally. socially and1or 
provide students and parents with support and assistance 1n 
a variety of areas. I n p c:1 r· t i. c u l -:::\ r· , i t s E' e k s t. o e r: ,,:1. o J. "=-' 
students to achieve their full potential by offering a 
Other Student Services Proqrammes 
behaviour. nealth education, camps, extra - curricular 
.::':·1.C t i \/ 1 t 1 E~::; ... 11 (Student Services Pastoral Care Policy, 
be hoo l D ., i 111?'.? > .. 
Boundaries for pastoral care in School D 
The school's boundary setting for pastoral care was 
governed by available resources and expertise. b t. u cl F,, n t. s,; 
wnose needs could not be met Dy the scnool were referred to 
external agencies for nelp. 
Orqan1zat1onal Structures for Pastoral Care 
School D nad adopted a House system with Year Form 
qt .. OUP'5. In tneory one teacher woulu continue to worK 
witn the same form group as they travelled up the school. 
This outcome would, of course. only be achieved 1f the 
staff member stayed at the school. Initially students were 
placed in Form classes by a system of random distriout1on, 
including the students in the Intensive Language Course. 
There was a ten minute House period each morning. 
There were +our elected House Coordinators 1n charge 
of House activities. fhe House System at Scnoal D was seen 
2:-tis ''tt1E· ~;;t.r-uc:tut .. E· ti .. it·ou.gh wh1cn the pt·1nc:iplE·~; cf tl"',1::,, 
Past 01··· a .l Ci:.". t .. e Po 1 i c: y bii:2 imp 1 i::,mf::: nt E,: c1 '' ( :3t udf::· nt. 5e i·· \/ :i. c: ·=-~'::; 
pol icy :Lec.i.flet.). School D hao as one of its maJor staff 
committees a Pastoral Care Committee. Members 1nc:1uded the 
Pr1nc1pal. one Deputy, the Guidance Officer, the School 
Nurse. representatives of staff, of the House Coordinators 
and of the Intensive Language Course staff. 
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This Committee was closely involved with the Managing 
Student Behaviour programme in School D~ a programme which 
was seen in this school as part of pastoral care provision. 
A sub-committee dealt with sensitive pastoral issues. 
Resources for Pastoral Care at School D 
Time allocations. At School D the House Coordinators 
time was not included in pastoral resources. Form classes 
took up ten minutes each morning. Every week, one forty 
minute period was given over to House activities. A 
Pastoral Care Committee met each week for thirty minutes. 
The time of specialist staff was taken as being used in 
pastoral care. 
Funding for pastoral care. School D had no access to 
special funding. The salaries of specialist staff 
accounted for the bulk of spending on pastoral care at 
School D. 
Space allocation. The contract room in the Managing 
Student Behaviour programme was counted as part of pastoral 
provision. Specialist staff had individual offices. 
Roles in Pastoral Care 
Specialist Staff. The school had the services of a 
School Nurse and a School Psychologist (referred to as the 
Guidance Officer). Pastoral care took the form of work 
with individual students in crises. Cases were reviewed 
weekly--either in the main Pastoral Care Committee, or in a 
sub-committee. 
Form teachers. A line o~ re~erral was in place which 
assumed that, unless a parent chose to go directly to the 
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Administration, the Form Teacher would act as contact 
between the school and the parents of their group. The 
Form teacher could consult specialists. The provision that 
the Form teacher would move up the school with his/her 
group was intended to further the growth of a good 
relationship between teacher and students. 
Evaluation of Pastoral Care 
Evaluation of the Pastoral Care Committees actions 
took the form of re-assessment and monitoring of each case 
at a case conference held weekly. 
The Scenario 
Changes to Pastoral Care 
Changes to pastoral care programmes at School D 
related to concerns for the protection of the 
confidentiality of case-work. Specialist staff believed 
that the forum of the main Pastoral Care Committee did not 
offer this protection. With the School Principal, they 
formed a sub-committee which dealt with confidential 
matters in detail and reported back in a general manner to 
the main committee. 
Teachers referred students with problems through a 
system of entering details of the referral in a note book 
which was kept in the School office. To overcome problems 
in communicating the outcomes "of referrals back to 
teachers, the School Nurse had developed a system of return 
slips for individual teachers which documented the steps 
that the Pastoral Care Committee was taking in regard to 
each referral. 
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Delivery of Pastoral Care 
-~~-, 
~~, 
The maJor factor which influenced the delivery of 
pastoral care at School D was the school's perception of 
pastoral care as crises responsive and specialist 
orientated. From this perception flowed the roles of House 
Coordinators as organizers of activities, who saw 
themselves as not being in a pastoral role, and Form 
teachers as being the channel for pastoral care referrals. 
The size of School D meant that the delivery of pastoral 
care, as envisaged in formal plans, was more likely to 
occur, especially at junior school level. 
By Year 11, however, the school had taken 
responsibility for a large number of students (140 in 1992) 
who were not only new to School D, but were new to 
Australia. These students spoke little if any English and 
worked in the Intensive language Course Centre with their 
own staff, some of whom spoke their native language in 
addition to English. 
Within the House system at School D these students 
were randomly assigned to Form classes. The lack of 
understanding of English must have affected the degree 
to which information could be communicated either to this 
group of students by English speaking Form teachers, or to 
the Form teachers by the students themselves. 
Form teachers were seen by the school as the first 
point of contact for students~ and were crucial in the 
implementation of pastoral care policies. The language 
barrier must have limited the effectiveness of policies for 
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the pastoral care of these students. 
School E 
The Setting 
System policv effects 
Despite areas of low-socio economic status in the area 
of the school~ School D had not applied for Priority 
Schools Program funding. A draft School Development Plan 
was in place and was being finalised during 1992. Frequent 
changes of Principal over the past four years were held by 
the Chaplain and administrative staff to have delayed the 
finalisation of this Plan. 
Community effects 
The area in which School D was set had pockets of 
affluence. Children in these areas often attended private 
schools which were nearby. The remainder of the school 
catchment area was of low socio-economic status. Of the 
students at School D, the Chaplain estimated that 25 per 
cent would come from families in receipt of security 
benefits. The area included many State housing dwellings 
which were rented~ leading to a high degree of transience 
in the school population. 
The Scene 
Pastoral Care Concepts "Adopted at School E 
The definition of pastoral care offered by the 
Principal at School E in 1992 stated'' Pastoral care 
looks a+ter the physical, mental, and social health and 
well-being o+ each student.'' The school ethos statement in 
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including respect and tolerance for the rights and beliefs 
of others, to maintain the highest possible standard of 
education and equity of opportunity in a caring 
School Plans and Policies for Pastoral Care 
At School E, the area of pastoral care was 
subsumed under the heading of the priority area of 
''Social Justice -- Stucj(:;~nt i;Jelfal"'·e'' in the most t"f:.?cent 
draft of the School Development Plan <1991). The pu.1·-posf2 
of this area was stated as: 
To ensure optimal educational and social outcomes 
for all students. 
To ensure for all students an equity of access to 
school resources. 
At School E three priority areas were set out in the 
Draft Development Plan prepared at the end of 1991. The 
first was Literacy and Numeracy, the second Social Justice 
/Student Welfare, and the third was Post Compulsory 
Ge hm:i l i n<J. The area of pastoral care provision was 
subsumed under the headings of Social Justice 
Welfan?. Pastoral care provision in School E was conceived 
as encompassing the work of the Pastoral Care Committee, 
the Managing Student Behaviour Programme, the 25th Period 
Programme~ Study Skills I Social Skills, the Form Class 
System, and the Identi+ication of At Risk Students. 
School E centred its pastoral care provision in 1992 
around the work of the Pastoral Care Committee. 
committee comprised the specialist staff 1n the school and 
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the Deputy Principal with responsibility for Student 
The Pastoral Care Committee was one of six 
operational committees listed at School E, and in terms cf 
the determination of school policy, came within what was 
designated as the 11aintenancE=: Program. (School E pol icy 
Boundaries for Pastoral Care 
Boundaries for pastoral care were fixed by the 
resources available to the school. The Chaplain would make 
visits to students' homes. if invited. At District level 
the Deputy saw the role of the District Welfare Officer as 
helpful in contacts with the students homes, and in 
referring problems to the school specialist team. 
Organizational Structures for Pastoral Care at School E 
The school was organized into four Houses, each with a 
House Leader. The House system was used as the vehicle far 
the improvement of school spirit and school tone, through a 
programme of activities at lunch times and during Period 25 
(one hour each week set aside for House activities). At 
School Ethe Houses were divided into vertical Form groups 
and Form teachers were expected have the same group 
throughout their secondary education, to promote the growth 
of an inter-personal relationship between the teacher and 
the students in the Group. In fact, as the Chaplain 
pointed out, the movement of staff, and student changes 
made this outcome rare. 
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The area of pastoral area had been divided two years 
ago into two separate committee remits. This stemmed from 
concerns over the protection of the confidentiality of 
proceedings if teaching staff attended case-study meetings. 
The House Leaders, therefore, were not represented at 
Pastoral Care Committee meetings and the Deputy Principal 
(Student Services> acted in School E as Coordinator for all 
pastoral care matters. Referrals to the committee would 
come to her via the teaching staff, or might go directly as 
informal comment to specialist staff, demonstrating the 
separation of House Coordinators from the official delivery 
structures for pastoral care. 
Resources 
Time allocations. Ten minutes each day was allocated 
at School E as a Form period. In addition the school 
allowed one hour each week (Period 25) for House 
activities. All specialist time in the school was given to 
pastoral care. Weekly Pastoral Care Committee meetings 
were scheduled, as were weekly meetings of the House 
Coordinators. 
Funding. Despite the low socio-ecomomic setting of 
most of School E's catchment area, in 1992 School E was not 
in receipt of Priority Schools Program funding. Funding 
for pastoral care provision came from the school's budget, 
with the exception of the Chaplain's salary, which was met 
by the local Churches and by a contribution from the school 
P.and C. Committee. 
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Space. The specialist staff at School E had their 
offices. Pastoral Care Committee meetings were held in a 
conference area divided from the staff room by a folding 
screen. House Leaders met in the locker area of the sports 
complex. 
RoleQ in Pastoral Care at School E 
The Deputy. The Deputy Principal (Student Services) 
at School E appeared to hold a pivotal role in formal 
pastoral care provision. She chaired the weekly meetings 
of the Pastoral Care Committee and. when possible, attended 
the House Coordinators• weekly meeting. She expected that 
Form teachers would refer students at risk to the Pastoral 
Care Committee through her office. The Deputy had worked 
in the school for eight years and was also in charge of the 
Managing Student Behaviour programme in the school. M.S.B. 
referrals were sent to the Guidance Officer (School 
Psychologist) in the first place, so that he could counsel 
the student involved. The Deputy Principal liaised closely 
with the District School Welfare Officer who dealt with 
truancy in the school area. 
House Coordinators. The House Coordinators appeared 
to function in a peripheral role to the mainstream pastoral 
care focus in the school. The House System was concerned 
with school tone, whole school group activities, and Period 
25 (a 1 hour flexi-period, either with classes in Form 
rooms or out at activities). The Principal at School E had 
come to the school at the beginning of 1992. In a written 
response to questions the Principal viewed the role of the 
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House Leaders as central to pastoral care provision, along 
with each member of the school staff. This notion of 
centrality was not supported by the practices which 
appeared to be in place in formal pastoral care 
provision at School E, though these practices were under 
review in 1992. The Hause Leaders saw their role as 
providing group pastoral care through House activities, 
while the Committee provided care on a one-to-one level. 
Specialist staff. The Chaplain had served in the 
school for three years. She spent three days each week in 
the school at the beginning of 1992, but during the year 
the Parents and Citizens Group undertook to raise funds to 
pay salary for one further day in the school. There was no 
official religious component in her role, but rather she 
acted as a friend and counsellor to students. 
was a member of the Pastoral Care Committee. 
The Chaplain 
The School Nurse was new to School E in 1992. Her 
role was to provide emergency medical treatment and to 
counsel students on health matters. The nurse was in 
School Eon Monday and Tuesday, on Wednesday mornings and 
on Fridays. 
Committee. 
She was a member of the Pastoral Care 
The Guidance o++icer <School Psychologist) had 
been allocated more time at the local p1·imary school in 
1992, which left less time available for work in School E. 
The school Social Worker was in School Eon Mondays and 
Tuesdays. 
Form Teachers. The Form Teachers' role at School E 
was crucial according to the Deputy Principal. Their 
commitment to the job varied. Ideally, parents would come 
to know them by name and one facet of their role was to 
contact parents about student absences or any other 
concerns. Form teachers referred students to specialist 
help and liaised with the House Coordinators on Period 25 
ctctivities. 
Evaluation of Pastoral care at School E 
In the Draft Development Plan for School E performance 
indicators for the area of Social Justice and Student 
Welfare were set as: 
1. The extent to which all students develop 
confidence to explore and develop their areas of 
strength and weakness. 
2. The extent to which all students participate in 
the school curricula and extra curricula (sic) 
offf.?r- i ngs. 
3. The extent to which the school supports the 
emotional, physical and social needs o+ all 
·:students. 
4. The extent to which students accept 
responsibility for themselves and show respect, 
consideration and concern for the rights of others. 
( :::3chool E Dt·a.ft DevG?lopment Plan. 1991). 
Per+ormance indicators for the area of Social Justice 
and Student Welfare were expected to provide evaluation of 
pasto1··a1 ca1···e. These performance indicators were further 
broken down into sub-headings to indicate how the criteria 
would be seen to have been met at school level. 
for example. would be based upon the use the students made 
of the Nurse, Chaplain, Social Worker, Guidance Officer and 
the pastoral care team, based upon self-referral figures 
and figures showing staff referrals. Also t.2:iken into 
account would be the degree to which students had the 
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opportunity to develop self-identity as shown by the House 
points winners lists and achievers lists published each 
year. 
The Scenario 
Changes to Pastoral Care 
In, 1992 several new staff members came to School E 
who were members of the Australian Association for Pastoral 
Care in Education. Through their interest in the concept, 
plans for pastoral care were being revised 1n the school by 
the end of 1992, with the support of the School Principal. 
The balance of delivery between specialists and teachers 
was set to alter, evaluation structures were being reviewed 
and new formats were to be in place in 1993. The other 
major change involved the extension of the time the 
Chaplain could spend in the school. 
The Delivery of Pastoral Care at School E 
At School E pastoral care was seen at decision making 
level as a means of redressing some of the social problems 
which affected students, and by this tactic relieving 
problems and pressures on the school staff. To carry out 
this programme, extensive use was made of the specialist 
staff at the school. This form of delivery was coming 
under question in 1992, not so much because of the actual 
format, but because of the lack of direct decision-making 
involvement at a strategic level of pastoral care planning 
of the school's teaching staff. Both the Principal and the 
Deputy (Student Services) saw staff involvement as crucial, 
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but in practice there was no staff input, other than the 
Deputy as Chairperson, at committee level where welfare 
decisions were taken. While student referrals from Form 
teachers were supposed to be made through the Deputy 
Principal, there was no evidence of a set structure for 
these referrals. When the Deputy was absent from the 
school, at least one Pastoral Care Committee meeting was 
cancelled during this study. The role of one person as the 
linchpin for pastoral delivery seemed to leave the system 
open to this type of dysfunction. 
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1. How did you become involved in pastoral care work? 
2. What training in pastoral care work have you had? 
Pre - service? 
In - service? 
3. How much of your time is taken up with pastoral care? 
4. How is that time spent? 
5. What resources are available? 
House centre? 
Private office? 
Money for projects? 
6.How do you see the role of pastoral care staff in the 
school? 
7. If you could make any changes to that role what would 
they be? 
8.Do you have any means of keeping up-to-date with pastoral 
care 
developments in 
1. Western Australia? 
2. Overseas? 
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9.What other roles do you have in the school? 
10. How long have you worked in the school? 
11. How long have you been a teacher? 
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Questions for Form Tutors as a basis for interview. 
1. Are all teachers in your school Form Tutors? 
2. How many students are in your Form Class? 
3. What time do you have with these students? 
4. What tasks are you expected to perform with these 
students? 
5. Is the time allocated a. Sufficient for those tasks? 
b. Too long~ not enough to do? 
6. Do you consider your role as tutor 
a. A major part of your 
teaching role? Yes I No 
b. A minor part of your 
teaching role? Yes I No 
c. An administrative 
function? Yes I No 
7. Do you consider that you know your Form 
students 
a. Better than other students 
in the school? 
b. No better than any other 
class? 
8. Who in the school do you turn to for help if problems 
occur for or with students in your Form Class? 
Comment~ 
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QUESTIONS TO BE ADDRESSED TO THE PRINCIPAL IN EACH OF THE 
FIVE PARTICIPATING SCHOOLS. 
1.How do you define the concept of pastoral care? 
2. Do you think that provisions in this school meet the 
demands of this definition? 
3. If your answer to Question 2. was yes: 
In what respects are those demands met? 
4. If your answer to Question 2. was no: 
Why do you think that this is so? 
5. How are resources deployed in the school for the 
provision of pastoral care? 
ti. Who do you. regar·d as "key pet .. <.:.~onnel" in the p1· .. ovisicin o+ 
pastoral care in the school? 
7. In your view, in what ways is the pastoral care 
component of the school linked to the afscademic 
cut .. t· i cu 1 um? 
8. How is the pastoral care component o+ the curriculum 
delivered in this school? 
9. Are you satisfied with this method of delivery? 
10. Are there ways that the delivery could be improved? 
Are they feasible given present resources and conditions? 
